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1.

On or about April 25, 1973 the President

directed H. R. Haldeman

to !i,sten to and. report on the taped conversation
morning meeting among the President,

of the March 21, 1973

John Dean and Haldeman.

requested and received twenty-~yo

tapes of Presidential

February, March and April, 1973.

That afternoon Haldeman

March 21 morning conversation

contents of the tape.

conversations
listened

and made notes from the tape.

to 5:35 p.m. Haldeman met with the President
The President

and reported

concluded

listen to the March 21 tape again to ascertain
points of doubt raised by the tape.

Haldeman
in

to the

From 4:40

to him on the

that Haldeman

should

the answers to certain

On or about April 26, 1973 Haldeman

again received the group of t.apes including

the March 21 tape.

He sub-

sequently listened again to the March 21 tape and reported to the President.

On April 26, 1973 Haldeman

five hours, commencing

at 3:59 p.m.~ and concluding

Comniittee has subpoenaed
conversations

and the President met for approximately

the tape recordings

bel~een the President

at 9:03 p.m.

of the April 25 and April 26

and Haldeman but has received neither

the tape recording nor a ~{hite House-edited

transcript

of the conversations.

1.1

President Nixon statement. November
Presidential Documents 1329.

1.2

H. R. Haldeman testimony, November

1.3

Raymond Zumwalt tape log, Exhibit 7, In re Grand
~,
1-lisc.47-73.

1.4

Raymond Zu~yalt testimony, November
Grand Jurv, ~tisc. 47-73, 96.

1.5

Stephen Bull testimony, November
Grand Jury, Misc. 47-73, 344.

'1.6

The

12, 1973, 9

8, 1973, In re
Grand Ju~, Misc. 47-73, 915, 923-24, 927-28, 931-33.
936-39, 942.

1, 1973, In re

2, 1973, In re

Heetings and conversations between the President and
H. R. Haldeman, April 25-26, 1973 (received from
White House).
[10482]

2.

David Young, former co-director

Unit (the "Plumbers")

has testified

of the Special Investigations

that on April 30, 1973 Ehrlichman

instructed Young to be certain that all papers involving the investigation
of security leaks were put in the President's
White House staff.

Ehrlichman

files before Young left the

informed Young of his own resignation

that he was going to be putting some papers in the President's

and

file

before he left.

2.1

David Young testimony, May 16, 1973, District of
Columbia Grand Jury, 49-50.

2.2

John Ehrlichman

log, April 30, 1973 (received from

SSe).

[10483]

3.

On April 30, 1973 the President

the resignations
and accepted
nomination

of Haldeman,

the resignation

of Dean.

the authority

do everything

The President

as Attorney

General.
authority

of the Watergate

to name a special

matters arising out of the case.

that he had accepted

and Kleindienst

would have absolute

bearing upon the prosecution
including

Ehrlichman

of Elliot Richardson

stated that Richardson

announced

also announced
The President

to make all decisions

prosecutor

pledged

in his power to see that the guilty were brought

for Watergate

matters

Senate adopted a resolution

for

that he would

During late April public calls were made for the appointment
prosecutor

the

case and related matters,

supervising

The President

and had requested

to justice.

of a special

and on May 1, 1973 the United States

requesting

the President

to appoint a special

prosecutor.

3.1

President Nixon statement, April 30, 1973,
9 Presidential Documents 431.

3.2

President Nixon address, April 30, 1973, 9
Presidential Documents 434-35.

3.3

Washington

3.4

Senate resolution
Record S 8031.

Post, April 28, 1973, AI, 14.
105, ~my 1, 1973, Congressional

[10484]
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4.

On May 7, 1973 Richardson, Attorney General designate, announced

that he had decided he would, if confirmed,

appoint a Special Prosecutor.

On May 9, 1973 the President stated that Richardson

and the Special

Prosecutor appointed by Richardson would have the total cooperation
the executive branch.

of

On May 10, 1973 Senator Scott informed the Senate

Judiciary Committee that the President had told him he would not intervene in the selection of the prosecutor

nor in the conduct of his office.

4.1

New York Times, May 8, 1973, 26.

4.2

President Nixon remarks, May 9, 1973, 9 Presidential Documents 660.

4.3

Hugh Scott statement,
Hearings 45-46.

SJC, Richardson Nomination

[10485]

5.

On May 21, 1973 Richardson

Committee with Special Prosecutor
submitted to the Comcittee

appeared before the Senate Judiciary
designate

a statement

Archibald

Cox.

Richardson

of the duties and responsibilities

of the Special Prosecutor which included a number of suggestions
received from members of the Committee
vided that the Special Prosecutor
arising out of unauthorized

and from Cox.

involving the President,
appointees

The statement pro-

would have jurisdiction

entry into the DNC headquarters

gate, offenses arising out of the 1972 Presidential

over offenses
at the Water-

election,

allegations

members of the White House staff or Presidential

and other matters which he consented

to have assigned by the

Attorney General and that he would have full authority
whether or not to contest the assertion
other testimonial

privilege.

of executive

The guidelines

for determining

privilege

also provided

After Richardson's

confirmation,

and published as a formal Department

or any

that the

Special Prosecutor would not be removed except for extraordinary
prieties.

he had

impro-

the statement was promulgated

of Justice regulation,

effective

Hay 25, 1973.

5.1

Elliot Richardson statement,
Hearings, 143-46.

SJC, Richardson

Nomination

5.2

Order establishing the Office of the Watergate Special
Prosecution Force, 38 Fed. Reg. 14688 (June 4, 1973).

[10486]

6.

On May 22, 1973 the President

Richardson's

selection of Archibald

issued a statement noting

Cox and stating that Richardson

had the President's

full support in his determination

truth brought out.

The President

also stated that executive privilege

would not be invoked as to any testimony
conduct or discussions

1eged cover-up.

concerning

of possible criminal

then under investigation,

to see the

including

possible criminal

conduct in the matters

the Watergate

affair and the a1-

On May 23, 1973 the Senate Judiciary

to report favorably on Richardson's

nomination

Richardson was confirmed by the Senate.
Attorney General on May 25, 1973.
the President had a conversation
statement of May 22, 1973.

Comnittee voted

and on the same day

Richardson

was sworn in as

At the time of the swearing
with Richardson

According

told him that the waiver of executive

about the President's

to Richardson,
privilege

in,

the President

as to testimony

referred

to in that statement did not mean that there would be any such waiver
of executive privilege

as to documents.

6.1

President Nixon statement, May 22, 1973,
9 Presidential Documents 697.

6.2

Senate consideration of Elliot Richardson nomination,
}~y 23, 1973, Con~ressiona1 Record S 9708, 9710.

6.3

Senate confirmation

of Elliot Richardson nOmination,
Record S 9715.

May 23, 1973, Congressional
6.4

Elliot Richardson
June 17, 1974.

affidavit,

House Judiciary

Committee,

[10487]

7.

On May 30, 1973 Special

to the President

Prosecutor

J. Fred Buzhardt

Cox requested

Special Counsel

to be sure that steps had been taken

to ensure that nothing was put into or taken out of any of the White
Bouse files affecting
within

the Watergate

the Special Prosecutor's

investigation

jurisdiction.

also like to knew what security measures

security measures

files and stating that the protection
papers was a matter

for decision

Cox stated that he would

were in force and when they were

put into effect with respect to such files.
wrote Cox describing

and other matters

On June 1, 1973 Buzhardt

in effect with respect
and disposition

to the

of Presidential

of the President.

7.1

Letter from Archibald Cox to J. Fred Buzhardt,
May 30, 1973 (received from Watergate Special
Prosecution Force).

7.2

Letter from J. Fred Buzhardt to Archibald Cox,
June 1, 1973 (received from Watergate Special
Prosecution Force).

[10488]

8.

On June 4, 1973 Cox wrote Buzhardt requesting more precise

assurance on security measures with respect to certain White House
files that Cox had specified.
supplementing

On

June 5, 1973 Cox wrote Buzhardt

the list of files and $tating that his references

to "files" included all diaries and logs of telephone

calls.

8.1

Letter from Archibald Cox to J. Fred Buzhardt,
June 4, 1973 (received from Watergate Special
Prosecution Force).

8.2

Letter from Archibald Cox to J. Fred Buzhardt,
June 5, 1973 (received from Watergate Special
Prosecution Force).

[10489]

9.

On June 4, 1973 the President

listened

to tapes of his conver-

sations with John Dean in the months of February and March, 1973.
various

times during the day the President

Secretary

spoke with Raig and Press

Ron Ziegler about the content of the tapes.

instructed

At another

point the President

di.d not need the March 21 and April 15 tapes because
After listening

to tapes, the President

that he spoke to Haldeman

10:21 to 10:22 p.m.
President

The President

Bull that he did not wish to hear the March 21 tape because

Haldeman had notes on it.

indicates

At

telephoned

said that he

he had those.

Haldeman;

his diary

from 10:05 to 10:20 p.m. and from

Between April 30, 1973 and June 4, 1973 the

spoke with Haldeman

by telephone

twenty-five

times and met

with him seven times.

9.1

President Nixon statement, November
9 Presidential Documents 1329.

-9.2

Raymond Zumwalt tape log, Exhibits
In re Grand Jury, Misc. 47-73.

12, 1973,

7 and 7a,

9.3

Tape recording of conversation between the President
and Alexander Haig, June 4, 1973, and House Judiciary
Committee transcript thereof.

9.4

Tape recording of conversation between the President
and Ronald Ziegler, June 4, 1973, and House Judiciary
Committee transcript thereof.

9.5

President Nixon daily diary, June 4, 1973 (received
from White House).

9.6

Meetings and conversations between the President
and H. R. Haldeman, April 30 - June 3, 1973 (received
from the White House).

[10490]

10.

On June 11, 1973 Cox wrote to Buzhardt

that a conversation

between

the President

recorded on tape and requested

that he had been informed

and Dean on April 15, 1973 was

access to the tape.

fied that he spoke to the President

Buzhardt has testi-

about Cox's request.

Buzhardt wrote Cox that the tape of a conversation

between

Dean on April 15, 1973 was a tape on which the President
own recollections

of that conversation

and that it would not be appropriate
Cox wrote to Buzhardt stating
President

On

and

his

with Dean after it was finished
to produce

that according

had offered the tape to Assistant

the recording

the President

dictated

that tape.

of the President's

On June 20

to Cox's information
Attorney

the

General Henry

Petersen while Petersen was in charge" of the investigation.
requested

June 16,1973

Cox again

April 15 meeting with Dean.

10.1 Letter from Archibald Cox to J. Fred Buzhardt,
June 11, 1973 (received from Ivatergate Special
Prosecution Force).
10.2 Letter from J. Fred Buzhardt to Archibald Cox,
June 16, 1973, Exhibit 53, In re Grand JurX, Misc.
47-73.
10.3 Letter from Archibald Cox to J. Fred Buzhardt,
June 20. 1973 (received from Watergate Special
Prosecution Force).
10.4 J. Fred Buzhardt testimony, November 9, 1973,
In re Grand Jury, Hisc. 47-73, 1085.
10.5 J. Fred Buzhardt testimony, November 12, 1973,
In re Grand Jury. Misc. 47-73, 1098-1102.

[10491]

11.

On

June 11, 1973 Cox wrote Buzhardt requesting

that an inventory

be made of the contents of any and all the files of Mitchell,
Liddy, Strachan,

Colson, Chapin, Ehrlichman,

and Young, and files relating
the Special Investigations
the President

to the Pentagon

Unit.

Haldeman,

Dean, Hunt, Krogh

Papers investigation

On June 16 Buzhardt

alone had the authority

LaRue,

informed Cox that

to order an inventory

of the files

and that Cox's proposal would be reviewed with the President.
21, 1973 Cox wrote to Buzhardt

renewing

the request.

On

June

Cox has testified

that after a period of many weeks he was told by Buzhardt
be no agreement

and

that there could

on such an inventory.

11.1

Letter from Archibald Cox to J. Fred Buzhardt,
June 11, 1973 (received from Watergate Special
Prosecution Force).

11.2

Letter from J. Fred Buzhardt to Archibald Cox,
June 16, 1973 (received from Watergate Special
Prosecution Force).

11.3

Letter from Archibald Cox to J. Fred Buzhardt,
June 21, 1973 (received from Watergate Special
Prosecution Force).

11.4

Archibald Cox testimony,
Hearings 80.

SJC, 1 Special Prosecutor

[10492]

12.

On June 13, 1973 Cox wrote Buzhardt and requested copies or

excerpts from logs showing the dates and times of meetings
telephone calls between the President
Cox has testified
versations

and fifteen named individuals.

that he received documents

between the President

Petersen and Mitchell.

and

showing meetings and con-

and Dean, Haldeman,

Ehrlichman,

Haig has stated that Cox was told that the

President had no meetings with Strachan,

Chapin, Liddy and Hunt.

12.1

Letter from Archibald Cox to J. Fred Buzhardt,
June 13, 1973 (received from Watergate Special
Prosecution Force).

12.2

Archibald Cox testimony,
Hearings 16.

12.3

Alexander Haig interview,
October 28, 1973, 7.

SJC, 1 Special Prosecutor

"Face the Nation,"

[10493]

13.

On

June 21, 1973 Cox requested access to the ITT file that

had been compiled by John Dean's assistant, Fred Fielding.
5, 1973 and on July 10, 1973 Cox repeated his request.

On July

On August 13,

1973 Buzhardt told Attorney General Richardson that he had told Cox
that day that the White House would give Cox the ITT file.

Cox

subsequently testified that he received the file.

13.1

Letter from Archibald Cox to J. Fred Buzhardt
June 21, 1973 (received from Watergate Special
Prosecution Force).

13.2

Letter from Archibald Cox to J. Fred Buzhardt,
July 5, 1973 (received from Watergate Special
Prosecution Force).

13.3

Letter from Archibald Cox to J. Fred Buzhardt,
July 10, 1973 (received from Watergate Special
Prosecution Force).

13.4

Elliot Richardson testimony, SJC, 1 Special
Prosecutor Hearings 410.

- 13.5

Archibald Cox testimony, SJC, 1 Special Prosecutor
Hearings 16.

[10494]

14.

On June 22, 1973 Buzhardt

and conversations

between

sent to Cox documents

the President

and Henry Petersen during March

and April, 1973 showing no contact between
April 17, 1973 and one telephone
Daily Diaries introduced
9, 1973

calIon

into evidence

the President

April 18, 1973.

and Petersen on
(The President's

before Judge Sirica on November

show that Petersen met with the President

and that Petersen had two telephone

listing meetings

conversations

on April 17, 1973
with the President

on

April 18, 1973).

14.1 Letter from J. Fred Buzhardt to Archibald Cox,
June 22, 1973 (received from Watergate Special
Prosecution Force) with attached meetings and
conversations between the President and Henry
Petersen, April 17-18, 1973 (received from White
House).
14.2 President Nixon daily diary, Exhibits 48 and 49,
In re Grand Jury, Misc. 47-73, April 17 and 18,
1973.
14.3 List of exhibits,

In re Grand Jury, Misc. 47-73.

[10495]

15.

On

June 25, 26, 27, 28 and 29, 1973 Dean testified before the

Senate Select Committee

on Presidential

Campaign Activities

testified about various meetings with the President
concerning

his own and Haldeman's,

President's

involvement

Ehrlichman

in the Watergate

IS,

(SSC).

He

and made allegations

Mitchell's

and the

case.

15.1

Table of Contents,

3 SSC III, 4 SSC III.

15.2

New York Times, June 26, 1973, 1, 31.

[10496]

16.

On June 27, 1973 Cox wrote to Buzhardt formally requesting

the President
versations

furnish a detailed narrative

and incidents mentioned

Cox stated that it was important

covering the con-

in Dean's testimony before the SSC.

that the President's

obtained without undue interference

16.1

statement

that

evidence be

with the President's

responsibilities.

Letter from Archibald Cox to J. Fred Buzhardt,
June 27, 1973 (received from Watergate Special
Prosecution Force).

[10497]

17.

On June 28, 1973 Fred LaRue pleaded guilty to a one-count

information
influence,
information

felony

char&ing that he conspired with other unnamed persons to
obstruct and impede the due administration
charged a conspiracy

to pay money to the defendants

United States v. Liddy for the purpose of obtaining
specified as an overt act in furtherance

agreed to disclose all information

The

in

their silence and

of the conspiracy

by LaRue of $280,000 in cash on or about December

witness for the Government

of justice.

1, 1972.

in his possession

the receipt
LaRue

and testify as a

in any and all cases with respect to which

he may have relevant information.

A

17.1

United States v. LaRue, Information,

17.2

United States v. LaRue, Docket, June 27, 1973.

17.3

Letter from Archibald
1973.

June 27, 1973.

Cox to Fred Vinson, June 12,

[10498]

18.

Richardson has stated that on July 3, 1973 Haig called him to

complain about a news story that Cox was investigating

expenditures

relating to the "Western White House" at San Clemente.

Richardson

has

stated that Haig told him that he ought to get Cox to issue a statement
that Cox was making no such investigation.
Cox that he was not investigating
publicly that he was not.

Richardson

determined

from

San Clemente and Cox agreed to state

Richardson

has stated that he notified Haig

that Cox had agreed to make a statement and that Haig told him that the
statement was inadequate.

Richardson

broke in on the conversation

has stated that the President

and told him that he wanted a statement

from Cox within an hour that Cox was not investigating

18.1 Elliot Richardson
June 17, 1974.

San Clemente.

affidavit, House judiciary Committee,

[10499]

19.

On July 6, 1973 Cox announced

tion voluntarily

acknowledged

that the American Airlines Corpora-

it had made illegal corporate contributions

to the Committee to Re-elect the President

(CRP) in 1971-72 and agreed

to cooperate fully with the Special Prosecutor's

19.1 Watergate Special Prosecution
July 6, 1973.

office.

Force press release,

[10500]

20.
the

On July 6, 1973 the President,

sse,

in response to requests

from

wrote to Senator Ervin that he would not testify before the

Committee and would not allow access to Presidential
or received by former members of his staff.

papers prepared

The President

he would allow present and former White House staff members

20.1

stated that
to testify.

Letter from President Nixon to Sam Ervin,
Exhibit F, Senate Select Committee v. Nixon,
July 6, 1973.

[10501]

21.

On July 10, 1973 Cox wrote Buzhardt

the lack of progress

in obtaining

answers

that he was disturbed

to his several requests

-

cerning access to papers in the White House files, inventories
files and access to the tape relating
between the President
hampering

and Dean.

the investigation

by
con-

to certain

to the April 15 conversation

Cox pointed

of possible

out that the delay was

criminal offenses by high

Government

officials.

Cox stated he was reluctant

difficulty

encountered

in obtaining

information

to report on his

from the White House

or to seek legal process, but that he must insist upon a prompt,

cate-

gorical response to each of his requests.

21.1

Letter from Archibald Cox to J. Fred Buzhardt,
July 10, 1973 (received from Watergate Special
Prosecution Force).

[10502]

In early July 1973 the President

22.

to the tape of the September
Haldeman and Dean.

authorized Haldeman to listen

15, 1972 conversation

between the President,

On or about July 10, 1973 several tapes and a tape

recorder were delivered

to Haldeman

at Lawrence Higby's home.

Haldeman

has testified that he took the tapes and the tape recorder to his home
and listened to the tape of the September

15 conversation.

1973 Haldeman obtained and took home six additional
reel covering conversations
1973.

in the President's

Haldeman has testified

On

July 11,

tapes, including a

EOB office on April 15,

that he did not listen to these tapes,

and returned them and the tape recorder to the White House the following
morning.

22.1

President Nixon news conference,
9 Presidential Documents 1018.

August 22, 1973,

22.2H.

R. Haldeman testimony, November
Grand Jury, Misc. 47-73, 985-990.

22.3

H. R. Haldeman testimony, November 9, 1973, In re
Grand Jury, }lisc. 47-73, 996, 999-1001, 1004-05.

22.4

Raymond Zumwalt tape log, Exhibits
Grand Jury, Misc. 47-73.

8, 1973, In re

7 and 7a, In re

[10503]

23.

On July 10, 1973 Cox wrote

records of telephone
Clark MacGregor

conversations

requesting

(1) copies of

and meetings between the President

and

on July 5 and 6, 1972; (2) copies of Gordon Strachan's

"political matters memoranda;"
"Miscellaneous

to Buzhardt

Intelligence"

items from the safeguarded

(3) a copy of materials

in John Dean's

file; (4) a copy of the logs showing what
files had been copied by former White House

staff members; and (5) records of items inserted into any White House
file by Ehr1ichman

23.1

or Young on or after April 30, 1973.

Letter from Archibald Cox to J. Fred Buzhardt,
July 10, 1973 (received from Watergate Special
Prosecution Force).

[10504]

)

24.

On July 12, 1973 Senator Ervin wrote

of the Senate Select Committee

stating that the President's

July 6 conflicted with the Committee's
facts on matters it was authorized
Committee authorized
reconcile

to the President

the Chairman

responsibility

to investigate.

on behalf

letter of

to ascertain
On

the

that day the

to meet with the President

to seek to

the matter.

24.1

Letter from Sam Ervin to President Nixon, July 12,

1973, 5 SSC 1937.
24.2

SSC Resolution,

July 12, 1973, 5 SSC 1937-38.

[10505]

25.

On July 16, 1973 Alexander

to the President,

testified

Butterfield,

before the SSC and publicly

existence

of a system for automatically

sations.

Also on July 16th the President

George Shultz, directing
give testimony

to Congressional

committees

protective

their duties at the White House.
disconnected

recording

that no officer

or learned while performing

former Deputy Assistant
disclosed

Presidential

wrote to Treasury

the

conver-

Secretary

or agent of the Secret Service
concerning

functions

matters

observed

for the President

or in

On July 18, 1973 the taping system was

and custody of the tapes transferred

from the Secret Service

to the White House.

25.1

Alexander

Butterfield,

5 SSC 2074-77.

25.2

Letter from President Nixon to George Shultz,
July 16, '1973, 9 Presidential Documents 905.

25.3

Alexander Haig testimony, December 5, 1973,
In re Grand Jury, Misc. 47-73, 1997-99.

[10506]

1

[10507]

This didn't include 18 min gap tape. ->

[10508]

36.4 Vol II

1.

On

or about April 25, 1973 the President directed H. R. Haldeman

to listen to and. report on the taped

n of the March 21, 1973

morning meeting among the President,

Haldeman

requested and received twenty-two
February, March and April, 1973.

esidentia1
That

conversations

oon Haldeman

listened

Mar.ch .2.1moznfng .conversation and made notes from the tape.
to 5:35 p.m. Haldeman met with the President
contents of the tape.

The President

to the

From 4 :40

and reported to him on the

concluded

listen to the March 21 tape again to ascertain
points of doubt raised by the tape.

in

that Haldeman should
the answers to certain

On or about April 26, 1973 Haldeman

again received the group of tapes including

the March 21 tape.

He sub-

sequently

listened again to the March 21 tape and reported to the Presi-

dent.

April 26, 1973 ,Haldeman and the P-;:-asident
met for approximately

On

five hours, commencing

at 3:59 p.m., and concluding

Commlt~ee has subpoenaed
conversations

the tape recordings

between the President

at 9:03 p.m.

of the April 25 and April 26

and Haldeman but has received neither

the tape recording nor a White House-edited

transcript of the conversations.

1.1

President Nixon statement, November
Presidential Documents 1329.

1.2

H. R. Haldeman testimony, November 8, 1973, In re
Grand Jury, Misc. 47-73, 915, 923-24, 927-28~~3l-33,
936-39, 942.

1.3

Raymond Zumwalt tape log, Exhibit 7, In re Grand
~,
?otisc.47-73.

1.4

Raymond Zumwalt testimony, November
Grand Jurv, }lise. 47-73, 96.

1.5

Stephen Bull testimony, November
Grand Jury, Misc. 47-73, 344.

'1.6

The

12, 1973, 9

1, 1973, In re

2, 1973, In re

Meetings and conversations between the President and
H. R. Haldeman, April 25-26, 1973 (received from
White House).

[10509]

.

I-'

I
f .

[10510]

1.1

President Nixon statement

weekly Compilation of

005081
~.

PRESIDENTIAL
DOCUMENTS

.. ;

•

Monday, November 19, 1973
,._

Volume 9 • Number 46
Pages 1329-1343

[10511]

Administration of [?ichard Nixon

PRESIDENTIAL .DOCUMENTS
Week Ending Saturday, November 17, 1973

~esidential

Tapes an~ Documents

Statement by the President Outlining Procedures
To Provide Information Related to the Watergate
Investigation to the Chief Judge oj the United States
District Court for the District of Columbia.
ouember 12,1973
As a consequence of the public disclosure, 2 weeks ago,
that two conversations of the President were not recorded
on the White House recording system, doubts have arisen
about just what happened to these conversations and
why they were not recorded. The purpose of this statement is to help dispel those doubts and to spell out certain
steps I will take to offer infonnation to t~e court that .will
help detennine the substance of all rnne conversatIOns
subpoenaed by the court.
First, there are no missing tapes. There are two conversations requested by the courts which were not recorded. The first is a 4-minute conversation with the
former Attorney General, John Mitchell, on June 20,
1972. The second is a meeting of 55 minutes with John
Dean, late in the evening of Sunday, April 15, 1973.
There is no question in my mind but that the opencourt hearing, now being conducted, will demonstrate
to the court's satisfaction the truth of our statements that
these two conversations were never recorded. In fact
there is no affirmative evidence to the contrary. I believe
that when the court concludes its evaluation of the testimony and documentary evidence, public doubt on this
issue will be completely and satisfactorily removed.
In the meantime, I believe it important to make a
Itatement ahout this proceeding so that misconceptions
about this matter do not persist, simply because certain
basic facts are not presented to the American public.
First, the Senate Select C0mmitt~
did not subpoena
the substance of the two unrecorded conversations. That

material was requested only by the Special Prosecutor,
and the court, who believed the substance of nine presidential conversations was necessary for completion of the
Watergate investigation.
We are complying fully with the Federal court decision.
In seven of nine instances, the actual recording of the
conversation is being submitted; this includes five conversations in which John Dean participated-September 15, 1972, March 13, 1973, two on March 21, 1973,
one on March 22, 1973. For all nine conversations covered by the subpoena, such contemporaneous notes and
memoranda as were made of the conversations are being
provided in accordance with the court order.
Before discussing these matters, the issue of when and
why the recorded conversations were
listened to bv' me ,
.
and by others on my behalf, should be placed in chronological perspective.
On June 4, 1973, I listened to the tape recordings of
a number of conversations I had with John Dean in order
to refresh my memory of those discussions. All of the
conversations to which I listened that day had taken place
prior to March 21, 1973. My purpose inreviewing the
recordings of my conversations with Mr. Dean was to
confirm my recollection that he had not reported certain
facts to me prior to March 21, 1973. In late April 1973,--"
I asked H. R. Haldeman to listen and report on the conversation of March 21, 1973, in which he had been
present ~or a ~ubstantial portion 0,£ time. My primary__j
purpose in having Mr. Haldeman listen to this tape was
to confirm my recollection that March 21, 1973, was the
date on which John Dean had first reported certain facts
w me.
'
There had been rumors and reports to the contraryone of them suggesting that John Dean and I had met
30 or 40 times to discuss Watergate-and
I wanted to
ref~esh my recollection as to what was the precise andentire truth.
.
On .September 29, 1973, I began a review of the tape
recordings subpoenaed by the Special Prosecutor f
th
.
d b
or e
gran d JUry. an
Y the Senate Select Committee. The

reason was It had been my deliberate intention to litigate
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HiR. Ha1dem~

testimony. In re
Grand Jury, November 8, 1973
Q

Prior to the twenty fifth of April 1973, did

you have any knowledge,

direct or indirect, that anyone

removed a recorded tape from the tape repository?
A

You are setting a specific date of April 25th -can't of my own knowledge establish

I

that as the date,

the date on which I did know that a tape was removed from the
repository,

although I know that it was in that general time.

Prior to the removal of that I am not aware of any other
removal.
Q
I

Well let us focus on what you ll7ereaware of

take it that you are referring to the removal in which

you received some material?
A

That is correct.

Q

Now prior to your receipt of some material

which wa~, I think we can agree, some time in late April of
1973
A

That is right and I have seen the date of April

25th in the newspaper reports and I am willing

to accept

that if a log shows that is the date because it is approximate-

ly the time that I would assume that this removal was in
(fact made.

Q

Prior to that time did you have any knowledge

of anyone at all removing tapes from the r~pository

for any
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Service personnel to your knowledge

or your present knowledge

was anyone else aware of the tape recording system?
A

Mr. Butterfield

was -_ Mr. Higby was and I guess

by that time Mr. Bull was - I think he had replaced Mr.Butterfield by then so he was aware of it, and then the Secret
Service personnel - that is all.

Q

They would be.

And Mr. Higby was aware of it because Mr.Higby

performed some function when Mr. Butterfield

was unavailable

in terms of attending to the demands of the system?
1 could -- no, --1 guess he did. I am not

A

aware of that.

I guess Mr. Bull.has so testified.

also add that I think Mr. Bull testified

I should

that his secretary

was aware of this system - I did not know that, I don't believe,
at the time, but I assume that is [sic] correct.

~

I.

Q

Now, the conversation

which you had with the

President on either April 24 or April 25 in either the Oval

Office or the EOB office -- what do you recall in substance
the President saying to you and what did you say to him -to the best of your recollection?
A
that

That is -- I can give you a general recollection
in summary, that the question of the meeting that

the preent

[sic] had,had with Mr. Dean, during March 1973 already

was discussed, and as a result of that, the President wanted R review of the specific points discussed

in the March 21 meeting
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and he may have also raised other meetings because I -- I
think that I received other tapes in addition to the March 21
tape.

Q

What is your recollection

of what was said,

Mr. Haldeman.
A

I am giving you a general recollection

and that is

all I can give you.

Q

Well, you say theremust

[sic) have been some conversation

about some other tapes -- do you recall the conversation?
A

No,! do not - but I recall only in a general

sense a conversation
the President's

regarding what had been discussed at

meeting with Mr. Dean, and specifically

the March 21st one -- that, was the one on which there was a
principal focus because that is the one that I was directed

I

to listen to -

at least listen to first, and report to the

~sident.
Q.

Well I think you have said a number of things

new and let us take them one at a time -- first you say you
were directed to listen to that first - was there a direction
to listen to other tapes at that period of time?
A

I am not sure.

I have a feeling there may have

been because I have a general recollection

that at that time

I was given tapes for a number of these March meetings -or for at least more than one of them.
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to Mr. Bull and I probably contacted him directly.
You don't have a clear recollection

at alIas

to

whether it was Mr. Buil or someone else

A

No - 1 don't.

Q

If it was someone else, cou1d it have been anyone

,other than "Mr."Higby?

A

1 don't believe so - no.

Q

So you asked ~ither Mr. Bull or Mr. H gby [sic] to

secure some material for you?
Yes.

A

I:

Now what do you recall asking for?
My recollection

is asking

for the March 21 tape.

Q

What do you recall saying in substance?

A

"Get me the tape for the President's

meeting

on March 21st with John Dean."
Q

Now-

A

Now let me say that that sounds like a direct quote

• I don't mean it to so sound.
saying

You asked me if 1 recall

I have no ability to tell you precisely what my words

were.

Q
you said

In substance - the question was in substance what
now from whom did you receive the material?

A

I think 1 received it directly from Mr. Bull.

Q

Do you recall having a conversation

with Mr. Bull
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upon receiving
A

the material he brought you?

I think,I have a general recollection

of Mr. Bull

bringing me the material including a tape recorder-- tape
machine in a metal briefcase,

and hisopening

[sic] the briefcase

and showing me how the tapes were ma~ked - and in other words
how the boxes with the tap [sic] in were identified by date
and explainig

[sic] to me that he was provi.ding me not only with the

Oval O·ffice tape but with the tape, other tapes for the same
date, which included telephone tapes and of course the EOB

I.

~tf1ce tapes whiCh were on different reels because they wee [sic]
different systems, apparently.

~bY
Q

And was that the substance

of that conversation

so far as you can recall?
A

That is correct.

Q

Now you say that the tapes you received were in

a metal container?
A

In a standard - I don't know if anyone has one

but the government briefcase

Q

Was the tape recorder in the briefcase

A

That is my recollection.

Q

I will hold up this briefcase Mr. Haldeman--

as well?

was it any larger than this?
A

Yes -- it was not that type - it was a suitcase

type briefcase - I think they have aluminum and sort of black
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A

No - I did not go through them

Q

Did he not indicate to you what was on the tapes

and what they meant?
A

I mean the tape boxes.

Yes but but he took one box, and showed me how

they were identifiedby
point of origination

[sic] date and by the locale of the

- Oval Office March 21st, for example -

or Telephone March 17, or whatever

it might be.

Q

Approximately

A

I am not sure - I can't tell you how many

how many were there

there were --- there was a number of them.

....---

I can't give you any approximateion

[sic] - I can't

Well you asked for one conversation,

as I understood

remember •

Q

your testimony--

the conversation

between the President

and John Dean - is that not correct?
A

Yes.

Q

On

A

Yes.

Q

Is that right?

A

Yes.

.Q

the 21st of March --

Now when you did receive the tapes, if you had

received twenty two different reels of tape in response to
that request, would you not have taken some note of that?
A

Well, as I indicated earlier, Iknow [sic] now that there

were - from having heard testimony,

that there were more reels

that the few that would be required to cover one date.

I
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feel that I must have asked for, or there must have been
an understanding

in some way, that Iwas [sic] being given the

tapes for a number 0'£ dates of these March meetings
than just for one date.

rather

I did -- I don't recall any surprise

at the number of tapes when I received them

- my recollection

is that there· were more tapes than th~ee or four or whatever
would be required for the one date.

Q

Do

you recall that your testimony

in summary has been that the recollection

to this point

you now have

is that you only asked -- and I am t~lking about prior to
this hearing - was that you asked only for the March 21st
tape?
A

That was my recollection

until this number of

I

takes [sic] point was brought out which leads me to believe

!

that I must have asked for more and so that, for some reason,
there was an understanding

Q

that I was to be given more.

And indeed, you must have, when you went to play

the tapes, had to sort through all of the tapes that you
had been given, in order to attempt to find the one that
you were interested
A

int

I had to locate the March 21st tape but,

as I recall, there was no problem of sorting through things
to find it.

Q

Do

you recall where the conversationtook

that was recorded, that you were searching
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The March 21st conversatio [sic] - yes, it was in the

A

l::

office.

Q

And do you recall if you knew that at the time

you made your request?
A

yes I did.

Q

And did you specify that in y.our request?

A

I don't know -- I don't know that I knew at

the time I made the request that there were different

tapes

- I have the feeling that I did.

I:r:m •

And at the time of or after you received them
Bull - what did you do with them next?
Oh -- 1 had the tapes and the tape recorder

A

in a very small office fight off of my office in the west
wing of theHhite House [sic] -- I listened to the March 21 tape
on the tape recorder - made notes on it and at the en d [sic] of it
took my notes and went over to the EOB office and reviewed
with the President my' summary of what had been in the tape.

Q

You had a conversation with the President

at

that time?

L-----

AThat is correct

Q

And did you take all of the tapes with you

over to the EOB office or did you leave them somewhere?
A

1 am not sure - 1 did not take them with me to the

EOB office - I either left them in that office that is part
of my office, or returned them to Mr. Bull.
But you don't recall whihc? [sic]
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the remaining tapes that day?
A

No.

Q

So you may not have had the March 21 tape In

your han~ when you went over to see the President?
A

I did not have it in my hand when I went over

to see the President.

Q

So you left all the tapes in ,your office?

A

That is correct.

Q

Do you have any recollection

of returning

the

tapes to Mr. Bull?
A

Not a clear and present recqllection.
I am sure they were turned to Mr. Bull, but I

do not - I cannot picture in my own mind the act of turning
them back to him.

Q

All right -

but it is your recollection

that

they were returned to him that day?

~

J

A

I think so.

Q

And if it helps your recollection,

if it helps your recollection

or I ask

if I say that the log maintained

by the Secret Service pesonnel

[sic] indicates that twenthy

[sic] two

tapes were removed at one forty five pm on April 25th 1973
by Mr. Bull and were returned at five twenty eight pm on
the same day by Mr. Bull.
Does that square with your recollection?
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A

Yes I would have no quarrel with that.

Q

Now when was the next conversation

that you had

about listening to tapes?
A

I am not sure but during the discussion with

the President on the 25th of April, as the established date ,
which I am willing to accept - that it probably is -Q

Are you discussing now the first conversation

or the one after listening to the tape?
A

No -- one after.

Q -- or the one after?
A

After listening to the tape, when I reported on

the tape, the content of the tape, to the President,
and the question was raised, it was either his suggestion or
mine - anyway that the conclusion was that I ought now
to listen to the tape again, make an attempt to ascertain the
answers to the points of doubt that had come up, and
so on, or the a~biguities in my mind as to what the tape said,
in particular areas - and at some point subsequent to that
meeting I made a request of Hr. Bull

and I presume again

it might have been through Mr. Higby

to have the tape

returned to me with the tape recorder but this time with a
tape recorder that had an ear phone or a head set attachment
on it so that I could listen through the head set which would
enable me to turn the volume up and be able to hear the
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content more efficiently

than it was through the speaker

system on the original tape machine.

Q

Now, I take it that when I asked you a few

minutes ago to explain whether there was any conversation
with the President after you had reported to him, about listening
to other tapes, you excepted from that the question of the
March 21 tape?
A

Q

That is correct - you said other tapes.

Right - I did.

r

Do you recall having any conversation

with Mr. Bull the following day, April 26th?

I

A

I have already indicated

subsequent

to

you that at some point

to my discussion with the President,

my returning

follOwing

of the tape the first time, I asked for the tape

back for another review.
That conversation would have been with Mr. Bull
I presume although I have said it might have been through
Mr. Higby and I don't know whether

that was made on that day

, ~ the 25th - or the 26th, or a subsequent
~er

that.

Q

date.

I can't

I am not sure.

Now, by this time of course, you had isolated

which tape it was that you were interested

in -- and that

was on one reel, I assume?
A

The March 21st tape? Right.

Q

It was on one reel of tape - it did not continue

-.
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over to another one?
That is my recollection.

A

It was all on onereel

[sic]

and it was only part of that reel.

Q

And it had some writing on the back of the reel

or on the box?
A

The box was identified as March 21, 00, as I

recall.

~

Q

And you made a request of Mr. Bull for the March 21

\ 00 tape because you wanted to listen to.it again - either
Mr, Bull or Mr. Rigby?
A

That is correct -- now again I have to establish

that I am not clear as to whether I asked for that tape or

I f~r_the tapes that I had been given earlier - the same group
t..:.:...: Q
apes

•

Because he brought all 22 tapes back again - is

that not so?
A

It probably is.

Q

Well do you recall receiving one tape or 22

tapes?
A

No - a group of tapes. A group of tapes - I can't
\1
\

confirm 22, but there was more than one.

Q

Who gave you or who brought you [sic] that group of

tapes that you received?
A

To the best of my recollection

it was Mr. Bull.

Q

And did you have some conversation

with Mr. Bull
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at that time in which you said "Mr. Bull, " -

in substance,

"Mr. Bull, I don't need all of·these tapes - all I need is
one tape that has the conversation

I am interested

in."?

A

I don't recall that,no - I do not recall that.

Q

Do you recall having a conversation

- in substance

- with him?
A

No.

Q

Do

you recall looking at what it was that Mr. Bull

brought you at the time he brought it to you?
A

No.

Q

Do you recall looking at the material at some

time that day?
~

l

I am not sure what day, but I do recall
reviewing the March 21st tape.

Q

Where did you review it?

A

Same place.

Q

And did you take ~urther

notes with your ear

phones on this time?
A

Yes - I used the same notes and by adding

to them or interpolating

them where I was able to clarify

or expand.

Q

I

And then I take it you made some report to the

President?

t_______

A

That is correct.

<.
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Is tn~.~ ~nything in your mind which would

~_!:__

~C

~~aL

that would not c~.~curate?[sic]

A

No.

Q

Now what recollection

do you have of returni.nz

thfs- material to him?
A

Only, as I have already stated Mr. Ben Veniste,

that I finished with it, and I either returned it to Mr.Bu11
or had Mr. Higby return it to Mr. Bull or I asked Mr. Bull
to pick it up in my office--- and I am not sure which.

'~I
Q

,

When do you recall listening

to it -- onthe [sic] same

date that Mr. Bull gave it toyou, [sic] this is on the second
occasion now?

A

.

I am fairly certain that I listened to it on the

same day and I returned it on the same day that he gave it to
me.

I am not certain what date that was.

Q
A

Q

This is on the second occasion?
.That's correct.
So is it your testimony that to the best of your

I

recollection

~

A

That would have been my recollection

Q

Is it possible that it could have been returned

it was again returned on the same day?
- yes.

the day after,the 27th?
A

I have no recollection

that it was held out

but, again, as I told you, I do not also have a clear recollection as to the specifics of the return.
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,orr1Cf3" tapes whj.cn

~Q

on dl.f!·e~e!lt reeln
_.- .~

~y dH"t'¢rellt. ayatet:3.

al'~r(lm:l;,'.

Q

.

Q.

iia:l the ta~e

,

-,

reco.-...aeI"t ill tho- t:.r:1erc.ase aa ~e.l.t1

..

[10534]

r,'1!

·'

Telcphcnt'l ;'1\1;'on 11, or ~hntevcr it mir;ht bo.

A .'

Q

r

. 1 ara hot sure ... I elln't

,

tell. you ho~ r.:any

~~emb~.

\.

.

Q

itcH. yvu r,t,!,ect for cne C?m:crS3t:1.(>Q,

your tczt!,

~LY' ...... t.hO converssntlcn

nDt'.1eoo

the

t>n I undereto'Od

rl.'C!;i(~ont.

'"

Q

Is tr.at r1&ht?

Q

N~ Y!lcn you did reeeivQ

the t~pes~

it you t~4

reeo1ve6 t~enty t~o Cirrere~t reels or tape in r~p~n3e to

t!~t tl.u fetJ thlt ~ould be r~u1red
\

tc

COVel"

one dote.

I

[10535]

-.... 932 .. '
t!~t Z r:.1l~tl"...!1.veaaked

1"eel

ror, :;.:-t;1ere

£!Us't bn~c

been

...

)
.

.

at:t~e

tlW!WeJ:"

or

tapes t:ben J: X"cccivcd thea

- tl7 eee ollect1:.>0

I

I

tape?
. A

\

taken p!j1nt \trul bl:tougbt out wblCh Lesda z:a to bell$re

_ 'f

e ;

.

._
,

Q

"Ap£! 1rAeil'l,

you mtrot h:!Ve"

tlle ta.pes~ h3d to .tiort tbrousb a.ll
h3d· bemg_1ve."lJ in. crd~

lOU w~·re

tr; ~tte:ipt

or

}lhen Yc-tl went to ~!.ay

tte t.apea tnat

t~ .t1J::d tbe

cne

U:;::t

~oterestoo 1n1

A

I had to locate t.~

l'OU

.;
P.arch 2Ult tape l)u~..

\

i

as I recaJ..J. ~ there

"as no r,:obl~

e:f

1J c..-t1ng

.. _....__

._--

tnrcugh

tr~no3 \
I

to f1o:i it.

[10536]

!

,

;

A

t

The March al:Jt converr;at10

- :/02, it ttaa 1!l. the

OV3J. office.

A

Yes.

A

r

I d.1.d•

. Acl c11c1ycu upOOlr~

Q --

- I

1.r you kn~ that at tha t1r..'lQ

.Atld do YOll recall.

Q

. I don It

tavo t~

.reel1r.g

k:lmf

--

tt'.ilt

that

1r. your request?

I ~on It kno;,

I k:l?~ at

thnt.

I tl1(l.

Q

\

~

t\ .

\

~.'

-t

!

on the

tas:-e recorder

.; r.ade not ea on it szxt at the en d

took my nceee cr.d \t:ont over to the ~'OB office
.with

tllC

freaitlent

Q

t10n With the

it _

I
(

ard ~e\.ri~'iOO

t!1' l,ju::::'~rY or what had been in the

You l:ad n converaa

01'

tUj)e.

Preai<lcntat

tbat timo1

L.

ATh:1t is oe.rrect

.»
,-\

,

Q

- And d1d you take all

~ the tape with you

.

/.

-ov~ .to the EOBofrlco
A

t-r

50:!:~here?

1 am not Dure - I d14 ni)t taka thea with co to the

EOa ot~1ce - I e1t.hw le1't

or

did you le:lve t~

r:rs or£1eo.

0J.<t

returned

t);~

in that t).r.r~ott~t

1e ~rt

thea to- til-. Bull.

lklt yoU don I t recall

trh1ho?

[10537]

. ~. ..- ..;;- ._"

936the rema1ning tapes that day?

your

A

llb. '

Q

So you may not have had the ~.arch 21. tape in

when

baed

A
'to

you

went over to

see

the President?

I d1d not have 1t 1n my ham when I \'1ent

OVe!'

see the President.
Q'

So you

A.

That is c or-rect.,

Q

Do you

left

a.I1. the tapee

1n your of rice?

have any recollection

of returning

the'

tape!! to Mr. Bull?

ar~ present

Not a clear

recollection.

they were tur ned to Nr. Dull,

I am sure

do not - I cannot picture

but

I

1n my own mind the act of turnine;

theme back to hie.
All right
,

.'

they 'were returned

,

to him that day?

'An1 1t it helps your recollection,

Q
11' it

that

I think so.

A
'-~

but it 1s your recollect1on

helps your recollection

1.f r'say
,

'

the log

~:>., ntn.1ned

"$ ~,rtr·

e'h

by the Secret Service
tnpes wel"e

tbat

or I ask

pesonnel ind1cates that t1-<Jen.t
fc~ty five p~ on April ~~
removed a t on e
,

1973

returned at five twenty eight pm on
'by

tA..zt .. Bu.Ll" and were

the same

(la'Y

~

by

.'

Nr. Bull.

Does that square

with yOU

r recollection?
[10538]

"'937-

J:
(
A

I'.~

net auee bot ~'Uring tee dl$et.lDS1on witn

tho fresid~Dt en t~2.5t~,c.r

Aprll .. aa the C$tabl1sb~

wt.:1cn I

- that it ~Oi;ab.1.y ~

a"C

\llll~

t;,

aecept

date

J"

_._

A
Q --

or the ene sttOl'?
)

. -A

t

t.i-.o
.... t,,~.,,;.a
...""'11....'

\:\
..

\

.

.

spnwe.rtJ to t·boapolnt~er
··80

on, or the ~~-u.1t1e3

1~j:3rt1etll"r

doubt

in tr,y mind

aeeaa - aoo at

lCeet1ng I r;ade a requcat

that

B""'''

Mel e exa
128

Up,

acd

to .ftJat ti"!e UlFe f;1a1d

oJ

I

p01nt Subsequent. to that

n.r ~.r.. .Bu.!"!',:::- am. I ;:'~u;se

again

i

/I

,
~.;:X

"'~bl.o
e...r...
~ -"'s to turn

the

V.t1.u::t8 uu
~ aed be able

to hear-

d;

/

I
I

~

t~)6

[10539]

937content more eff1clently than it was through
.system

on the origl"nal

tape machine.

liow, I take

Q

l:

the speake~

it that. \1hen I asked

you

a f'e'rl

/

\

minutes

ago' to explain

whether there

was any conversation.

witb the President after 'you had repated tc hio,about 11stenl~

to other tapes, you excepted trom that the question of the

A

That is correct

- you said

other

tapes.

-.

Q

Right - I did.

with f·1r.·Bull

Do you recall

the rcllowlng

I have already

"_.

to
my

my d Lacuae

retu:.t"nir.g o~ the

back for another

...
1

·

!'O.._.:

following

t1n:e" I asked ror the tape

that

by th1.s t1t1e

i'Ja8

1".ave been thl'O:.J3h
,1as made on tl'nt day

or a 5ubseq_uentdate.

I am net sure.

.Now,

which tape it

Fr~ldent"

at s oma POint.

would have been ~Ilth M:t". Bull

know whether

- the 25th - or the 26th"

. Q,

the first

to you that

I have sa1d it might

J.lr. Higby and I don't

•,,"

ApriJ. 20th?

Lon lrllth the

tape

any conversation

review •

I pr-esume although

reli1ember~hIlt.

j

indicated

.That conversation

e

I

day

~/lng

I can 't

..
ot: c cuns e, you had !Bolated

that you were interested

in -- and that

,;

was on one reel, I assume?
A

The ¥~ch

21st tape? Right.

Q

It was

ona reel

Cn

ot tape

it did not continue

[10540]

938over to aoot~

one?

nDi it lttaa. only p!rt

w ontte
.A

~

tha t reol.

box?

The box 'Usa. ident1.f1ed3.:J

Nareh 21,

00, as I

(:
i:ecsuse

yO'...l

that I ao not cl~

'C

?"3nte£l to .Liatcn

as to '>'thetter

I

to it az.ain - eith~

tap~ ~

DSJ«.:.d i"()Z' t);':.at

- the

s£:r::.e

A

. ~ell ~o

¥OU·

recall

r~e.1v1cg ene ta:;:;--eor 22:
•...'~
-I

-A

na - a group

or t:lpe.cs .. A group

or tapea
"

I can1t
.

.tape;) tt.at yoo recelvcl1
A

To the b~t

of :;:.y recollection

Q

Ani did you nave sOJ:-e ccn';er~tlon

i.t wa5 Sr. BUll ..
Witb rr.

Bu.l.l

[10541]

-939at tnat time in which you said
,"I.Ut.Bull, I don't

need all

tII\!r. Bull,

or these

one tape that naa the eonversation
.A

..

."

I don't

recall

- all

I need i3

1. am intereated

that1no

Do you recall

tapes

in 5ubsta,nce,

If

in."1

- I do not recall

having a conversat1on

.that •

- 'in

sUbstame

.; with him?
. -:~..
','

A
,

,

.
",

v

Do you recall

'

..

NO. '

'~,

.

looking

at what it was

tbat

Mr .Bu.ll,

.. '

'

,.

,

. ,brought you at the time he brought it to yoU?
.....

'.

,

It

No •.

ci·

Do:you recall

looldng

at the material

.

at s ome

time that Clay?
I am not sure
the

,

'.

what day

I

I do r eca.i r-

but

It1arch 2J.adl tape.

Q

Wnere did you review

AI

same place.

Q

And did you take

it 1

further

'notes

with your

ear

phones on thiS time?
A

Yea - I used the same notes and by adding
J

to them cr1nterpolating

.

them where I was able to clar1fy

;

or expand.
Q

I rres:

.A~

then I take it you tr.ade a orne report

to the

ent1
That is correct.
[10542]

-5A2-

A

,

..... ,....

A

!~...

tr..at I t1n1.shro ~ltb It,

ar~ I eltr;.Cl~ retU1'n~

to pick it up in ~y orri.ee---

~a~endo

~:OiJ

Ben Venlste
it t-:;

,

-

~(:r.nuu

lind I am. not sta:te 'l'1h1ch.

I'ecZlJ.l11stenl~

to it -- Qntt:~ Mz:O

..
. '.

•

Q

Q

L

60 is it yc~

te.stb::my that to the bGst ot' yo;;r

T:a t would have veen -c-.y l"ecollecti-:JO
Q

Is

,~

I

it

t.BVO

- ye3.

pw~lo1e tr-.st 1t c curd rave been ~eturncd

no recol.lect1:.:n

tl:.st

t1cn as to the s~-cc1rlcs cf t r.e r et urn,

it ~:!uG held

out

[10543]
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Raymond Zumwalt testimony
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.

96

r

Hore specifically

Q

tapes

which vrez-e turned

if I understand

na>l. and let's

deal >lith these

over to you according

them, they \1ere turned

22

to your records.

over to Hr. Bull

p.m. on April 25 ~ 1973 and they \'TOrereturned

at 1: ~5

at 5 :28 on April

25th~ 19731

A

Yes.

Q

And q;a1n they went out on April

and cane back at 5:05
\

at .11 :00 a.

26th

D.

on riLlY 2nd, 1973?

p.n.

.

A

Yes.

Q .

Can you recall

lng these tapes.
on l'/hat to

A

Hr. Bull

rThat

aake d YOU for

did he give you a l1st

in selcct_

or give you instructionn

r-emove orally?

. It

t'1ould probably

Is that
Yes.

have been an or-a), request.

your recollection?
I can never r€:mzmberhim \orri tlng

Q

\-That do you recall

A

I really

that

fro!ll the dates

that

day.

don't

his

know,

involved

instruct10na

down the daten.'

being?

I would even have to

in the tapes

that

wer-e signed

Q

Take a look nt them (handed to the tlitness) •.

A

In involves

all

tapes

fron Narch 12, 1973 throueh

It \10uld have been a r-equeat for nome tine
time period,.
Q .

in other

period

.',

look at

coverinf;

out

Hay.

that

~10rds0'

There are obviously

dates Which nre not included
[10550]

betveen the 28th of l!arch and the 12th of Harch,

correct?

i

I

[10551]
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Stephen Bull testimony
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,BY HR. PA..-qKER:
~Is

that correct, Mr. Bull?
;THE COURT:

That is what he said.

",

;THE WITNESS:

I said approximately April 22nd, sir.

I

BY NR. PARKER:
Q.

I think the pending question was whether Mr. Haldeina

1

gave you a list of tapes or spoke to you orally?

~'Hr. Haldeman in some way communicated the tapes that

~k

he wanted.

HO\vever, I do 'not recall whether he gave it to me

verbally, and I wrote it down, or he gave me a list.
~

And then you spoke to Mr. Sims or Mr. Zumwalt?

A.

Yes.

~

And did you actually obtain the tapes requested

by Mr. Haldeman?
A.

Yes, I did speak. to one of those two ,and

I did ob-

tain tapes, although I do not recall whether I obtained all of
the tapes that were requested.
~

And did you furnish the tapes that you obtained to

Mr. Haldeman?
Yes, I did.
~

And did you receive them back from Mr. Haldeman?

A.

As I recall, I did.

~

And do you know whether you received back from Mr.

Haldeman all of the tapes that you gave him?
A.

As I recall, I did.
~

.....
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H. ft. Haldeman

April

PM

April
AM

April

H.R. Haldeman meetings and
conversations with the
fJ:"e$ident

20, 1973
President met with Haldeman
President attended Cabinet Meeting.
Ha ld erna n was pre sent.
President met with Haldeman

8: 15
8:39

8:39
10:35

11:07

11:23

12: 15

12:34

President met with Haldeman
Kissinger

10:16

President placed long distance
Haldeman

Mr ,

and Ehrlichman
12:15 - 12:16

22, 1973
9:45

call to

25, 1973

,
. I

AM

PM

11:06

1:55PM

4:35
(3:40

4:36
5:35

6:57
7:46

7:14
7:53

President met wifh Haldem.an and
Ehrlichman

-~

.J.07~
__.-'62

·President received local call f r orn Halden-lan
President met with Haldeman
T. Hart
5:30 - 5:32
President placed local call to Haldeman
President placed local call to Haldeman

"I

.i
I

I
.i

I

.
.

-,

,

April

26, 1973

AM

8:55

PM

3:52
, (2:59

9:57
10:02
10:07

.

,-

10:24

President

3:54
9:03

President
received local call from Haldeman
President met with Ha.Iderna n
Bull
5:45-5:47 & 7:50 - 8:00
Ehrlichman
5:57 - 7:14
Ziegler
6:25 - 6:33 & 6:35 - 6:37
President pl ac ed local call to HaId c rria n
President
received LO NC - WH S\vitchboard
operator conve ye d message to President
Pre s ident placed local call to Haldeman

9:59

10:09

met with Ha.Iderrian

. I

.1
ft

I

\"/ l.~
'0

'1

~, .;

.

• ..J
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2.

David Young, former co-director

Unit (the "Plumbers")
instructed

has testified

of the Special Investigations

that on April 30, 1973 Ehrlichman

YoUng to be certain that all papers involving the investigation

of security leaks were put in the President's
White House staff.

Ehr1ichman

files before Young left the

informed Young of his own resignation

that he was going to be putting some papers in the President's

and

file

before he left.

2.1

David Young testimony, May 16, 1973, District of
Columbia Grand Jury, 49-50.

2.2

John Ehrlichman
SSC).

log, April 30, 1973 (received from

[10558]
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2·l

David Young testimony

2.1 NOTE
Portions of the Grand Jury
~ testimony of David Young have
been separately distributed to
Committee members.
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2.2

TEUI.~SDA

Y

log
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P!" ~_sicL:.nt... Sh, ~1 tzIoii' C1~eti!'..g 1:1ERR office ·;rith }l/il,r'I',C::::'-""ic:;..kle;:
Lunch i n );I.:!sS wi th 3ryce Bar low
Preside!}L.
Black tie di nne t: at Curtis Tarr residence
ho no r ing
Sec. and Mr s , Rogers,
1~04 High\vood Drive, Mc Le a n

) 1·20
!:00
5:55
3:30

I

AP 9.IL

I

John Ehr1ichman

FRIDAY.

APRIL

27,

1973

V

.. ~.

Roosevelt
Room - HRH, GS HAK, Ash, Ttmrnons , Zl.eg Ie r , Cole
8:00
De pa r t South Lawn
8:45
Fly over 'I'a Ila.chat chi e -Bu n Bonnet-Yazoo
flood stricken
areas
11 :00
Dedication
of Stennis Center - Me r idi an, 1-Hss is s Ipp i
12:15
Depart Me r i di an
3:30
Arriv-e South Lawn
4:00
'.'," President.
-:--::-::-------~
4:30
_..• :EOward Gr arripp, Charles Regan (FBI agents re Efl ab e r g case)
5:00
..'.~ ~HRH·office
I

SATURDAY,

APRIL

HRH office

-

Wilson,

,
t

I
I

I
I

28, 1973

t

1/'
11 -

,
I

I,,

Strickler

.I

, MONDAY,

APRIL

I

30,. 1973

!I

./
(9:00
10:30
11 :00
12:30 __

.

David Young
Staif meeting
B_lJdKrogh
--~u_nch in HRH_Q,ffice
JDE and ERE resignations

I"~TUESDAY,
9 :30

ivL,\Y 1, 1973
John Wils on'

5

office with :-IRI-I .
i

Y/EDN::SSDAY,

~irAY

2,

!

1973

./
.:.0;45

!2:0()
2 :30
..,. 0

Joh.!l Wilson (3DE offi ce )
T~l'~ ,rice Pr~3id.-:!.!1t
SRH
"t? :·e31~l~.~t

P-..·e3id~nt

-)
..": j

-.
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3.

On April 30, 1973 the President

the resignations .of Haldeman,
and accepted
nomination

the resignation

announced

Ehrlichman
of Dean.

of Elliot Richardson

that he had accepted

and Kleindienst

The President

also announced

as Attorney General.

The President

stated that Richardson would have absolute authority
bearing upon the prosecution
including

the authority

of the Watergate

do everything

to make all decisions

prosecutor

for

The President pledged that he would

in his power to see that the guilty were brought to justice.

During late April public calls were made for the appointment
prosecutor

the

case and related matters,

to name a special supervising

matters arising out of the case.

and had requested

of a special

for Watergate matters and on May 1, 1973 the United States

Senate adopted a resolution

requesting

the President

to appoint a special

prosecutor.

3.1

President Nixon statement, April 30, 1973,
9 Presidential Documents 431.

3.2

President Nixon address, April 30, 1973, 9
Presidential Documents 434-35.

3.3

Washington

3.4

Senate resolution
Record S 8031.

Post, April 28, 1973, AI, 14.
105, May 1, 1973, Congressional
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lHay 5, 1973

YVeek Ending Saturday)

i ~.

,-

I

.I

Attorney General and White House
Staff

)

the resignation of
Richard G. Kleindienst as Attorney General of the United
I am appointing Elliot L. Richardson to succeed
'-,
. him as Attorney General and will submit Mr. Richardson's
L.jame
to the Senate for confirmation immediately.
Mr. Kleindienst asked to be relieved as Attorney General because he felt that he could not appropriately
continue as head of the Justice Department
now that it
appears its investigation
of the Watergate
and related
cases may implicate individuals with whom he has had a
close personal and professional
association.
In making
this decision, I\Jr. Kleindienst
has acted in accordance
with the hishest standards
of public service and legal
ethics. I a; accepting
his resignation
with regret and
with deep appreciation
for his dedicated service to this
Administration.
Pendinz Secretary Richardson's confirmation as Attorney General, I have asked him to involve himself immediately in the investigative
process surrounding
the
Watergate matter. As Attorney General, Mr. Richardson
will assume full responsibility and authority for coordinating all Federal agencies in uncovering
the whole truth
about this matter and recommending
appropriate changes
in the law to prevent future campaign abuses of the sort
recently uncovered. He will have total support [rom me in
~~tting this job done.

r

In addition, I have today accepted the resig~ation.:; ~f
two of Ill}' closest friend" and most trusted assistants 111
the White
House,
H. R. Haldeman
and John D.

..t_:irli,:hlll:m.

L

I:

r,.
I

1

~~

j

I

Throughout
our association,
each of these men has
demonstrated
a spirit of selflessness and dedication that I
have seldom seen equaled. Their contributions to the work
of this Administration
have been enormous. I greatly regret

Statement by the President Announcing Resignations
and Appointments, T ogetlier With Assignment of
Responsibilities Regarding the Watergate
Investigation.
April 30, 1973

I have today received and accepted

I

I know that their decision to resign was difficult; my decision to accept it was difficult; hut I respect and appreciate the attitude that led them to it.
I emphasize that neither the submission nor the acceptance of their resignations at this time should be seen by
anyone as evidence of any wrongdoing by either one. Such
. an assumption would be both unfair and unfounded.

I'

I

j;

I

§

their departure.
•
Finally, I have today requested and accepted the resignation of John W. Dean III from his position on the White
House Staff as Counsel.
.

-

ri
,
_

Effective immediately, Leonard Garment, Special Consultant to the President, will take on additional duties as
Counsel to the President, and will continue acting in this
capacity until a permanent
successor to Mr. Dean is
named. 11r. Garment will represent the White House in
all matters relating to the Watergate investigation and will
report directly to me.
NOTE: For the texts of the letters of resignation and the Pusident's
address to the Nation, see the following two items;

Attorney General and White House
Staff
Texts of Letters of Resignation From Attorney General
Richard C. Kleindit!l'_;t and Assistants to th» President
H. R. Haldeman and] olin. D. Ehrlichman.
April 30, 1973
Dear Mr.

President:

l7' and
searchinc ~
It is with deep rerrret
and after 10n~
~
thought that I hereby submit my resignation as Attorney
General, to take effect lipan the appointment
and qualifi.
cation of my successor.
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President Nixon address
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Pages 431-454
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~_~""~ ~',,:~·'pt,.:C{ :~b;~!r:y~~!:~C I ~j!r~ cr_:-!~:.Jj"~n". ;~ l:-.l:,~!r.:'.lr; r.f
:1,'. ~'::'i"'(;!1.i:b:!;t;r:' can L,: affected without l(.,;~;r,f f'i'(J,:~':::>'>'
1 ....::: ,:,:1 all I cztn to ;::,,,!st in ;t,(:ompbhin~
th-: !r::!h>icHI.

J

ShOt!:d spend the iimc ncccss.rry in relation thereto.
OIl'_: of the tOt:,;;he~t prohl::lll';
we hav« ill til;, lilc i-; in
:;!:dw~ the difference between the ~tpf>~ln'llt and the real,
and i,1 bi!"in~ our anions (lid}' (,II that which i.) real. \Vc
all mu-t do that more than we rio. I have confidence in the
ultimate prevalence of tru.h ; r intend to d·, \,'!nt I C<"!lI to
speed truth's discovery.
Th:rdurc,
?-.ff. President, I submit [CJ YUlI my rc::;ignation, There arc on the Domestic Council :;tAf so many

Yours sincerely,
D. EI!RU(:i:~r":-:.
Assistant if) th c I)(,·~ida.!.

JOII~

t"fbe P:~~id·:nt, the V'ihr't'; r{'-,:u~:,:) \V::shi!l!4tun,

D.C,}

:;'~7:~:~
:E:'::.:~'~i~f~:~~~~~'
:j!::,:,\~~~~:!~~~~:~~~;~~,;~>;:!~~
~:~~C
!~;::;;~~~r.~:

THE \VATERGATE E\VESTIGATIOI'I
Ghe

President's Address to the LVation.

Good evening:
I want

April 30, 1973

.

to talk to you tonight

'
from my heart

on a subject

of deep

concern to every American.

In recent months, members of my Administration
and officials of
the Committee
for the Re-election
of the Presid~nt-inclucling
some of
my closest friends and most trusted aides=-have
been charged
with
involvement in what hc.s come to be kn:)\\-n;::s the \Vatcrg;ttc affa:r.Thesc
include charge_;; of illegal activity during and preceding the 1972 Presidential election ?.ncl charges that r~spomible officials participated
in
efforts to conT up that illegal activity.
The inevitable
result of these charges has beerl to raise serious
questi(lnS about the integrity of the White HOllse itself. Tonight I \\'i5h
to address

those questions.
'Last June! 7, while I was in Florida trying to get a few (bys rcst
after my \·i3it to ~vroscow, I first leamed from news reports of the \Vatefgate brea1~-in. I was appallcd at this senseless, illegal actiol!, and I was,
shocked to Ictm that employees of the Re-election
Committee
were
apparently
?.rtlong those guilty. I irr.:11cdiaccly ordered an investigation
by appropriate
Govcmmcnt
anthorities.
On September
15, as you \\;ill
recall, indictments
\\'erc brought against se':cn ddencbnts
in the case.
As the in\'('stig,ttions went forwJ.rd.
I rcpc2.tec11y asked tho~e conductino' o thc jnvcsti~ation \vhether th~re 'W~S anv rc~son to believc that
members of my Aclministrt1.tion \verc in any way ill\'olvcl1. I n~cci\'ed
repeated asstlranCt'$ that there were nor. Bccau$,~ (If thcsi.~ continuing
rcaSSUr;1!ICCS, because I br:licved the reports I \\'~s gctting,.bcc:111SC I had
faith in the persons from whom I W:b ~(~ttin~ them, I discounted
the
stori(;s in the prc~S$ that appeared
to implicJ.te members of my AclministrJtion or other offtc:als of the catnpZ!!::n (ommi([~'t'.
Until ~\brch (If this year, I l'l'm:!;c\.·d [('.minced tInt the' (kni:d~ ,,'ere
tfll(' ace! tklt th,~ char;:':; of invl"hTrwi:i t.y Ilh'mh,-r:o. tlf t!IC \\,ilitl' lIollse
St:lft' ,\cr,' rabc. The r(\,l1nH'Il~S I 11l:\Ct;- d',J:-:n~ :his p,·ri(~,i. and the C(l£l1rncllh 11l:Hk b~' my Pn";'; ~;!'el'l·tar>· ill i11: :_'c:,\lf. \'.I·II_~ 1,:I,.:d :),' t!\I.· info1'm:ltioll
i':II\':dcd to u.; at the tirnc \\',' r,':,~\:t'l.1:'.h(' CCY!lIlh·!!to.;. I-Iowt:\'t'r,
~1

;
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real possibility that SO.Tleof these charges wcr.: true, and sllggrsting further
that there had been an effort .to conceal the facts both from the public,
from you, and from me.
As a result, on March 21, I personally assumed the responsibility
for coordinating
intensive new inquiries into the matter, and I personally
ordered those conducting
the investigations
to get all the facts and to
report them directly to me, right here in this office.
I again ordered that ali persons in the Covernrnent
or at the Reelection Committee should cooperate: fully with the FBI, the prosecutors,
and the grand jury. I also ordered that anyone who refused to cooperate
in telling the truth 'would be asked to. resign from government
service.
And, with ground rules adopted that would preserve the basic constitutional separation of powers between the Congress and the Presidency,
I directed that members of the White House Staff should appear and
testify voluntarily
under oath before the Senate committee
which was
investigating
"Watergate.
I was determined that we should get to the bottom of the matter, and
that the truth should be fully brought out-no
matter who was involved.
At the same time, I was determined not to take precipitate action,
and to avoid, if at all possible, any action that would appear to reflect on
innocent people. I wanted to be fair. But I knew that in the final analysis,
the integrity of this office-public
faith in the integrity of this officewould have to take priority over all personal considerations.
Today, in one of the most difficult decisions of my Presidency,
I
accepted the resignations
of two of my closest associates in the \Vhite
House-Bob
Haldeman,
John Ehrlichman-two
of the finest public
servants it has been my privilege to know.
I want to stress that in accepting these resignations, I mean to leave
no implication whatever of personal wrongdoing on their part, and I leave __.
no implication tonight of implication on the part of others who have been
charged in this matter. But in matters as sensitive as guarding the integrity
of our democratic
process, it is essential not only that rigorous legal and
ethical standards be observed, but also that the public, you, have total
confidence that they are both being observed and enforced by those in
authority
and particularly
by the President of the United States. They
agreed with me that this move was necessary in order to restore that
confidence.
Because Attorney General Kleindienst-though
a distinguished
public servant, my personal friend for 20 years, with no personal involvement
whatever in this matter-has
been a close personal and professional associate of some of those who are involved in this case, he and I both felt
that it was also necessary to name a new Attorney General.
The Counsel to the President, John Dean, has also resigned.
As the new Attorney General, I have today named Elliot Richardson,
a man of unimpeachable
integrity and rigorously high principle. I have
directed him to do everything necessary to ensure that the Department
of J usticc has the confidence and the trust of every law abiding person
in th is coun try.
I have given .him ab:-o!ut,e authority
to make all decisions bearing
upon the prosecution of the \\ atcrgate case and related matters. I have
U(:,,:
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•
mrorruauon
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instructed him that if he should consider ita ppropria te, he has the au thorto name a special supervising prosecutor for matters arising out of
case.
- Whatever may appear to have been the case before, whatever
improper activities may yet be discovered in connection with this whole
sordid affair, I want the American people, I want you to know beyond the
shadow of a doubt that during my term as President, justice will be pursued fairly, fully, and impartially, no matter who is involved. This office is
a sacred trust and I am determined to be worthy of that trust.
Looking back at the history of this case, two questions arise:
How could it have happened?
Who is to blame?
Political commentators have correctly observed that during my 27
years in politics I have always previously insisted on running my own
campaigns for office.
But 1972 presented a very different situation. In both domestic and
foreign policy, 1972 was a year of crucially important decisions, of intense
negotiations, of vital new directions, particularly in working toward the
goal which has been my overriding concern throughout my political
career-the
goal of bringing peace to America, peace to the world.
That is why I decided, as the 1972 campaign approached, that the
Presidency should come first and politics second. To the maximum extent
possible, therefore, I sought to delegate campaign operations, to remove
the day-to-day campaign decisions from the President's office and from
the White House. I also, as you recall, severely limited the number of my
own campaign appearances.
Who, then, is to blame for what happened in this case?
For specific criminal actions by specific individuals, those who committed those actions must, of course, bear the liability and pay the penalty.
For the fact that alleged improper actions took place within the
White House or within my campaign organization, the easiest course
would be for me to blame those to whom I delegated the responsibility
to run the campaign. But that would be a cowardly thing to do.
I will not place the blame on subordinates-on
people whose zeal
exceeded their judgment, and who may have done wrong in a cause they
deeply believed to be right.
In any organization, the man at the top must bear the responsibility.
That responsibility, therefore, belongs here, in this office. I accept it. And
I pledge to you tonight, from this office, that I will do everything in my
power to ensure that the guilty are brought to justice, and that such abuses
are purged from our political processes in the years to come, long after
I have left this office.
Some people, quite properly appalled at the abuses that occurred,
will say that Watergate demonstrates the bankruptcy of the American
political system. I believe precisely the opposite is true. 'Watergate represented a series of illegal acts and bad judgments by a number of individuals. It was the system that has brought the facts to light and that will
bring those guilty to justice-a
system that in this case has included a
determined grand jury, honest prosecutors, a courageous judge, .John
Sirica, and a vigorous free press.
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'GOP Lruvtnul.crs. Party Chiefs
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By David S. Broder
and Spencer Rich

•

Wa.shinc;ton

Post Stat! Vi:ltl.':.i

Republican
Iawrnakcrs
d party leaders
yesterday
ned in a rising chorus of
demands
that
President
Nixon
mo\·e
auickly
to
"clean
up·' the
\\"atcn:;ate
situation.
In a series of ~tatcments
tri !::"crcd h.'" the lat e~t ciis~
cl05~re in the wirienir.:::. po,
litical
sc"nrlcd.
:'lr.
;\lxC'n
was \\'arll cd t h<1t ric!;;:" 0:1
his part ,oulrl wC'lken ~upport for hi::; I1rn:~.,m !n en<1.

grcos.

tiama:e

candi~ate3

B::;:Jt;D!Jr:an

"nct

further

weaken

public cnnfidcnce
ir
sy<:tem.
Three
promi ncnt
fizure5
-Billy
Gr"ham.
1936 Repuh·
lican
Pl"C5idcntia!
n0:11inff'
Alf ~l. La ncJoll a no t he PIC",
iclent·dect
of the .\mcric;;;l
R~r A~.'o(";;jlior..
Chc"t',··
fi('jd Smith-("Cliierl
on ...i:·.

the political

~ixon

to

in C;;(:p;;)";-,~.r ~j:i,~!·\·;'·",·.-,:

appoint

an independent
or im·estic:atin::!
rommi~.i"l1
!o ::~t to t;cr
bottom ot thr (";:,c.
Grahdm. i1 do."!' trirnri n[
th!' Pre~ir!enl.<2;r.
hf' Wil.~
'si('k :lhl)llt t;',.. ·.,i,nip tbln:·'
i'~l1rf "\\,h;;f
it r~ :c,p~:: j.,) r;"
to the clcdi hIL!)" o[ ::o\'crn,

In a series
of Texas a ppcarances,
Bush exprE'ssed
con fi de nee in :'1 r. :" :X!Jn 's
hanrlli nz of the case
and
said [;l:1t while
\"'a[crz:a~e
:l1I:ht rlam?::e
puhlic confi,
d",nce in "the POilli('ili proc·
l'SS ."
I ricon't think it is
hurtin:::: the Republican
Party."
His
conriu,ir:on
was
~tr('n:l~· ch,,Jlc:n;f!'d b~· ath!?r
R€:"111blicans,
inciuding
his
pr~dece5scr
as party
chair,
f:1an. Sen. Boh Dole of Kan·
sas.
Dole said in Tnl)cka that
"riznt nnw ti,.., (,fenih;iit\" nf
the i\ominiqratior.
is Zilch.
,zern." (He c"lled or:. prcsiocn,
tial attics H. n. (Boh) Halo!'·
'man ~l1d John t:ilrlichmof1
to resign immcd;.alcly.
Sen. ~lillOh R. Youn:z
:'\o~·~hDakota. se:1ior nepub,
lican on ti:e Senate
.-\;Jpro·
pri2t:ons
Committee,
calien
\\·"ter:ille
'·ont: ot the Wf)[S,
incidents
of its ;';inrl·' anei
:'~iri ..;; tan't he-II' hut :lUrt
'<nl7'C'·' on jorthc.nmin:
le~is·

SPlit. Richarri
S. Sr hwe ike r
m·p;).l. who. like Dole and

Packwood,
f:lrt"s re·r["etion
nc xt YC'lIf, (".,lkd nn :'Ilr.
:'\i;.;on to "r lr an out" the
\i·hile House ~::lrr without
IValtlng for flJrthrr
::rrtnd
i'Jr\· i'1~liC'!m"r)ls 'lnr! hr;r.s
in 'nC'\\" peo;lle with '·some
inte2ri t~·."
Schweiker
said "'aterZrtte
,,·ou]rl hil\·e a "nT\· serious
impact·' on the 1~7.j elcction,
caIlinz
it
··lIn
alhatross
around the pal'ly·s n('('k."
The need for promN
ac·
tion "·<lS also stre~scd b.\· se·
Hr,J
senior
HppuhIic;lIl
,(:ltE' nfficirtl:-. ill! of them
~·jxnn 10\·al;515. inten·i('\\"~ri
h:, . The \\·ashin;;ton
Post
:."'terrj.:ty.
R. L. '·Dick" Herman.
:'\1"

In the far·e- or th('~e r!~mands,
arJr,·,ln,':.r;.t1f1n
r,f:i.
cials rallied ar o unr! tho P;C3ident.

Sccrctarv
'If
Cr'~r.-:'r'"
Frederick
I)'·nr. ~i\i(j III T"i.
Iaha ssce
tha
:,11".. ;\j·;,,:;·s
c rit.ics were tr.\·in= to pt;!i
"a Watcr)::ille
sh;,rlc"
0\ r.:r
the accomrli;hrnents
ct r.;;;
administratlfJl1.
'·It is cs=e n't ial that
we in .\m('riea
reco:,;:ni7.e that ,,·c h ave one ()f
the oUlstandin:::
leader.;
0[
all t ime :\\·ail;'''d~ 10 us ir»:
the halance
ni: Io ur more
years,"
he sa:d.
:'\alion:ll
Cha ir rnn n Bu=h
E'x;:lrrsspd
continue']
connd'C'nce that
the
Pr(,<ilicN
would
clean
up wh at be
called
"t his
;;ruhby
busi.
ness." and B:I!y Graham,
in
an inter.iew
nn the Tori"",·
prozrilm, expre::;sed
similar
faith.
Speakin:;
of :'-lr. Xixon.
Graham
saici, "I p"rscnall;.'
do not think he kn~\'," ah0ut
it , , . It was a stupid !:>il!noer to be~in with. and he·s
too smart for that,
.. Sec:~
ondly
I think his tnorai ;;nd
e: hica!
princi;>les
wo~:lcn't
<1!If)\'· him to do :lny:hln.;;:
ilIe::"l like that. I·,·e ~nD\l·n
him TI Ion;:! time <lnri h~ h<l5
a \·ery strong sense of in'e;:::.
rity."
Grah;!m
'VE'nt on In S<lY,
hn'\·f>'."E'r, thrtt
'·"\·f'n·n~e
cnnncrler!
with 1h(' \i·,1lrr,
::~l'e wiil h:l.n> tn i('?":" , ..
:h" ::OHT:1Tner.'. 8nri wr·:J
!l;n·", to hlll·(' .:t \\/1ro:('
n<' ....·
:;rnilfl 0f pr-f);l!r ('n~'ir::
:t~
thaI. r('('r1e
h~\·0
f'():~:'~(~l'nrp
in. 1 tllil1k th.:1~ i~ v-?"ry :r..i.~
portilnl."

investigator

in Ill.. ('\t:o;
C1i the
mf'nl
ArnC'ric-on
I'po!,!",.··
Smith,
Ihe .\j;.; oifiCl.1l.
called it ··a d(\n~c'sl!c crj~l;
of
Uni1;Jr;ll'('!ct!
t"·nl'L'r·
ns"
and
LJl1r;on
::;.1id, '·r
n't
thIIl;';
IIi
.1ll'·thlT:Z
nrsC' afiutir.:::
lh('
II';1drr,
ip of tili' rOlllltry."
On thC' 0t!1C'r h,1nri r:erllh·
!iean
:\:ltjO:I::1
~'ll.1Irm:'ln
(;('or:::(' Eu~,h ~()tI::'"
:0 l1Iil11·

U

np!c'

.~4.;··'

tlh'

Irr)m II!.,

I'~I

I

i:d!(II(l
.'

.•

li!:

'I;h:

a\"('r"~(' .\I1"·';'·.In is lIot iii
up:;rl ,l1o"llt I':;o!('rt:all'·' 4.
the I'tT~\ ;'IH! ['"IIlIe·tanS '5
prar In ht·.
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P-1ay 1, 1973
the Humanities
other purposes.

Aot of 1965, and

'~.'

.

88031

CONGRESSIONAL RECORD-SENATE.
amend tho Internal
Revenue Code of
1954 to provide for the recovery of reasonable attorneys fees as a part of court
costs in civil cases involving the Internal Revenuo laws.

for

S. 909

..

Senate Resolution 105

ENERGY

POLICY ACT OF 1973AM:ENDMENT
AMENDMENT

NO.

I)~

I

(Ordered to be printed, and to lie on
At the request of Mr. HOLLINGS,the
the table.)
•
Senator from Arizona (Mr. GOLDWATER),
S. 1~48
Mr. HOLLINGS.
Mr. President,
on"
the Senator from Minnesota (Mr. HUMTuesday, March 27, the Commerce ComAt the request of the Senator from
PHREY), and the Senator from Tennesmittee reported S. 70, a bill to promote
Rhode Island (Mr. PELL), the Senator
see (Mr. BROCK) were added as cosponfrom New York (Mr. JAVITS) was added
commerce and establish a Council on
sors of S. 909, amending
the Federal
Energy Policy and for other purposes
as a cosponsor of S. 1548, to establish
Property
and Administrative
Services
a Commission to review the proposed , (Report No. 93-114). The function of the
Act of 1949 to permit donations of surCouncil is to Improve capabilities
for
plus Federal property to State and local closing of any military installation.
the collection and analysis of energy ins, 1~79
public recreation agencies.
formation.
to coordinate
the energy
s. lcn
At the request of Mr. DOLE, the Senaactivities of the Federal Government and
tor from South' Dakota. (Mr. McGovAt the request of Mr. HARTKE,the Sento prepare a. long-range, comprehensive
ERN), and the Senator from Minnesota
ator from South Dakota (Mr. McGovplan for energy production,
utilization
ERN), was added as a cosponsor of S. 1076, (Mr. HUMPHREY)were added as cosponand
conservation.
This
proposal
would
sors
of
S.
1579,
to
provide
for
the
a bill relating to the authortity
of the
provide a single place for Congress and
demonstration
of models of living arAdministrator
of Veterans' Affairs to rethe President to-seek energy information
rangements
for severely handicapped
adjust the schedule of rating for the disand policy recommendations.
It assures
. adults as alternatives
to institutionaliabilities of veterans; to the construction,
that a single body has responsibility
for
zation and to coordinate existing supalteration,
and acquisition of hospitals
examining
the overall energy picture.
portive services necessitated by such ar'and dorniclllary facilities; to the closing
The proposed Council would be accountrangements,
to improve the ·coordina-·
of hospitals and domiciliary facilities and
able to Congress and independent
of
regional offices; and to the transfer of tion. of housing programs with respect
operating agencies .
. real property under the jurisdictIon or . to handicapped. persons.
Pursuant
to an earlier
agreement
s, 1655
control of the Administration
of Veter'among the chairmen of the committees
ans' Affairs.
. At the request of Mr. JAVITS,the Senwhich have jurisdlctlon
In the. energy
:. S. 1105
ator from New York (Mr. BUCKLEY) was policy area, the measure was held on the
At the request ~f Mr. DOLE, the Sena- . added as a cosponsor of S. 1655, to procalendar for 30 days to provide an oppor- ..
tor from Nevada (Mr. BIBLE), was added
vide an additional
judgeship
for the
tunity for review' and comment by the
as a cosponsor of S. 1105, to provide in- western district of New York.
other
concerned
committees.
I am
come tax incentives for the modificatior
pleased to report that the members of the
of certain buildings so as to remove archiNational Fuels and Energy Polley Study
RESOLUTION l05.-:.sUBMIStectural and transportational
barriers to ~TE
established
by Senate
Resolution
45
:~?N
OF
A
RESOLUTION
RELATthe handicapped and elderly.
\ ING TO APPOINTMEN'I'
OF A (92d Congress) have examined S. 70 I\S
s. 1271 .
a
SPECIAL' PROSECUTOR
IN CON-. reported and they have recommended
minimum of changes. The intent of the
At the request of Mr. HUMPHREY,the
NECTION WITH THE PRESIDENproposed language changes Is:
Senator from Missouri (Mr. EAGLETON)
TIAL ELECTION
01" 1972
First. To clarify the Intention of the
was added as a cosponsor of S. 1271, to
Mr. PERCY (for himself, Mr. DOLE, bill that the Council on Energy Policy
amend the Higher Education Act of 1965
Mr. GOLDWATER,
Mr. MATHIAS,Mr. JAVlTS, would be a policy advisory group to the
to establish a student internship program
to offer students practical political in- Mr. CASE,Mr. SCHWEIKER,Mr. DOMENICI, President, using his authority to coordiMr. BUCKLEY,Mr. CRANSTON,
Mr. YOUNG, nate Federal agency functIons.
volvement with elected officials on the
Mr. ROTH, M:r. GRAVEL,Mr. SPARKM,\N.
Second. To clarify the Intent of the
local and state levels of government.
• Mr. CI.ARK, Mr. RANDOLPH, and Mr. bill that the Council would promulgate.
S. 1408
PACKWOOD)submitted
a resolution
(S. ~uidelines for the collection of energy
At the request of Mr. HARTKEthe SenRes. iOS) requesting the President of the
mformation
and would be a focal point
ator from Michigan
(Mr. HART) was United States to appoint a special prosfor policy analysis of energy data, and
added as a cosponsor of S. 1408, a bill to ecutor in connection with the PresidenThird. To amend the intent of the bill
provide social security coverage for Fedtial election of 1972, which by unanimous
to reinforce the advisory relationship
beeral employees.
consent was considered and agreed to .•
tween the Council and the President.
s. 1424
•
To ,aVOid confusion during floor conAt the request of Mr. SCHWEIKER,the·
sideration
of this measure, I am today
Senator from colorado (Mr. Do!>!L"<ICK), ADDITIONAL COSPONSOR OF A
submitting an amendment to S. 70 wh ich
and the. Senator
from Ilhnois (Mr.
RESOLUTION
incorporates
these language changes. I
PERCY) were added as cosponsors of S.
request that this amendment
be printed
SENATE RESOLu7ION 99
1424, to provide certain benefits for memand ordered to lie on the table.
..
At the request of Mr. HARTKE,the 'Senbers of the Armed Forces and civilian emIt is also my understanding
that the
ator from Alaska
(Mr. GRAVEL) was
ployees of the United states who were
distinguished
Senator
from Montana.
added as a cosponsor of Senate Resoluin a missing status for any period of
(Mr. METCALF) intends to propose later
tion 99, pertaining
to Senate confirmatime during the Vietnam conflict.
an amendment
that increases the Gention of public ministers.
S. 1455
eral Accounting
Office's responsibilities'
for the collection and analysis of energy
.: At the request of 1-1r. PASTORE.the Sendata.
..
01" AUTHORIZATIONS
ator from Rhode Island (Mr. PELL) was EXTENSION
OF TIlE PUBLIC WORKS AND ECOadded as a cosponsor of S. 1455. to inNOMIC DEVELOPMENT
ACT OF AMENDMENT 01" NATIONAL FOUNcrease the duty on rubber filament.
1965-AMENDMENT
DATION ON THE ARTS AND THE
S.1517
HUMANIT1ES
ACT
OF
1965A!dE"NDMENT
NO. U
At the request of Mr. RANDOLPH,the
AMENDMENTS
Benator from Texas n...
tr, TOWER) was
(Ordered to be printed and to lie on
A~.IEND:\!ENT
NO, 95
added as n cosponsor of S. 1517, to estabthe table.)
lish a national adoption information ex(Ordered to be prlnted.) .
Mr. DOMENICI submitted an amendchange system.
Mr. PROXMIRE
proposed
amendment, intended to be proposed by him, to
ments to the bill (S. '795) to amend the
the bill (H.R..22-16) to amend the Public
s. 16~5
,
'Works and EconomIc Development Act National F'oundn.tlon on tho Arts and the
At the request of Mr. BELLMON,the
Senator from Oklahoma (Mr. BAR1'l.ETT) of 1%5 to extend the authorizations for 1\ Hurnanlttcs Act or 1965, and tor other
purposes.
was added as a cosponsor of S. 1535, to t-vear period.

I
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4.

On May 7, 1973 Richardson, Attorney General designate, announced

that he had decided he would, if confirmed,
On May 9, 1973 the President
Prosecutor

stated that Richardson

and the Special

appointed by Richardson would have the total cooperation

the executive branch.
Judiciary

appoint a Special Prosecutor.

Committee

of

On May 10, 1973 Senator Scott informed the Senate

that the President

vene in the selection of the prosecutor

had told him he would not internor in the conduct of his office.

4.1

New York Times, May 8, 1973, 26.

4.2

President Nixon remarks, May 9, 1973, 9 Presidential Documents 660.

4.3

Hugh Scott statement,
Hearings 45-46.

SJC, Richardson

Nomination
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4.1

.c-.

,

New York Times,,5/8/73

.

P26

Spodll

.

te Th.

x.··. York T!mos

WI:>SHlNGTON. May 7Following is the text of a
statement
by EUiot L. Rich-

[
I

ardson:
In nominating

he will be aware that his ultimate accountaoilitv
is to the
American
people. The person selected
to fulfill this role viII ha ve to meet
stringent
standards
of qualiIication. He must not onlv be
an individual
cf the h;~hest
character
and integrity
but
be v..idely so recognized,
He must not have been asscc.ated
with any of the per- ,
50 'IS alleged
or suspected to
aave had a par; in the matters under investigation.
He
must be judicious
in temperarncnt
and independent
in
spirit. r;e must ha ;_,c a proven
record
of outstanding
compotence
as a la ....yer, preferably including
trial experience.
Search Already Begun '

me as Attorof the United
States,
President
Nixon
charged
me with responsibility for "uncovering
the whole
truth" about the Watergate
case and' related matters.
He
also stated his eeterminatiun
that "justice will he pursued
fairly.
fully and. lmpartiatly,
no matter who is involved."
J have accepted ::11 of th.s
charge,
If confirmed
by the
Senate, I shall Ca!TV it out to
, the very best of z:iy ability.
The President
also committed to my decision
the question of whether
or not to
It rna" take some time to
appoint a special prosecutor.
iinel the'right
person. I have
In' COilS ide ring' this quesalready begun the search and
tion. I have kept steadily
in
wit! press
it as rapidly
as
view the essential importance
possible.
of insuring
that the investiAfter the selection has been
gations
and
prosecutions,
made, I shall ask the Senate
whatever
their outcome.
are
Committee
en the Judiciary
so conducted as to command
to hold a public hearing for
full public confidence in their,
the purpose
of satisfying
itintegrity and fairness,
self as to the suitability
of
Question
on Objectivity
the appointee,
I would wel_ I have taken into ac::ount
come. in addi [ion, an expres, the fact that. b:!cause I have
5;l)n by the S'2n:lle as a whole
held office i:1 this Administraof his confidei1ce
in him.
'lion from its beginnir1~,
my
One furth~r point. :'>Iy deci. objectivity
may be question cd.
sion
to appoint
a special
I ~m also convinc~d
that the
prosecutcr
should not be inAttorney
Gcncr:-d muse retain
terpr('t~d
;;'5
ca'tin~
the
final
responsibility
for all
~li;:;htest dOt:~t on the Integrimatters
coming
within
~he
ty or compctcnce of any perjurisdiction
of the departSOil
in the Dcpartmcn t of
ment.
JI.;stice.
the Feder:!1 Bu,eJu
,......
After such careful thou:::ht
of In\'cstigation.
or the o,';-ice
,
about how best to respond to
of any United States
Attor•
these
concerns.
I hene de-,
ney.
cided
that
I will.
if con0:1 the ccntrary.
T have the
'firmed.
appoint
a special
hi~h('st respcct ior the d,~diprosecutor and give him all
cated :xoicssicnJls
who st.lff
the indcpt':1dl!nce,
a~lthorir~:
U:c,e ·or~:!:liLJt:OilS.
l\ly 00and staff SUPilnrt needed
to
iecti\'e i~ one I know tl~cy
carn' out the l'lsks entrusted
shJrc with me: To assist in
I to him.
doing \·..h3t has to be done in
.....
AlthOl.!:~l r.e wiil he in the
a '.\',,': tha:
contnhutcs
to
Dep,tr:mcnt of .Itl.':·c~ and res:r·~:l,;·hcr.il!~
(he le~JI Jnd
port to me-':'J:1d only (0 r.l~- n~or.1! fabric of our soci~ty,

ney General

-'

\,
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President Nixon remarks
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PRESIDENTIAL

DOCUMENTS:

RICHARD

NIXON,

1973

In the American political process, one of the most
difficult tasks of all comes when charges are made against
high officials in an Administration.
That is a very great
The President's Remarks at a Republican
test of an Administration,
and many times, in the history
Fundraislng Dinner at the Washington Hilton
of our country, Administrations
have failed to meet the
tel. May 9, 1973
test of investigating those charges that might be embarrassing to the Administration,
because they were made
Mr. Vice President, and all of the distinguished guests,
against high officials in an Administration.
-,.
because everyone here is a distinguished guest tonight:
We have had such a situation. We have been co~~
I had been hearing that this would be less than an.
fronted with it. We are dealing with it. And I will simply
enthusiastic
dinner tonight, and I must say you have
say to you tonight that this Nation, Republicans,
Demoproved that perhaps the critics were wrong.
crats, Independents,
all Americans, can have confidence
I do know, too, that this is an evening when you have
in the fact that the new nominee for Attorney General,
been paying tribute to some who have led our party in the
Elliot Richardson,
and the special prosecutor that he
past year in fact over the past years, to Chairman Bob
will appoint in this case, will have the total cooperation
Dole, Bob Wilson, and Peter Dominick, and I wish to pay
of the executive branch of this Government;
they will
tribute to them, too, and also to the new leaders-the
new
get to the bottom of this thing; they will see to it that all
leadership that is up here, George Bush, and Bob Michel,
of those who are guilty are prosecuted and are brought
Bill Brock. They are a great team, and they are a team
to justice. That is a pledge I make tonight and tha~ I
that the Vice President and I will be very proud to work
think the American people are entitled to.
with for the victory that we are going to win in 1974.
r
But I would add that the place where that should
Having mentioned
the Vice President, I thank him , happen is in the courts of law. Charges are these days
for his indefatigable campaigning in all the years since we
made rather easily, as we know, in our political process,
and there is sometimes a tendency for us to convict the
have been together in Washington. He has had to carry, as
is often the lot of the Vice President, the campaigning
innocent in our own mind before they have the opportunity to be heard, before they have the opportunity, even
load when the President has some other responsibilities
to undertake,
and he has carried that load with great
if charges are made, to he tried.
And let us resolve tonight that until we hear the evidedication and great effectiveness, and I am proud to
dence, until those who have been charged have had a
have him as a member of our team.
chance to present their case in a court of law, let's uphold
Now, as is always my custom, before speaking before
the great American tradition that an individual, even a
any audience of such a distinguished group as this, I asked
government official, is innocent until he is proven guilty.
the chairman what I should talk about, and it just hapI also want to add a word with regard to what all this
pened this afternoon I met with the chairman, Chairman
is going to mean to the next 3 Y2 and a bit more years
Bush, and also his other two colleagues and our new
that we have in office as a result of, the election last
finance chairman, Mr. Wilson from Tennessee, and we
November. I can assure you that we will get to the bottom
had a discussion about this dinner tonight and what you
of this very deplorable incident. We shall do everything
would like to hear about.
that we can to develop new legislative tools which will
You already heard the Vice President praise the accomdeal
with this kind of abuse and other abuses as practiced
plishments of the Administration
and so for me to add to
too often in many campaigns by both parties over the
that would simply be, of course, adding praise for what he
years.
says I have done, but which you have made possible, and
But the most important
thing I want to say tonight
of us working together have made possible, and I will
have something to say about that as I conclude tonight .. , is this: We are not going to allow this deplorable incident
to deter us or deflect us from going forward toward
But it has always been my practice before any kind of
achieving the great goals that an overwhelming
majority
audience to take on those subjects that some people think
of the American people elected us to achieve in Novernyou don't want to take on because they are difficult.
berof 1972.
Let me say, I didn't get where I am by ducking tough
We received the greatest popular majority in history
issues; I am keenly aware of the fact that many Amerifor good reasons. The American people had a clear choice,
cans-everybody
in this room, for example-are
conand the same reasons and that same choice exists today as
cerned about the developments that we have been reading
did exist then. And when we look at those goals, some of
about and hearing about in recent weeks and recent
months.
which the Vice President has referred to so eloquently,
when we look at those goals, it is our responsibility at
I expressed my concern just a few days ago on national
television. I will not add to what I said then, except to
this time to go forward now and achieve them, and that
make some comments that I think are quite appropriate
we do intend to do. And I can assure you that whether it
at this time.
is in a Cabinet meeting that we will be having in the

Republican Party Dinner
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matters that nfiect that r-on f deuce. So this. I t hiuk. is in the hroa(lpst
sense the touchstone that shot! 1<1<letermiL" what n rcas :l re a~~;!!!lIed to
him.
'
Senator SCOTI'. ,,\VOltld the Secretary d('fi'~' for ,1Il1il11itp?
I wonder whether the Senator froll} -:.Ia;:cilC'hu'Oetts would let rno have
10 minutes? I have been here for 2 da vs and it is diflicult for me to get

~~
.Senator

.

-

I will conclude. Senator Scott.
as I mentioned
at the outset and as YOU han' rccognized in your willingness to permit or urge the special prosecutor
to
appear before the committee to outline some memorandum
of understanding, you cun sec why it's important
£01' us to at least be aware of
the kinds of l'('spoll"ibilitics
and the scope :1:1(1 the POWCI' of this SJwcial
attorney,
from your point of view and what is beillg represented to
the special nttorney himself.
,
Secretary
RIC'IL\RDSOX, Absolutelv.
.
Senator ·KEXXEDY. I think it is terribl:.- important
even in relationship to the kind of special attorney that would be willing to accept the
responsibility.
It is for these reasons that we wanted to get into these
particular
matters.
.
Secretary RICIIA.RDSOX. I fully agree. ~t'nator Kennedy, and I welcomed and do welcome the opportunit~,
to respond to these questions.
I hope that this colloquy has been useful to the record. I think so,
Senator KEX~}:nY, Senator Scott '?
Senator SenTI'. Thank you. )1r. Kennedy,
)11'. Seeretr:.l'Y. wo are 'discussing
here ,1t length, as we should. the
element of trust. I think you know that I feel that we ought to extend
to YOU as much rrust as we do to each other. That is very considerable.
,,\Ye have had vonr assurances that the special prosecutor will have the
approval
of the Senate, that the gllidelii1es under which he operates
the Senate will have an opportunity
to approve, ,,\Ye have quite rightl~'
been discns:;i!'g the scope and independence of the special prosecutor.
I think we are concerned as to what comes out of this process at the
end and what we are anxious to clarify is what happens to the report
of the sP€,:-!a 1 proE'ecutor,
In other words, at some point. that di5tinguished
Amoricnn
will
h11ve bt>en seIected after yon ha yc COIl5l!lrecl,,,i t h t hosp people yon
hnH' mentionf'd and others. includin,Q' the iOJ'nlPr Chief .T\lstice o{the
rnited
States, w111 make finr1inQ's. pt?rhaps findin.Q'S of fact :mcl findinQ'S of law. and r('commPllfbtions,
I think the Senate ,,'ants to be
assured that whpn. notwithstanding
thp leQ'al responsibilities
which
that sholl111 plat'e on you as well as the Constitution,
and notwithstandi!\<! tht? neccssit~, for you to make Hnilable
fncilitips and to continue wi,th cO:lsnlta,tin
assi~tan~('. that the report. of the special prosecutor
be publIc. that. It WIll be reportcd f\lll~' to the American
people, that the recommendations
of tht' prosecutor
will not. in any
,,'av be interfered
,yith ,: and that sl1e'h prt)srcutor's
recommcndations.
if they lrad to J?l'osecllholl',will proceed l1t)rmt~lly throu~h tl1<' judicial
process. I tak(' It that that 1S what YOUaN tITlllO' to ncllH','e is it not 'J
SCC'l'etary RIC'JlAnnsox. Y ('s. it is, 'St?natol' Scott
'
.
SC'llator S(',()~, ~o"" th~ P}'('sickn_t thi5 morning made it ckat' to
me that hc ,n 11m no ,yay mtClTcne 1Il th", s('lection of the prosrcl1tol'
KEXXEDY.

)[1'. SecretarY.

..
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in the conduct of his office, nor in his Iiuul report ; that the in vest ieut ion 111l1st proceed without
fear or favor to the full and complete
[mth and toward the final fixing of responsibility
throujrh the judieial PI'OCl'SS. That is not a quote, but it is it just paraphrasc.
I agree
with that nnd I Hill sure that you agree with it.
.
I feel that the Sonat« is being made so integrally
a part of this
whole proceeding
that the American
people are gOillg to draw the
conclusions
that 110 oue w ill permit the truth to be aborted and that
there is no concei ruble way by which the development
of the full
truth can or should be prevented.
'Ye have onlv one other alternative
if we can come to a full understanding
of whnt yon and the special prosecutor
rcg,trd as your civil
function.
The other alternative
would be a statute establishing
a new
agency, a 11e\\" prosecutorial
system. It would involve bills in both
Houses. it would involve hearings, it would involve debate, and then
it would involve a long process by which it would be determined
who
should be selected, individually
01' in a group. to serve in that capacity.
There would be no opportunity
for 'judicial review, there would be
no opportunity
for the processes of dissent except within that gronp
if it were more than one person. There would he no way bv which
the personal ambitions of anyone who mi cht have been" so 'selected
throuzh the political process could cleter him and such a person would
be unique in 011!" modern system, it seems to me, after the lapse of 6,
8. or 10 weeks in his selection.
-Xow, I do no: think time is workiuz with us, The events n re movin ....
. 1"
.,
.
enpnce. It :,:\"p;,~s to LlC essent m t nnt we p.-N n]l ""It]. tl!e reSOI!1tlo~l of
this -wllele c1ii'tY bi.L3illPss and !:[f't the whole truth without f.nv fear or
r:lYor to n:1Y :;e;·:3C)!lannYllPl"r.·
~
I hn ye JIl-ac1ethe stat-ement I did beeause I :1ll1 satisfied that thflt is the
,yay the Pl'('"idl'Ilt
feels about it. I am not (lllOting him on the specin 1
:1!!l'Il~ 0:· tl:", '-"fc!a11:l\\". hut:1'" to the )"l'sr "f it. I :till slire I hf'li('\"(> him
nill1 IcliorJ<' T;!-iS (,Oll!Elittt'(' ,\·illllloye Pl'on11"]Y with tIl(' conflnllati(;)J:
I Lope yo,) \,-ill !!~OH'promptly
,,-itl! tll!' :"elcdioll of th!'s!)('(·ial p)'o;::('(-nto!·. i'I:.1 rll~1t that persoll ",ill he of S\I'"1: :1!l idC'lltity thnt th" SPlint!'
nnd tLf: "\.m~'r;·_'f!ll !)t'ople \\-ill inst:l!:t!!- n',-!):_:nizC' Iii;:; eapat'it~- nlHI !ti~
e!l<lnwter ;1!:\[ his ("ompetC'll(,p and t),lI~tI\"()nhim·ss. In ollr ~Y.;:tpm of
!:[1)':Pi·!lU;>Pt. \H' hwc to st:lrt >,ol11e,,-lI\'l'<'i!l the proCt'SS of 111akino- it
I'__
1 \
01·
""
\":O)"K. I ti1111;;: \,-(> ~rart WIt 1 n ln13tE'f
• ttO),lll'Y
\Tl'IlC'l"a."d(>slgnatc:
"-e
st:nt ";itll a trusted sl)(>cial lH'OS('('utor: W\' :::tart \\"ith the nSStlr;lnCl'S
that the Pl'esidf'Jlt of the Fnitecl States wi:::;1(:>sa complete,
total, absolurt, and nttC']" inn'sti~~:ation to thl' end, t() the tl'llth. nnc! to the llItimate CGll,::(·(:n~'IH-I'S• ..:\1\d T bplicn
th:lt is ,".-hat the ~\me)'ican peop]l'
"!lilt and I ,nmhl as"'lIl11('that YOll :1!!Tl'f' ,,-i,h that.
Secretary
TIICIL\HDSOX.
I tully :1P_TN' , ~l'llat()r Scott. I think YOH
han' WIT sP;lsibh-. and I think \\"i;;:eh-, "~)llIl11:triz('<l tllC' ~itufltion' "-c
nr~ in iii a \\":t.'- that has hnlllg-ht to· be:lI' its setting- fiS well as the
sp{'("iti("s that \I-e ha,-e bpt'll discll:osinp_- hl'l\' tnday. and I think that has
I>C'(,II a \"CIT
lISl'flil contribution
to this (lis(,ll~",ion.
Spl1atOl: ::;COTT. Thallk YOU. "j[l'. Hieli:ml:",);l.
1 :waill make the POilit lJeeau;;e it C<lll·t lit, lIIallc too often that
('It'd,,;l pllhlic ofli(·ial has hel'lI im·olnd
with this scandalolls atl'nir.
tllat ItO cledl'tl pllbliC' oilieial has contlon,,,l it, thnt it has bl'en COIl~
1101'
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5.

May 21, 1973 Richardson

On

Committee with Special Prosecutor
submitted

to the Committee

of the Special Prosecutor
received

appeared before the Senate Judiciary
designate Archibald Cox.

a statement of the duties and responsibilities
which included a number of suggestions

from members of the Committee and from Cox.

vided that the Special Prosecutor
arising out of unauthorized

the President,

appointees
Attorney

entry into the DNC headquarters

over offenses
at the Water-

election, allegations

members of the White House staff or Presidential

and other matters which he consented to have assigned by the

General and that he would have full authority

whether

for determining

or not to contest the assertion of executive privilege

other testimonial
Special Prosecutor
prieties.

he had

The statement pro-

would have jurisdiction

gate, offenses arising out of the 1972 Presidential
involving

Richardson

privilege.

provided

that the

would not be removed except for extraordinary

After Richardson's

and published

The guidelineRalso

confirmation,

as a formal Department

or any

impro-

the statement was promulgated

of Justice regulation,

effective

May 25, 1973.

5.1

Elliot Richardson statement, SJC, Richardson
Hearings, 143-46.

Nomination

5.2

Order establishing the Office of the Watergate Special
Prosecution Force, 38 Fed. Reg. 14688 (June 4, 1973).
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5.1

Elliot Richardson
testimony
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NOJIINATIO:X 01-' El,LIOT r, RIeHARDSO~
ATTORXEY GENERAL

TO UE
"'J

MONDAY, MAY 21, 1973

L.S.
CO:lIlIITTEE

ox

TIn;

SEX..\TE.
J rDICL-\.RY.

Wa.<lltingtQnr D.C'.
The committee met. pursuant to recess, at 10 :4;) a.rn., in l-oom 2228,
Dirksen Senate Office Building, Senator James O. Eastland (chairman) presiding.
'
Present: Senators Eastland. Hart, Kennedy, Bayh, Burdick. Byrd
(of 1YestVirginia).
Tunney, Hruska, Scott, Thurmond, Jlathi~ and
Gurney.
AlsO present: .Iohn H. Holloman. chief counsel, and Francis C.
Rosenberger, professional staff member.
The CH.\IR:)ux. Let us have order.
, Mr. Richardson, we will hear from you, sir.'
STATEMENT

OF ELLIOT L RICHARDSON,
GENERAL

'.

-~.

-,~'

'_

. _,

"'::..,

-

- .. ,'-._-:_ .._- -:
..

,

-"":" _

NOMINEE TO BE ATTORNEY
...

.

-

,

Secretarv RICl1.\flD:'O(IX. Thank you. )lr. O;airman. members of the
.
imitree.' I am very pleased to
ve the pri vilege of 'presenting- to the
committee this morning the man whom you have confirmed to impor.tant office in the Department of Justice. He served, as you know. for
5 years by appointment of President Kennedy in 1961 as Solicitor Gen. el~al of the Tnited States. I feel confident in saving- that ali those who
are aware of his career as Solicitor General would say that he fulfilled
the responsibilities of that office with great distinction; with sound
lesral scholarship and eflectiveness and responsibility as an advocate in
bellU]f of the Tnited Srares.
. He has served in other public responsibilities, starting-as an attornev
in the Department of Labor in the late 19±O's. He Iater became Associate Solicitor ofthe Department of Labor.
.' '. ."
_.'
He had been Selectman of his hometown of '\Vaylllnd. )Iass., a position which any Xew Englander will tell you demands great fairness
and impartiality.
He has shown that quality also as chairman of the 'Yage Stabilization Board by appointment ·of. President Truman.in 19;):2~nndas arbitrator in many types of labor disputes.'
. Recently, his sensit ivity ~o- ~lUman problems and these same qualities of rairness and irnpurt in lity have been called upon to deal with
student, disorders on the campuses of Columbia. University and Hurvard University.
....
, .... .. _.

ha

.
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.
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These are qualities which I know can "ery effectively be brought
to bear upon the ,2'ran~.difficult. and delicate issues surrounding the
'Vr~ter:rn:te ease and related matters. I know that it will represent a
very substantial sacrifice for Professor' Cox to undertake these I"P.s.ponSihiJit.ies and that it is only out of a strong sense of nublic dutv
that he has agreed. with the Senate'sapproval, to undertake this
assiznrnent.
fie is aware. of course. that his experience as a lawyer does not
embrace criminal prosecutions or verv much trial experience. but he
authorized me to sav in announcing- the appointment on Friday that
he plans to name as his own principal deputy a man who has had wide
litil:mnon exnerience.
The CHArR:U.Ax. What you are saying is he is going to select his
own staff.
SecrerarvRrcrrxnosox.
He will select his own starr in its enriretv,
in anv
)Ir. Chairman. but he did want it understood from the
outset that he wished to supplement or eomplement ihis own back~rol1nd of exnerience by seeking an experienced trial ettomey as his
own princi pal deputy.
.
.
I am very pleased that he has agrei>d to undertake this assig-nment
and, as you know, he would be doing so on a basis of full independence and with complete authority to carry out all aspects of the assignment, to nnrsue everv le-ad wherever it rrrav take him, to determine
when find under what circumstances zrand jurv nroceedinzs should
he brought. what indictments should issue. find what other-actions in
aid of a, full. fair, <and impartial investigation of all these matters
should be undertaken.
.
The CRAIRM-AX. You have a copy-place a copy of the guidelines
in the record. please, sir.
. Secretary RICHARDSON. Yes, Mr. Chairman. I would be pleased
to have included. in the record at this point a statement of the duties
and responsibilities of the special prosecutor. This statement is a
version which incorporates a number of suggestions for revision and
chanze thttt I have received from members of the committee since I
distributed an earlier version to the committee on Thursdav of last
week. )Ir. Cox has also reviewed it and made one final change at his
suggestion this morning.
I believe that it does fullv and adequately set forth the duties and
responsibilities of the special prosecutor and I am grateful to the
members of this committee for the thoug-ht and deliberation that they
have devoted to reviewing it and to making suggestions to me.
[The above referred. to document follows r]
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.Th4:'re will be apnotnted by the Attorney ~neral.
within the Df'partment of
Justice. a Special Prosecutor to whom the Attorney General shall delegate the
authortttes and provide the stat! and other resources described below,
The Special Prosecutor shall have fnll anrhortty for invesrignrtng nnd prosecuttnx offenses aeainst the united States arising out of the uuuuthortzsd entry
into Democratic National Committee Headquarters at the Watergate. all offenses
arising out of the 19i2 Presidential Election for which the Special Prosecutor
deems it necessary and appropriate to assume responsitnlity, allegations involv-
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in:; the President. members
111111UIlY' other lUlttter.!u:"ic"

fir

tltt'

'

'Yhite- H""!!t" !ittnff. 01" PrPl!iclfontilllat>point~.
to hi iu loy the attorney

he c(",.~entif If) hav611,....i~uI!(1

General,

. In particular, the Special Prosecutor sball have full authority with respect to
the- alH,ve mutters for:
eouducrtuz Im~lill:;."i
before grand juri~' and auy other inn~<4tiJ;atiftns he
Itt't'm!! neeessary :
revie,"'in~ all docurnenrnrv e{'idence avadable from IiUY source. as to which
he !"hllll have full acee-s :
detertntning whether' or not to contest tbe-a._rtiOD of "Exeeuti9'e Prililege"
or any other testimonlat prin!E':;e:
determining whether or not application should he made to any Federal court
tor a grant of immunity to any witness, consistently with appllcabie statutory requlrements, or tor rcarront», IJUbpQef!,alJ, or otner court ortiers ;
deciding whether or not to prosecute any indivtdual, firm, corporation or'
.' group of tndivtduals :
'
Initiating and cOnilllCting prosecutions, framing indictments. filing Iurormartons, and baudltnz
all aspects 'Of any eases within his jurisdir-tton
. ,,·;twbether
initiated befQre or after his assumption-of
duties), inl'ludiug-

.'
-=----..

. - 'allY appeals :

.

eoordinadng' and directing the 'acttvtttes Qf all Department
otJWltice personnel, Including Lnited Stares Attorneys :
dealing u;itll. an4 appea.ring before Congressional committees haling jurisdiction over any aspect of the above matters and (/etermini71!! 1cfw.t docuflJeI1.t3. in.formation,

-

and ~siJltn1l("e

.!hIlU be prt)1Jified to S1ICh.oommlttees.

In exp.re!sillg this authority, the Special Prosecutor will nave the greatest degree ot independence that is consi. ..tent with the ..!.ttornE'Y GenE'ral's statutory
accountahilit:v for all matters falling \\ithin the jurisdiction of the DepartmE'nt
of .Tmsti('e. The Attorney General will not countermand or interfere with the
Special Pro~-ecutor's dE'Cisiolls 'or ac:tinns. The Specinl Pro.,ecntor IIlIll (letermi'ne
1rllether and tf) lch(!t extent he 'ILiTl j'njonn or cfJ'n~tlt with the .1ttOrtH."V Ganer-,ll
abo·tlt the cfTntluct oj:.hiJi dlltie., (l1Hi resp'>tIsibilitie.,.
The Special Prost'Cutor niH
not be removed from lIis dutie", escevt for extraordinary
improprietie~ on bis
part.
STAFFAXD

RESOU'RCE SUPPORT

1. Selection of statJ
The Special ProsE'Cutor shall ha'l"e full authority to organize, select, a7Hl hire
ll1s own staff of attorneys. iuvestigators.
and supporting personnel. 011 a full
or part-time basis, in such numbers and with such qualifications
all he may
rell>;onably requirE'. He may requE>st the Assistant AttorneYs GenE'ral and othE'r
officers of the Department of .Justice to a.~.'ign. such personnel and tt) provide
such other assistan<'€' !HI he may rE'flsouably r!'quire. All IJE'r.<ollllE'1
in the Dppllrt.
'ment of Jm,tice. including Fnited States Attorneys, sllnn cooperate to the fullest;
extent possible with the Special Prosecutor.

2.

"

Blld."et

The Special ProsE'Cutor will he pro'l"ided with snch funds (Inti, fmJililie~ to Nlrry ,
out his responsibilities as he may reasol1lloly requirE'. He shall haye the right to
Sllhmit bndget ref!nests for fnml!". positions, and other assistance. and 811C1I. request., shall receire the highest

priority.

3. Desiunl1tilfll and re,~p(}TI.~ibilit!l
The personnel acting as the st(lfJ 11.",rT a.,si ..ttants of the Special Prn8('Cutor shull
bE' kno~
as th(> WatE'rt;llte SpE'Cial Prosecution Force ami shull be rE'sponsihle
only to the Special Prosecntor.
COXTI:'it:'ED

RESPO:-;sm:n.nIES
m' ASSIS'1'A.~T
CRDU)O.U. DITISION

ATTOR~"EY GE~E!Ut..

E!tCt"pt for the !'q)€'Cificim'E'stigati'l"e and pro:;ecutorial (Intips :J!<..'Ii!m(>(l to th!"·
~r>I"('ial Pro~cntor.
the _~"~istant Attornt'Y Geoneral in char:;:e of thE' Criminnl
Di.ision "ill continue to E'xprci8E' all of the dntiE's cnrrently as."ilm!'<i to him.

,.

APPUCABLE

Dr.P'\RTl[E~T.u.

:

POUCIES

E!tN'f\t a~ othE'l"WisphE'rE'in i'~iftM
f)r ml mlltllrrlll,
nf'rf"f'rt hphrf'f"'!'J n,P 8"t>ein' Prn.tp('1,trw a,,1f the .~ftn,.,'""
r;"'""mJ. th!" Tf'rs.terqntf' S"prinl pr<l.~pt'1lti()"
Fnr,.e will hI' ;;nhject to thE' ;1dmini,.:trnti'l"E' rp~lll!tinns qnd polici(>,; of thE' DE'pnrtmE'nt nf .TU8WCE'.

------- :...
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PL"lILlC REPORTS

The ~(leclal Prosecutor
IIIay from time to tilll~ make IlIIhUc such statements
or rl'l'urt)l U;:I he (1!'('lIlS uJlI'I'ol'riatl' and shall 1I/1(m crnn plrt irm of h is u,,":i;""TInwnt
,,,blllit a /inal report to t lie flppropriflte person» (JI' entities ,,' tile Oon!lrc.~~. .
DI'RATIOX

lJ

OF Assrex

~rI:XT

1'111' SJll'Cial l'rw'l'clltur
will enrrv out till'se rt'''lllm,.:jJ.i1itil's, wlth till' full Sll)lrrt of the Department
of .Justice, until illicit t ime (Ill, in 1Ii8 jU(lgIllCllt.
he 1111
.•
olUl'll:'tetl then: or until a date mutually agrt'l:'ll UI.OII hetween the Attorlll:'Y
t'll('ral and l1im"t'lf.

The

CU.\I1DL\X. ~1r. Cox, stand lip, please, sir.
.
.
Do you solemnly swear the test imony you ur« about to ~'I\"C I:'; the
truth, the whole truth. and nothing but tlIt' truth. so help you God!

llr. Cox. I do.
The CU.\lJuux.

Yon lin ve studied

the guidelines?

TESTIMONY
OF ARCHIBALD
COX. SPECIAL PROSECUTOR·DESIG·
NATE AND ELLIOT L. RICHARDSOn, N01rIurn:
TO BE ATTORNEY
GENERAL

lfr_ Cox. Yes. I 11(1\'('.lIr. Chairman,
The CUAIR){.\X •. Are vou sntisfied with them ~
lIr. Cox. I am. I discussed them first with Secretnrv Richardson
over the telephone and there were a number of points-s-I think we
talked fOI' almost ~ hom's=-thnt we wor-ked out rozetber. Then I saw
them in the Sew York Times fl!!ain and went over t'hem. and of ('0111'51'.
I have seen this last draft. I ~11l\ sat isfied that tliev gil'e the spl'ciaJ
pl'Os('~utor nIl the fOI'mit! jlmn'r to be indP]wndc'nt that anYOl'" ('ould
. possihly ask for. and I shall certainly
intend to be independent
and to
tnkp,·fulll'espollsibility
to the Lpst of my ab:lit.'"The CU.\IIDI.\X. ,Ye11, r think tllat is n·ry tim'.
You nre satisfied that YOU and Secl'ptnn'
Hicltlmlson
caa work
together?
.
•
l1r. Cox. I think so-oll. I am SUl'P. Sl'natOl·. \'1';';. TIut it would also
- be my dllty to 1)J'l~Sl'lTP my indl'pl'ndellce
of judgment.
and hl' l11tdrrstnnds thaL "'e hnn! bp(,l1 \'pr" calldid Iyitl! ('arh otlll'l' ai)()l1t that.
I do )lot imply any lack of trust in saying it !WC;lWiP I do tl'l!:,t hillJ.
But at tIl(' sam!' timc. I recogllize tIll' po>,sibilit" of thing5 dt·\'l'lopill;.!'
to a point ,,"her<'. to HI'oid emLalT:lssing
him. r wOllld han' tn go Illy
own wnv""':"'nnel that wOl1ld Ul' Illy jttclgnll'lIt.
The CIL\n::_\r.\~. XOW. lawyl'l's C[tll nl\\',,,-,, pick at something alld lind
somethilw tl) aeld. hut yon arc satisfiC'c1 II-itIt tItCJIl as tltp)' :lrl' ~
)11'. C,~. I Hill. I 1I1ight make OIH:' )loint thnt T lIlad" to hi:!l. and
that is it "eem" to Ille the onl\- ,mtllol'it\· whiciJ lit' has I'l'tai!ll',l i;; to
~i\"t· 1IIe ht'!1 if r do not do thZ; job, allll 'r think Ill' ought to kl'l'P tItat
n l1t hori t \'.
The c"IL\1iDL\~. Sf'l1atol' nnel ~
SelJatol' Rn:D. Thank YOtt. ·~rl'. Chairlllall.
~I ... :-ip(,I·l'tary. I Itan:not had till' opportllllity
to ask YOtt :my 11111'';:tiolls. I h,HI thl' opportllnity
to att(,IH1 OIlP ill'aring. Hnt f han' Tllllfn\"l'(1
tllp tnm,.;('ript :b cal'dnl1y as I jlo:,;;ihly (·otdd :111(1 T W;IlIt to (',.'ngl':ttulate you nn till' patiell"p and coop(,l'atioll
tltat ynll :1:11'1' "hOII'll titronghOllt tIl(' i!t'Hl'ill!!;;;
and YOlll' l'tlort,; to :tlla\' l'\'l'I'Y doubt an(1 pH'n'
(.'011<"1'1'11
on tltl' 'Ii:,,,t of illl' l'ollJlIlittt'P IIll'III!,(·r:'. Ytin han' llH't with Ii"

.'

•
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5.2

Order establishing Office
--F;rQ~ecution_J?qrce

of the Watergate Special
,RULES AND REGULATIONS

.H~

Conducting proceedings belore grand ju.r1es
and any OLner invest~!IotiOns he deems necessary;
Reviewi:lg all docun:entary evidence &nl1&blAl troQ any source, a& to wll1ch h& s.ha.U
have fUll &CCe5II;
::;- ·DetermJ.n1n~ whether or not to contest the
assereton
of ~E..xecuttve privUege" or any
other testlmontal prlvllege;
Title 28-JudiciaJ
Administration
- Deter.nlnlng
whether or not appUcation
CHAPTER .-DEPARTMENT OF -JUSTICE should be made to any Federal court for a
grant of I=unlty
to any T.tness. consis[cider No. 517-731
tently
With ap;>UCll.ole s-..a.tutory l?qulnments. or for warrants, suopenas, or other
PART O-ORGANIZATION OF THE
conre. orders;
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
Decld1ng whether or not to prosecute any
individual. :t!.n:n. corporation, or group of lJl-·
Establishing the Office of Watergate
divtdua.ls;
.
Special Prosecution Force.
Illitlatlng'
and conducting- prosecutions,

465.650-465-875 MHz listed in paragraph
la) of this section. for one-way.
nonvoice biomedical
telemetry
operattons in
hcspitals, or in. medical or convalescent

'r"

between the Spedal. ~utor
and
the Attorney Oener:Ll. the Wl!.t.e~te Soecta}
Pro6ecutl.on Force w1ll be subjees to the admin.lstTati..-e r~htioM
and pouctes of the
~artment
of Justice.
PubLic
report.7.-The
Spec1al P!"06ecutor
may from time to time make public such
statements
or reports as he deems &PPrOpriate and shall upon compterion
of hi!!
aaslgnment subm.1t a. nnaJ. reccrt to the anproprrate persona or entities
the Con~eSa.
DuTatfoTl
Of tI.S3"ig"'~t.-The
Specla.:.
Prosecutor wHl carry out the"" r""'UonslbUlties. with the full support of the De'pa.rtm.ent
of Justice. nnru such ~
&s. in his judgment. he haa completed them or until a
date mutually
agreed trpon beiwe-en t.be Attorney General and himself.
agreed

of

{Fa Doe:73-1l2l0

P1led6-1-73;9:21

;.

amJ .

framing
I.:ldlctments.
ru1ng informations.
By virtue of the a.uthority vested in me
by 23 U.S.C. 509, 510. and 5 U.S.C. 301, and handl1r.g all aspects of any cases withJJ:L.
Title 45--Public Welfare
his jurtserctton
(whether
1n1tiated before
there
is hereby
established
in the Deor after his assumption of duties). Includtng
CHAPTER X-OFFICE OF ECONOMIC
partment
of Justice. ·the Office of Waterany appeals;
OPPORnJNITY
gate Special
Prosecution
Force.
to be
Coordina.ting and d1reCting the actiVities
headed
by a Director.
Accordingly,
part
PART 1061-CHARACTER AND SCOPE OF
ot all. Department of JustIce personnel, tnof chapter
I of title- 28, Code of Fed- -cluding U.s. attornej"3:
SPECIFIC COMMUNITY ACTION PROGRAMS
eral Regulations,
is amended as follows:
Dealing' with and appearing before con1. Section 0.1 of suboart
A. which lists greSSiOnal- cOmmittees ha.Ving jur1Sd1ction
Subpart-Economic Development
over any aspect of the abo..-e ma.tters and
;'_-:,..
the organizational
units of the DepartChapter
X. part 1061 of title 45 otthe
ment.
is amended
by adding
"Office of
determinlIlg
what documents,
informatiOn,
Code of Federal
Regulations
is amended
Watergate.
Special Prosecution
Force"
and assistance
shall be provided to such
by adding six new sections. The sections
immediately
after "Office of the P,a.rdon.-COmmittees.
.
.
.'
.
establish
uniform Office of Leg9.l Service.o:;
Attorney."
f In exercising this authOrity. the Special
.
. Proeecutor Wtll have the greatest degree ot
policy governing
the types and limits
b
art
is
added
2 . A new su p
0-1
J.m.me1ndependence that i!! consistem; with the Atof legal assistance
that ca.n be provided
dlately
after
subpart
G., to _.read. as .torney General's statutory accountability for .by Legal Services at'"..orney.! to groups
:':':'".-:~.
follOWS:
....
."
all matters falling with1n the Jurtsdlctlon of
whose purpose.is
-sell-help
in theeco.~-:>.::'" .
. .
t.be Depa.rt:nent
of Justice. The Attorney
nomic
sphere.
The
sections
areas
Subp;lrt G-1-Office
.of Watergate SpeclarOeneral
will not countermand
or interfere'
.'
. Prosecution
Force
.
.
With the Special Prosecutor's
decisiOns or follows:
.;
actions ..' The Special Prosecutor w11l deterSec .
...~.:._§ 0.37"-" Generalfunetions.
. mine whether and to what. extent he "W1l1
1061.9-1 AppUC3bUlty •
..-_ .. -....
tnform or- eonsult With the Attornev Ge!l- . 1061.9-2 Ref ere!::cas.
Force shall be tL'1der the. direction
_eral.,aoout.,t.be· conduc<; (}! his duties and
1061.9-3 Purpose.
who shall be the Special _.;-esponsibillt1es. The Specta.l Prosecutor will
1061.9-4 Definitions.
appointed
by the Attorney ynot
be remo..-ed trom hiS duties e:l:cept for
1061.9-5 Polley.
· General.
The duties and responsibilities.
_!lxtr,!l.ord1r.a.ryimproprieties
on his pa..":.. AtrrHo&n'Y.-Se<:s. 222. 602. 78 Stat. 528, 81
of the ~pecia.l Prosecutor
are set forth
. S,aff and resource mp"port.-l. Selection of
Stal;.. 698; 42 U.s.C. 2809. 2942.
....,
.
.
statl.-The
Spectal PrO<SeCutor shall have
in the attached
appendix
which is 10full a.uthorlty to orgsnJ.ze, select, and hire
§ 1061.9-1
Applicahility.
corporated
and made a part hereof:
his own sta.tr of attorneys, investigators. and
All
programs
affording
legal assistance
supporting perso=el,
on & full- or part-time
'. This order is effective Mc·of May 25, bo.sls. in lIuch numbers and with such qualiwhich are funded
under
title n of the
fications as he may reasonably require. He
Economic
Opportu..'11ty Act. as ame.'1ded.
· 1973.
.,'
may request the AssIstant AttorneYll Genif the assistance is administere4
by OEO.
eral and other otficers of the Department
of
Dated May 31. 1973.
§ 1061.9-2
Re{ercnc~Justice to a.ss1gn such perso=el
and to pro.
,,",,' ELLIo'!' L. RIcRARDSON,
vide such other assiStance as he may re3SonEconomic
OpportunltyAct
of 1964, as.
..
.Attorney GeneraZ.
ably require. All personnel1D the Department
..,. ~.
amended.
section
222(a) (3): OEO In- of Justice, including
U.s. attornej"3. shall
cooperate to·the fullest enent poss1ble with
struction
614O-D2(Guidelines
for Legal
the SpecIal Prosecutor .
.'.' .. DtrrIES 4ND llESl'ONSIBn.rrn:S
or TRl!:
Services Programs).
6140-3 (Group Rep. _ 2. Budget.-The
Specta.l Prosecutor Will be resentation),
6140-5 (Goals of the Legal
prO..-1ded with such funds and facilities to
Services
Program).
and 6803-5 (Use of
The
Spectal·
Prosecutor.-There
Is apcarry out his responsibilities
as he may rea· POinted oy the Attorney General, within the
sonably require. He shall have the right to
Federal Funds for Union Activities)
and
Department
of Justice. a Special Prosecutor
subm1t budget requests for funds. positions.
the "Law Office Administrative
Manual"
to whom the Attorney General shall delegate
and other assiStance. and such requests shall
of the Office of Legal Services, published
the authorities
and provide the stat! and
receive the highest priority.
other resources described below.
by the National
Clea..'"inghouse for Legal
3. Designation
and
responsibWty.-The
---The
S~C1a1 Prosecutor 'shall have fu11 personnel actlng as the stat! and assistants
Services.
authority
tor investlg3t1ng and prosecut1n~
of the Special Prcsecutor
shall be known
offenses agalns~ the Uruted States ariS1ng out
as the Water~te
Special Prosecution Force
§ 1061.9-3
Purpose.
of the unauthol1Zed
enrry in DemocratiC
and shall be responsible only to the Special .
The purpose
of this subpart
is to outNational
Co=ittee
headquarters
at the
Prosecutor.
Water:;ate. all oiIenses ariSing out of the 1972
lL'1e the conditions
under
which
Legal
C01\t'illued res:oons1bilit~'
Of A.,.rl3tant At2. President!al electIon for whIch the Sp~ial
torney
Oeneral, Cr''7tinal
DiNion.-~cept
Services projects
may furnish
as.;istance
Prose<:utor deems it necessary and appropritor the spectilc in..-estl~tive
and prosecu~
ate to assume responsibility.
allegations into indiYi.duals or to groups engaged
in
tori:Ll duties assign~
to the Special ProseTolving the President. members of the White
economic development.
Those portions
of
cutor, the Assisu\ll1; Attorney
GeneraJ. in
House starr. or Presidential
appointees. and:
charge ot the CrlInlnal Divtsion will conthe Oelce of Legal Services
"Law Office
any other matters which he consents to have
tinue to e:o.:erciseall of the dunes currently
Admlnistr.l.tion
Manual"
(sec. 5201 C
asslg::1ed to him by the Attorney General.
83Signed to htm.
-particular.
the Spec!3.1 Prosecutor shall
and Dl which reJ:\te to economic developApplicable
departmental
policie~.-Excep;
full authority with respect to the aooVII
ment
are hereby
rescinded,
as are all
as otherw1se herein spec1!led or a.s mutually
for:

.
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First time cropped up alleged
differences bet oral testimony &
documents as to executive priv.
meant to waive only for oral
testim.

[10599]

6.

On May 22, 1973 the President issued a statement noting

Richardson's

selection of Archibald Cox and stating that Richardson

had the President's

full support in his determination

to see the

truth brought out.

The President also stated that executive privilege

would not be invoked as to any testimony concerning possible criminal
conduct or discussions

of possible criminal conduct in the matters

then under investigation,
leged cover-up.

including

the Watergate

On May 23, 1973 the Senate Judiciary Committee voted

to report favorably on Richardson's

nomination

Richardson was confirmed by the Senate.
Attorney

General on May 25, 1973.

the President

affair and the a1-

had a conversation

statement of May 22, 1973.

and on the same day

Richardson was sworn in as

At the time of the swearing in,
with Richardson

According

about the President's

to Richardson,

the President

told him that the waiver of executive privilege as to testimony referred
to in that statement did not mean that there would be any such waiver
of executive privilege as to documents.

6.1

President Nixon statement, May 22, 1973,
9 Presidential Documents 697.

6.2

Senate consideration of Elliot Richardson nOmination,
May 23, 1973, Congressional Record S 9708, 9710.

6.3

Senate confirmation of Elliot Richardson nomination,
May 23, 1973, Congressional Record S 9715.

6.4

Elliot Richardson affidavit, House Judiciary
June 17, 1974.

Committee,
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6.1

President Nixon statement__
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PRESIOfNtrAL

Kunzig,

who is now an associate

DOCUMENTS:

judge of the U.S. Court

of Claims.
Mr. Sampson has been Acting Administrator
of General Services since June 2, 1972. He joined the General
Services Administration
in 1969 as Commissioner
of the
Federal Supply Service. From 1970 to 1972 be W;!.3 Commissioner of the Public Buildings Service in GSA and the
first Deputy Administrator
of GSA for Special Projects.
He came to the General Senices Administration
after
6 years in Pennsrlv:l.Oia State government, where he was
secretary
of adlT'jnistration
and budget secretary under
Gov. Ravmond
P. Shafer, and de put}' secretary for procurement,
department
of property
and supplies, under
Gov. \Villiam W. Scranton. Prior to entering government
service, he was employed by the General Electric Co. for

•
<-'

12 years.

8,1926, in Warren,
RI. He received his B.S. degree in business administration from the Uni,,·e.rsity of Rhode Island in 1951 and
has done graduate
work at the George W2Shingtqn
Mr. Sampson

was born on October

University.
Active in several professional organizations,
Mr. Sarnpsonwas presented the Synergy III Award for outstanding
contributions
toward the advancement
of architecture
by
the Society of American
Rei..stered
Architects
in 1972.
In 1973 he was selected as one of the Top Ten Public
'Yorks Men of the Year, and he was named an honorary
member of the American Ir..::;ti~ute of :\rchitects.
.
He and his wife, BI:mche, have four children
in \Vashington,

and res!de

D.C.

Ncrn::: Fe:- the President's state:":1e:lt upon announcir.g his btcntion
. to nor..inate ~rr·.Sampso", see the p;e-::eciing item.

SiatemmtslYythePresidmt.

May 22, 1973

tional security.
Alre3.d}:, on the D:L5isof s~cond- and third-h:md hea~y
testimoniO bi" p::rsOn5 cither CO!1,,:cted or tlll.:mseln~s uncla
investigation
in th.: case, I have fotlncl myself accused of
involvement
in activities I never ho;-d of until I read
about .tbem in news ;'..ccounLS.
These im!Jrc~:;ion:; could :t1:;0 k:tcl to :t 5criotls m!sul1ckrstanclin(Y of
n:tt!vr1:'.15t:curity acti,·ities which, th()~!.~h
tot:llly ~nrdatccl t.J \\'atrrg:'.t<\ 11.1.\·;:UecOlm· L~tangkcl i:l
tht C;lSC. TIle\' could k:td to fllrther comrror;~bC= of St.'IlSltive national

;ecllrirr

I \:,ill not abandon my responsibilities. I ,·;ill conti.-:~c
to do the job I was elected to do.
-,
In the accompanying statement,
I have set forth t::'~
facts as I know them as they relate to my own role .
With regard to the specific allegations that. hav~ L:~n
made, I can and do state catcgorically r
1. I .had

no

prior

knowledge

of

the

Water~~

operation.

2. I took no part in, nor was I aware of, 2ny subsequent
efforts that may have been made to co ...er ~:>
\Vt\tergate.
•
3. At no time did I authorize any offer of executive
clemency for the \Vater!:,r:tte defendants, no!"
I
know of any such offer.
4. I did not know, until the time of my own investiza. "tNatergatc defend-:»
rort to proVl id e tile
t·ion, a.r any C IT
ants with funds.
'
5. At no time did I attempt, or did I authorize ofr.~
to attempt, to implicate the CL-\. in the \Vate~ J.~_ ,.. \"
matter.
.
6. It was not until the time of my own i.nvestiga:=:::::
that I learned of the break-in at the office of ~.::-.
Ellsberg's psychiatrist,
and I specifically authoriz ec
the !l~mishing ~f this information
to J udge .Dr:7.~
7. I neither authorized nor encourazed
subordiriaces
r.::>
'- ...... ~, "."'__;'
\.1...
engage in illeg:t1 or improper
carnpaij-n tactics .
. In the accomp:lI1ying
statement,
I have ~0ught to F:';
VJde the b::\ckground that may phce n:cent ~l!eC!?r;o"''"
'"" ;.
perspective.
I h:lV<! specifically
sLl.ted that exeCl:~\··
privilege. will n?t ?c invoked as to a.n)' tc.stlr!,.ony conc;:~
1TI? ~osslble cnmm.al conduct or disct!S.SlOE5 of p0$5~~i
cnmmal
concl~ct, L'l the :n3tte:rs unde~ h·..esti~tic~ .
want lh~ pu bhc to .learn tne. truth ~bout -\\' J.tergate ~....
:~:
those guilty of any lllegal actlons bro:.tght t!) justice..
.

cia

,... . ..

ill::tir

Recent·news
acco~mts growing out of tl':Stir.1ony in the
,\Taterg:lte
lnHstigations
have given grD:'.:.ilymislcaeiing
impressions of nun)' of the hcts, as th~y. ~d::l::: bot~ to J~ly
own r01e Ztnd to certain unrebted
actlvltles lJ1\"olvlOg 113.-

~h~~e

1'173

. Allegations
surrounding
the \\r3.terg:lte
h;::.\"-:-~
escclatcd that I fcel a IL1nher statement frcr:1 the Pres:"':"is required at this time.
.
---.

The \Vatergate Investigation

r

RICHAilCI NIXON.

A climate of sens.'llionali..<;m has de ....e!oD-ed in w ....
:_·
•. d
•
~L.
I
even secone - or tmr -h:\nd he:1fS..1.vcha;-::-;::sare he~d':~~
as bct 3.ncl repc:1.ted ~ bct.
.
'"
"
.-.~
Import.:mt
nation;].l ~curity
operations
selves had 110 connection
wl'th \\' a t crgat~
cnt:i'.ngled in the: case.

wh:eh
} lave

G--- ..
bec:):,-

As a rcsult, sorr.e n~tion:ll
security infornntio .. '~.
alrc:1.cly kt:n lll:ld~ public throur;h court orcertl'-'-.~·~
.
r 1
~
'.
' •• '-,
t hC Sll bfloen::ung Ol e.ocuments,
:1.nd th:-0::tTh (t';:;';_'._
\\itr.~·$5CS ha\'c ~.
e-i"cn in J'\!di,i-'
C"...
...u "ncl
.-.
",. ....:"""'o;o·,··;··,"
c' '.>..' Po·ll "-

ti,":~·.::-"

cceding-s.
scnsiti\"(~ c1o(;lI~ents :1r,: n~w
.
. I Othcr
..
, \,.
..
_
......
~
-"WIth eltsc.(1:;ll~. Contim!t'd
sik;-:.ce ...bOIl,· "'10·'
'
r..,
'C ,......
"f' ~r::l-·'·
,,·ould com p:-orn i:,c r-athcr t ~taa p:-otcct .:.."~
.:~-; \'t'~':....:~
a!;;u s;::rn: to lw;-pdu.lk :1 f'ro."lv
d~~tO-·,·'·l.\~
.\
.
' .
....'
~
, .... '",,: \-\""-'r.:u:nt p;trli:t1 (ESc!OSll:-t'" h:l\"(.' v"'1n:n--o' '" .~,..
1'
t
.-u ..\..
l ....
_ '~~
ptl1}1ost: of thost: opcr:lti(lns.
,_
f...

"-.l..I.,.U

.. ,

H~

infonnation.
[10603]
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I felt were necessary from a national :-;~:Cl!\ y·1·r'.·IO'·
c"". _', ,.,-,:-:."
.,
rit v st~r.~~j)IJ:nt and, ia the climate then prevailing, also
nee .......,,~.J from
a domestic securitv standpoint.
....~
(3) Pconle who had been involved in the national
security (l'J~~r::>..ti!.1;1S
later. without my kn:h>ledge or approval, undertook
j!:~g8.1 activities in the political earnl ... ·_..

Iw

""'-"".:.

-.
p:tl.~

.. &

I!

~

..

..."

.

-

I

r 19-')
1_.

...

•

0,

(4)

Eie::-:cnts of the early post- \vatergate
reports Jed
me"'" to .;,;')
-U',)3C'
correctly that tile CrA had been in some
t .... l, i \....~
waj' im·oh·ed. They also led ~le to s:.trmlse, cnr:ectly, toat
since persons originally recruited for covert n:1.twnal ~ecu•
• .•
• 1 pa rt"IClP a''''cl
l'n l"
tercr",<0','
"·e
an tlnr'-nt\·
actI.v!tl-:S
naa
,~
" ....
-stricted investigation
of V/aterf!"ate migh.t lead to and
expose thos~ cov:ert n;:.tional security operatlons.
,
'
(5) I sought to prevent the
exposure 0,r tnese
cover t
national security activities, .....hile encouraging
those conducting the investigation
to pursue their inq uiry into the
Vy'ate,(Tate itself. 1 so instructed
my staff, the Attorney
Gener~l, '~nd the Acting Director oi the FBI.
(6) 1 also specificaiIy instructed ?vIr. Haldeman and
Mr. Ehrlichman
to ensure that the FBI would not carry
its investigation into areas that might compromise these
covert national security activities, or those of the CIA.
(7) At no time did I authorize _or know about :my
offer of executive demency for the Watergate defendants.
Neither did I know until the time of my mm investigationofanycffoI't.,
to'provide them w:ith funds.
I.,

..

,

(.0.

CONCLUSION

With hindsight, it is apparent that I should have given
more heed to the 'warning signal.> I received along the
\',,'ay about a \Vatergate
cover-up
and less to the
reassurances.
With hindsig-ht, several other things also become clear:
-\\rith
respect to campaign
practices, and also with
respect to campaign
finances, it should now be obvious
that no campaign in history has ever been subjected to
the kind of intensive and ~~arching inquiry that has been
focused on the campaign
waged in my behalf in 1972.
It is clear that unethical,
as well as illegal, activities
took place in the course of that campaign.
None of these took place 'with my specific approval or
knowled~e. 'To the extent that I mJ.yin any way have
cor:tribu~ed to the climate in which they took place, I rlid
not intend to; to the extent that I hiled to prc\'ent them,
I should ha\'e been more vigilant.
. .
r I' .
It was to hc1p er.sure against any repet!tlOn
0, t 113In
th.:- fu tutc til<:lt lJ.st \-,:ce!, I pro?o~d
the establishment
of
~ to!>level, bip<1rtisan, independent
comm~,sion to .recommend a c()mf);-chCi1.~i'.'e n:fo:-m of C:tmpa!~rn L~·."sam! .
.
.',
..
I 1-":"
't CH
1 .. _,
"
S"'h
nrfl..ct!CC5.
Gl\'~!1
tt1e
p:lonty
),-iJ~\
e 1
•.:=:'C1\ ..\.:"1,
... l.
~~o;-m sno::id he po,,~ib1e bcf'm:
cl::'~~;'J:hill 197'1-

t~!:

next Con;!~s.<;;onal

-It
'l~"'W-;-S
that there were per:;nm who) m:l.Y
- ,- n"\'
')"':
r'l
gone beyond m)' clin:ctin.'s, <.!nc!~ou:;ht to ~xr.:m(l on
,(I..

It:l1.·;_:

~

(

•

my efforts to protect the H2..t:oi1:11security operati,.,r.3 ;_
order to cover lip any involvement
they or certain eth.
might have had i>1\Vc~t(:rg:ttc. TIle extent to which tC:"':3
true, and w~.,_!) mav have T)~;-tic;f)a~ed and to -.vhat de"'_-~
'v' "_',
are questions that it would not he proper to address b:-:-~.
The pr0per forum for settling these m::.~ter:; is in ~
co IIrts.
•

I..

- TI) the extent that I have been able to determine W!--2t
probably happened in the tangled course of this affair, C:1
the basis of my mm recoli.;:ctiom and of th::: conflic~ ...::","
aCCOUi1ts2.!1d evic.!:::nce tl-::1.(I have seen, it WOUld appe""~
that one factor at work was that at critical points vario',,:,;
people, e:.l.ch with his own perspective and hi_; own respo:::sibilities, sa',v the s~rne situation with different eyes ar:-:i
heard the sam~ words with different ears. \ .....
hat mi17!.,.;:,_-40 _
have seemed insignificant
to one seemed significant
t3
another; what one saw in t~rms of public responsibilit- •.,
another saw in terms of political opportunity;
and mix;d
through it all, I am sure, was a concern 0;'1 the part c-f
many that the \Vatergate scandal should not be ;:_llowed to
get in the way of what the Administration
sought to
acme\·e.
.
The truth about Waterg:tte should be broug~t out-in
an orderly way, recognizing that the safeguares of judicial
procedure are designed to nnd the truth, not to hide the
truth.
'~ith his _;eIecticn of Archib,aId Cox-who
servedbo;--'
PreSIdent Kennedy
and PreSIdent Johnson as Solicitor
General-as
the special supervisory' prosecutor for matters
related to the case, Attorney Ge!1er;:tl-designate Richardson has demonstrated
his own determination
to see the
truth b~oug~t Out. In this eff~rt he h~ my full Sllpport:.....J
Consldenng
the number
whose testimony might be
priv;Jege, I recognize that
has become central to the

a' persons Involved in this case
subject to a claim
executive
a clear definition of that claim
effort to arrive at the truth.

0:

Accordingly,
executive pri\;lege 'will not be invoked-:;-}
to any testi:nony concerning possible criminal ~onduct or
di.~cussior:s of possibJe crimina! concluct, in the matte~
presently under invest1g:ttion, including the W<~tergate aff:lir and the alleged cover-up"
.
~
I want

to emph?....5ize that this statement is limited to
of ,v}ut I said and did relating to
secunty and to the "\'f'ltergat~, I h:Jxe specificaHy :lvoided
any <'.ttcmpt to explain ,\·h"t ether partLe; may ha"e said
and done. r-.fy own inform:ui:_:.n on those other r:-::1tter'5 is
fragmen::J.!1', and tosome :;xt;:r:t cont2dict0rY,
Additional
infnrmation
may he fo~~h~om!:1; of which I am U:1awarc.
It is .also my llndLfSC:1.!1siIl_;;
i:n;!t t!:~ inf.:Jml;~L:0n
which
h:-LS been com'~;:,~d to P."~'~ h,,-, ~dso hecrxn~ a\·,~:i:1.bl~ to
tno:;e p,osecutin_;
th::",_. m:lt~crs, (jr~.:l::r such lir'-:l:~sta(lCeS, it wo:;L! be pr~j'lcEciar ;ll:a lIrll;:tir (l~ me ,~) r~r.dt:r
, •
1
. , .
r
rny ()fJtnll)~l' on t.l~~a::tt\·itlrS 01 otht'r:;; tho:,c ju~i;:llcnts
r
,...
,
1
'
Tl!l1:r b
,~ Ie,t ~,) 1,1:; ;'I(I[(,!:1. P!"(lCL~'" our oesr }!njlt: for
::!(:hl~\·,n.;.Ii;: J1l5t n.-s:tlt tint we:: ~tllsed:.

my own recollections

[10604]
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6.2 Senate consideration of
Elliot Richardson nomination
I ..

"s

,1'

CONGRESSIONAL

9708

RECORD-SENATE

. ,May 23,. 1973 -

\

Mr. MANSFIELD. And that the tIme
b~tween now and 4 p.m. be equally
"' Mr. GRIFFIN. Mr. President, with the
divided between the distinguished chairauthority of the distinguished
majority
m~.of. the committee, the Senator from
leader, I move that the Senate stand in
~lSSlSSIPpi (Mr ..EASTLAND),and the disrecess until 2: 30 p.m. today.
tingutshed ranking Republican member
The motion was agreed to; and, at Baker
of the committee,
the Senator
from
.'.
Montoya
Fulbright
2:03 p.m., the Senate took a recess until
Moss
Goldwater
Nebraska (Mr. HRUSKA).
Beall
Muskle
.
Gravel
Bellman
,2:30 p.m.: whereupon,
the Senate reThe. PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
Nelson
Gurney
Bennett
assembled when called to order by the
objection, it is so ordered.'
•
Hansen'
Pastore
Bentsen
presiding officer (Mr. MCCLURE).
' Bible
Pearson'
Hart
Mr. MANSFIELD. If no one wishes to"\ .
Pell
Hartke
....
Mr. MANSFIELD.
Mr. President,
I Blden
speak, I suggest the absence of a quorum
'.
Percy
Haskell
Brock
_,
suggest the absence of a quorum.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk
Pro xm ire
Hatfield
Buckley
;::'
.: The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk
. Randolph
will call the roll.
Hathaway
Byrd.
, Riblcoff
Helms
Harry F., Jr.
~"
will call the roll.
The legislative clerk proceeded to call
Roth
Hollings
the roll.
.
,
Mr. MANSFIELD.
Mr. President,
I Cannon
. Schwelker
Huddleston
Case
ask unanimous
consent that the order
Mr: MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I ask
Stafford
Hughes
Chiles
Stevens
Humphrey
Cook
for the quorum call be rescinded.
unanimous consent that the order for
Stevenson
Inouye
Cotton
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
the quorum call be rescinded.
Symington
Jackson
Cranston
objection, it is so ordered.
Talmadge
The. PR~S!DING OFFICER. Without
Long
Dole
Tow·er
r.lagnuson
The Senator from Louisiana is recogobjection. It lS so ordered,
Domenlcl
Tunney
McClellan
Eagleton
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. Presinized:
Welcker
, MOlldale
Eastland
(The remarks Senator JOHNSTONmade
dent: I a:sk for the yeas and nays on the
Ervin
nomination of Mr. Richardson.
at this point on the introduction
of S.
Mr. ROBERT' C. BYRD. I announce
The yeas and nays were ordered.
.
1889. dealing with natural disasters, are
that the Senator
from South Dakota
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President
I
, printed in the RECORDunder Statements
(Mr. ABOUREZK),the Senator from Idaho
suggest the absence of a quorum
'
on Introduced
Bills and Joint Resolu(Mr. CHURCH), the Senator from Iowa
.The PRESIDING OFFICER. Th~ clerk
.~.~'~ons.)
(Mr. CLARK),the Senator from Wyoming
Will call the roll.
'
(Mr. MCGEE). the Senator from South
The legislative clerk proceeded to call
, 'MESSAGE FROM ·THE HOUSE
Dakota (Mr. McGorERN), and the Senthe roll.
.
ator from Alabama. (Mr. SPARKMAN)are
..~ A message frOID' the House of RepreMr: MANSFIELD. Mr. President. I ask
necessarily absent.
sentatives by Mr. Berry, one of its readunanimous
consent that .the order for
I further announce' that the Senator
the quorum call be rescinded.
ing clerks, announced
that the House
of Representatives
having proceeded to from New Jersey (Mr. WILLIAMS) is ab,!,he. PR~SIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, It is so ordered.
reconsider the bill (S, 518) entitled "An sent on officin! business.
I also announce that the Senator from
M~. MANSFIELD. l\fi'. President. could
I
Act to abolish the offices of Director and
Deputy Director of the Office of Man- .Mississippi (1\1r. STENNIS) is absent be- the joint leadership have an idea as to
thos~ Se!lators who wish to speak on the
ca use of illness.
'
agement and Budget. to establish the
Office of Director, Office of Management
Mr, GRIFFIN. I announce that the nomlnatlon of Mr. Richardson?
M~·. SCOTT of Pennsylvania.
Mr
and Budget, and transfer certain funcSenatol' from Arizona (Mr. FANNIN) and
tions thereto, and to establish the Office the Senator from Ohio (Mr. SAXBE)are Preslde~lt, I ha,,:e not been advised of
Sena~ols who Wish to speak except the
, , of Deputy Director, Office of Manageabsent on official business.
ment and Budget," returned by the PresThe Senator
from Vermont
(Mr. ranking Member and the Senator from
, ident of the United States with his ob- AIKEN). the Senator from Massac h uset.ts Maryland (Mr. MATHIAS).
MI'. MANSFIELD.
How much time
,
jections, to the Senate, in which it orig(Mr. BROOKE). the Senator from Colo-'."
inated, it was
rado (Mr. DOMINICK); the Senator from would they wan t? .
Mr. SCOTT of Pennsvlvania.
I hope
Resolved, That the said bill do not
Hawaii (Mr. FONG), and ·the Senator
that Senators will not speak long, bepass, two-thirds of the House of Reprefrom Oregon (Mr. PACKWOOD)are necescause other Sena tors' are trying to make
senta tives not agreeing to pass, the same.
sarily absent.
other engagements.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. A quorum
Mr. M";NSFIELD, This is no carrot.
is present.
CALL OF THE ROLL
please believe me, but if we finish this
nomtnation
this afternoon. we will not
Mr. MANSFIELD.
Mr. President,
I
meet tomorrow and will go over until
EXECUTIVE SESSION
suggest the absence of a quorum, and it
Tuesday next.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I ask
will be a live quorum.
Furthermore.
there is a dinner which
unanimous consent that the Senate go
. The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk
into executive session to consider the ~ome of _us want to attend tonight which
will call the roll.
IS of rmnor SIgnificance and great imnomination of Mr. Elliot L. Richardson
. The second assistant legislative clerk
portance.
to
be
Attorney
General
of
the
United
called the roll, and the following SenHow much time would Senators HRUSKA
States.
which
is
now
at
the
desk,
having'
ators answered to their names:
'
and 1L\THIASwant?
.
been reported by the Committee on the
Mr. HRUSKA. Five minutes for me ..
, [No. 152 Leg.]
Judiciary earlier in the day .
M.r. PERCY. I should like to speak for
Nunn
. Allen
Javlts
he PRESIDING OFFICER. Without,
Scott. Pa.
3 mmutes.
Bartlett
Johnst<ln
objection.
it
is
so
ordered.
The
clerk
will
Scott.
va,
Bayh
Kermedy
Mr .. MANSFIELD. Mr. President. then
, Taft
Burdick
Mansfield
state the nomination.
3~ minutes to be equally divided, the
Thurmond
Byrd, Robert C. Mathins
Young
Curtis
'
McClure
t~me to be under the control of the disOriffin
McIntyre
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
tm~U!shed Senaror from \Vest Virginia.
Hruska
Metcalf
(MI. RODERTC. BYRD) the assi5"t.ant muThe
PRESIDING
OFFICER
(Mr.
The second assistant legislative clerk Jonty leader find the distingUished SenMCCLURE). A quorum is not present.
read the nomination of Elliot L. Richator .from Nebraska <tvIr. HRUSKA) tl1
.:Mr. MANSFIELD.
11r. President,
I ardson. of l\rflssachllSetts, to be Attorney
ra,nklllg Repu.blicnn member of the Com=
move that the Sergeant at Arms be di- General of the United States.
nuttee. The tllne to be--30 minutes.
rected to request the presence of absent
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr., President. I ask
,!,he PR~SIDING OFFICER. Without
Senators.
' unanimoUS consent that the vote on the object IOn. It is so ordered.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The quesnomination ocew'not later than 4 o'clock
Who yields t.ime?
tlon is on agreeing to the motion of the this afternoon .
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President[10606]
., Senator from Montana
. The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
may we have order in the Senate?
'
. The motion was agreed W,
objection, it is so ordered.
RECESS

.',r

J"'

TO 2:30 P.M.

The
PRESIDING
OFFICER.
The
Sergeant at Arms will execute the order
of the Senate.
After some delay, the following Senators entered the Chamber and answered
to their names :
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the so-called charter that would go from
. expect a most thorough and unfettered
he would honor any request made by-the
Investigation; that we will expect of WIn the Attorney General to the special prosspecial prosecutor.
.
,"
that he give Professor Cox absolute, full, ecutor outlining his powers .and duties.
The charter is a general grant of au/,<:. and complete rein and back up Mr. Cox, That was done.
thority to proceed, as special prosecutor,
In the person of Archibald Cox we have
In whatever manner he desires.
if that Is needed.
Mr. Richardson
was asked about the
Mr. President, the record is as clear as a man who Was at one time Solicitor
General of the United States. It is he so-called charter, and he expressed satcan make it. I know that each Senator'
Isfaction with it. He did feel that the
ill vote his own conscience. I, for one, who had great responsibility in the matter of appeals prosecuted on behalf of Attorney General should reserve unto
will vote for confirmation of the nominathe United States. Mr. Cox discharged his himself the power to give Cox "hell" if '
· .. tion, albeit somewhat reluctantly
under
duties there notably and very thoroughhe did not do a good job. The Attorney
.
· the circumstances. For the reasons I have
ly. He is an experienced and seasoned
General is entitled to have that power
.J,:'.
stated, the Senate is left with little choice
..,'
man in the law; and he is learned in the and preference.
but to.confirm.
law, being presently a faculty member
There are many other functions, of
"n'
. , Mr. HRUSKA. Mr. President, it is of one of the Nation's leading law course, that the Attorney General fulfills
,.,
.. '. - pleasing and good news that tl~e decision
, '. of the Committee on the JudICIary to re- schools. He is held in high esteem and besides those established by the charter
creating a special prosecutor.
· port favorably the nomination
for At- in good repute personally and- prof'es'
I firmly believe that with his rare,
. ', .torney General was unanimous. It was, sionally.
The charter
which issued from the splendid record of public service, the
'.
unanimous,
although
there were some
Attorney General designate and nominee
nominee will fulfill our every expec ta tion
reservations on the part of some of the
was the joint product eventually not only for a splendid administration
"and will be
members, and some of the reservations
of his thinking and his staff, but also a high-grade,
well-principled
Attorney
have been expressed by the Senator from
Mr. Cox, and also with great influence
General. It is for these reasons that I
; West Virginia.
by members of our Committee on the join those who will vote favorably 011 his
:.' ' Mr. President, the record of the nomJudiciary . .Mr. Richardson was highly re- nomination.
'.:' Inee for public service Is well know!?, a~d ceptive to them, and many of us imMr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, wlll
it is highly distinguished:
U.s. district
proved the document greatly.
the Senator yield me 1 minute, as in legattorney of Massachusetts
from 1959 to
It is because of this situation
that
islative session?
1961, Lieutenant Governor of Ma.ssachutime becomes of the essence. The clock
Mr. HRUSKA, I yield to the Senator
setts from 1964 to 1967, Attorney General
is running, whether we like it or not.
from Montana.
of Massachusetts
from 1967 to 1969, trn- There are about 8 or 10 grand Iurdel' Secretary of State from 1969 to 1969. ies that have been summoned and called
, .Mr. Richardson also served as Secretary
ADJOURNMENT
OF THE SENATE
into session to consider various aspects
of the Department of Health, Edu?atlOn,
UNTIL MAY 29, 1973
of the so-called watergate
case. There
and Welfare until February of this year are at least six committees in the House
•. Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, as in
and currently is serving as Secretary ~f and the Senate that have made it their
legislatlve session, I call up House Con-the Department
of Defense. Now he IS business to inquire. into the matter,
current Resolution 221 and ask for its
being proffered as the nominee for the There have been a number of indictimmediate consideration.
post of Attorney General.
ments returned; there have been a numThe PRESIDING OFFICER. TIle Chair
Mr. Richardson testified for a number
ber of requests for immunity being ex- lays before the Senate a message from
of days. In my judgment he an~wered
tended to certain witnesses, and when
the House of Representatives,
which the
. questions candidly, fully, and patiently,
some of these steps are taken, and when
clerk will read,
times with considerable restraint be- they are concluded, they are not recallThe legislative clerk read as follows:
of the many occasions when repeable.
.
Resolved by the H01Lse 01 Representative.,
occurred, repetition which I did
The longer we, wait, the more options
(the
Senate concurring),
Thnt when the
not judge, which I did not condemn. I will' be denied to the man who will be in House adjourns on Thursday, May 24, 1973,
· think the repetition, in many mstances,
It stand adjourned until 12 o'clock meridian,
complete charge of the investigation and
Tuesday, May 29, 1973.
, was justified in the minds of the quesprosecution of the. so-called wateraate
· tioners on the basis that it served a ,!se- cases.
Mr. MANSFIELD.
Mr. President,
I
ful purpose, Nevertheless It was a litt.le
The charter that has been worked out send to the desk an amendment and ask
:.~!.trying on anyone not possessed of the capresumes that the Attorney General and
for its immediate consideration.
pabilties for restraint
which Mr. Elliot Special Prosecutor will attempt to work
The
PRESIDING
OFFICER.
The
Richardson does possess.
together, even though there are certain
amendment will be stated.
One of the distinguishing
features of statutory
limitations
that, cannot
be
The legislative clerk read as follows:
this nomination
was the present situaobviated ..
On page 1, line 3, strike out "1973." and
The only means by which these limita".' tion which falls under the jurtsdiction
Insert: 1973; and that when the Senate ad•. of the Department
of Justice for the intions can be changed are by further conjourns on WedneSday, Ma.y 23, 1973, It sto.nd
· . vestigation and the prosecution
of the gressional action. That would be time
adjourned until 12 'o'clock meridlo.n, Tues. . so-called Watergate case. It was solved consuming, to say the least. Let me ex- day, May 29. 1973.
. :-In this way. The President of the United
plain this point further,
.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr.· President,
the
States charged Mr. Richardson as nomBy virtue of .title 28 of the Umted
calendar is almost as bare as Mother
Inee and said he would charge him as States Code, the Attorney General is perHubbard's cupboard. We are keeping our
· Attorney Gcneral, if confirmed, with full , mitted to delegate his authority, but he commitment by bringing up the nominaauthority in the premises, and that this
cannot divest himself entirely from t~se
tion of Mr. Riehardson today. I urge the
· authority would include the decision as powers. The Attorney General rema1l1S Senate to approve the change in the conto whether or not a special prosecutor
accountable
for all matters within the current resolution,
'
· for Watergate would be na.n1ed and if so, jurisdiction,of the Department of Justice.
TIle PRESIDING OFFICER. TIle ques-:
who it should be.
For example, in conveying to the Court
tion is on agreeing 'to the amendment,
of a witness,
The nominee early in the process of a request for immunity
The amendment
was agreed to.
whether it be limited or whether It be
nomination announced that he had made
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The quesgeneral, there Is only one pcrson who Is
his decision that a special prosecutor
tion now is on agreeing to the concur· would be named, and that as soon as he qualified by law to present such n request.
could make It decision u.s to who it would That person is the Attorney General or rent resolution, as amended ..
The concurrent resolution, as amended,
be and get acceptance
of the offer of the Deputy Attorney General or an Assistant Attorney General designated by was agreed to.
that position he would Inform the comthe Attorney General.. That is as far as
mittee. This he did.
The title was amended so as to read:
the statute goes.
Concurrent resolution providing for the adHe also cooperated with the commitThere was no difficulty in this regard
jOUnlmellt ot the two Houses' ot Congress
tee to the full extent of keeping it Informed as to the terms and content of with Mr. Richardson, He assured us t~lat over the Memorlo.l Day Holldo.y.
I
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resources that he will reasonably need for a.1I
his activitIes, including funds with whIch to
r- 1
YEAS-S2'
,:hire nondepartmental
personnel. I wlll asMontoya
Allen
~ Goldwater
. Moss
-sure, as the guIdelines make clear. that the
Baker
. Grtffin
Muskle
personnel and other resources of the DepartBartlett
Gurney
_ Nelson
Bayh
Hansen
ment wUl be at the disposal of the Special
Nunn
Beall
.'
Hart
Prosecutor, to the extent he may reasonably
Pastore
Bellmon
Hartke
require them.
Pearson,
Bennett
Haskell
4. The Special Prosecutor, not the Attorney
PeJl
Bentsen
" Hatfield
Oeneral, will determIne what documents may
Percy
Bible
Hathaway
Proxm1re
be relevant to his mission.
Brock
Helms
Randolph
Buckley
Hollings
5. The SpecIal Prosecutor will be fully free
Rlblcolf
Burdick:
Hruska
to make all decisions relatIng to his dealings
Roth
Byrd.
Huddleston
With Congressional Corrunlttees. I will not
Schwelker
Harry
F.. Jr.
Humphrey
control the Special Prosecutor's access to any
Scott, Pa.
Byrd. Robert C. Inouye
Scott, Va.
committee.
"
Cannon '
Jackson
6. HavIng provided the Special Prosecutor
Stafford
Case
Javlts
Stevens
with a charter whIch assures his total operClllles
Johnston
Stevenson
Cook
Kennedy
atlonallndependence
trom the Attorney GenSymln~ton
Cotton
Long
eral tozet.her with the resources necessary
Taft
Cranston
Magnuson
to darry out his mIssion effectively, I see no
Talmadge
CurtiS
- 'Mansfield
need to "disqualify" myself. I have no perThurmond
Dole
Matblas '
sonal stake In thIs matter other than to
Tower
Domenlcl
' McClellan
Tunney
see that just.tee be done swiftly, thoroughly
Eagleton
McClure
w etcker
Eastland
McIntyre
and fairly. I hope that the selectIon of former
Young
Metcalf
Solicitor Oeneral Cox tor the posttton of Ervin
Fulbright
Mondale
Special Prosecutor makes my determInation
I
NAYS---3
in this regard amply clear.
.
I regard the questions you have raised as Blden
Gravel
Hughes
fair and responsible and I have tried to
NOT VOTIN~15
answer tltem In that spirit. I trust thlat t~
Abourezk
DomInIck
Packwood
Senate and the Department of. Just ce c
AIken
FannIn
Saxbe
and wUl cooperate In thIs mISSIOn of enorFong
Sparkman
mous public Importance. I will certainly do Brooke
. Church
'McGee
Stennis
everything In my power to see that t.hls
Clark
McGovern .
WillIams

:k>', '
.'
'~~;:;'.;

;;;:i.
'~,"

'

~\:

.~. / oc~r:h

kindest regards,
Sincerely,

----

.

ELLIOT. L.

RICHARDSON.

The PRESIDING
OFFICER. All time
has expired. The question is, Will the
Senate advise and consent. to the co~firmation
of this nomination?
On tnis
question
the yeas and nays have been
ordered,' and the clerk will call the roll.
The legislative clerk called the roll.
Mr ROBERT C. BYRD. I announce
that 'the Senator
from South Dakota
(Mr. AllOUREZK),the Senator from Idaho
(Mr. CHURCH)~ the Senator from I~wa
(Mr. CLARK), the Senator from wyomms
(Mr. MCGEE), the Senator from South.
Dakota (Mr. MCGOVERN), and the Senator from Alabama (Mr. SPARKMAN)are
necessarily absent.
, I further a11l10UnCe that the Sen a tor
from New Jersey (Mr. WILLIAMS) is absent on official business.
.
I also announce that the Senator from
Mississippi (Mr. STENNIS) is absent because of illi1ess.
'
. I further announce that, if present and
voting,
the Senator
from Iowa (Mr.
CLARK)would vote "yea."
Mr. GRIFFIN.
I aJ1l10unce that the
Senator from Arizona (1\-11'. FANNIN) and
the Senator from Ohio (Mr. SAXBE) are
absent on official business.
The
Senator
from
Vermont
(Mr.
AIKEN), the Senator from Massachusetts
(Mr. BROOKE), the Senator from Colorado (Mr. DOMINICK), the Senator from
Hawaii
(111'. FONG), and the Senator
from Oregon 0.11'. PACKWOOD)are necessarilyabsent.
If present
and voting, the Senator
~'from Colorado (Mr. DOMlmclO, and the
Senator from Hawaii (Mr. FONG) would
each vote "yea."
_
The result was annOlU1ced-yeas
82,
-nays 3, as follows:

\

Mr.
MANSFIELD.
Mr.
President.
there Is a joint resolution at the desk,
. which I understand
was reported unanimously today by the Committee
on
the JudiCiary and which has to do with
the designation of "National Next Door
Neighbor Day."
This is a brainchlld
of a constituent
of mine. It is a move in the right direction, and I ask unanimous consent that
the Senate proceed to the consideration
of this resolution.j Senate Joint Resolution 25,at this time.
.
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. McCLURE). The resolution will be stated.
The assistant legislative clerk read as
follows:

FROM

THE

HOUSE

A message from the House of Representatives by Mr. Berry, one of its reading clerks, announced
that the House
had disagreed to the amendment
of the
Senate to the bill (H.R. 6370) to extend
certain laws relating to the payment of
interest on time and savings deposits,
to prohibit depository institutions
from
permitting
negotiable
orders of withdra wal to be maC\.e with respect to any
deposit or account on ""hich any interest
01' dividend is paid, to authonze Federal
savings. and loan associations
and national banks to own stock in and invest
in loans to certain State housing corporations, and for other purposes; agreed
to the conference asked by the Senate on
the disagreeing votes of the two Houses
thereon, and that Mr. PATMAN,Mr. ST
GER~!,UN, Mr. ANNUNZIO, Mr. BARRETT,
Mr. HANLEY,Mr. BRAseo, Mr. COTTER,Mr.
MOAKLEY,Mr. ASHLEY,Mr. \VIDNALL,1\1r.
ROUSSELOT,Mr. JOHNSON of Penllsylvania. 111'.\VYLIE, Mr. J. \VILLlAMSBNTON,
and 111'. BROWN of Michigan were appointed managers
on the part of the
House at the conference.

6.J. Res. 25, to authorIze and request (he
PresIdent to Issue a procramat ion destgriar.,
Ing the fourth Sunday In September of each
year as "National Next Door Neighbor Day."

The PRESIDING
OFFICER. Is there
objection to the present consideration
of
the resolution?
There being no objection, the Senate
proceeded to consider the resolution .
Mr. MANSFIELD.
Mr. President,
in
September
1971, I received correspondence from a constituent,
~lrs .. Becky
Mattson of Lakeside, Mont .. suggesting
establishment
of a "Na.tiorial Next Door
Neighbor Day." This is one oi many suggestions of this nature which a Member
of Congress receives each session, but
the more I thought about it the better
idea I thought it was, especially In this
time of turmoil both overseas and here
at home.
In June of last year, I introduced
a
joint resolution
authortzrng
the President to issue a proclamation
designating
the fourth Slmday in September of each
year as "National
Next Door Neighbor
Day." I have reintroduced
the measure
again in this Congress and I am delighted
to report that the Senate Juciciary Committee today reported favorably Senate
Joint Resolution 25, without amendment.
It is my hope that this joint resolution
will receive unanimous support and that
our colJeagues in the HOllie of Representatives will give similar consideration
in the near future. Through the efforts
of Mrs. 1Iattson this idea has generated
considerable enthusiasm
throughout
the
Nation and was supported b~' resolution
in the MOlltana State Legi:,iature. Mrs.
Becky Mattson recently sent me a copy
of Vance Packard's "A Nation of Strangers" which deals with the uprooting and
fragmenta tion of our society. We are
rapidly becoming' a natioll of strangers. When America was first colonized.
the rootlessness
of Americans
was a
source of \itality and charm. Our Nation
has become so involved in L'1e complexities of day-to-day
living in 2,11 urban society that we are developing a cold distrustful attitude. \Ve are among the mO~t
accomplished
nations in the world, bue
at the same time we are also probably
one of the loneliest natiolls. I· think it
is time that we got to know our neighbors.

[10609]
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PROCLAMATION DESIGNATING
THE
FOURTH SUNDAY IN SEPTEMBER
OF EACH YEAR AS ":-l'ATIONAL
NEXT DOOR NEIGHBOR
DAY"

So the nomination
was confirmed.
Mr. SCOTT
of Pennsylvania.
Mr.
President, I move to reconsider the vote
by which the nomination was confirmed.
Mr. :MANSFIELD. I move to lay that
motion on the table.
The motion to lay on the table was,
agreed to.
Mr. SCOTT
of Pennsylvania.
Mr.·
President, I ask unanimous consent that
the President be immediately notified of
the confirmation of this nomination and
all nominations
confirmed today.
The PRESIDING
OFFICER., Without
• objection; it is so ordered.
MESSAGE

89715

[10610]

Doan says Stennis cred to establish different
oral testim[ony] & documents. A new rule.
Re interview. Richardson month or so ago. Noth[ing]
new in interview. Jenner- Different testim[ony] &
documents - none. Law is that waiver on testim[ony]
is waiver on all documents.
not brot [brought] up in Senate hearings.

[10611]
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Elliot Richardson

affidavit

.

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
OF THE UNITED STATES

.;

COM!1ITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY

•
AFFIDAVIT

DISTRICT

OF COLUMBIA,

ss:

-ELLIOT RICHARDSON,
of interest

being duly sworn, in response

to counsel

for the House Committee

to specifi~

points

on the JudiCiary,

deposes

and says:
1.
General

From May 25, 1973 to October
of the United

with the President
Prosecution

the Senate Judiciary

The President

to the waiver

of executive

I had a brief conversation
referred
privilege

.and told me that his statement
of executive

privilege

that the word "testimony"
statement.

my testimony

On ~ay 25, 1973, just before my swearing

Oval Office.

-

information

relating

in November,

Special

to certain
1973 before

Committee.

States,

waiver

I had conversations

to the work of the Watergate

contains

and supplements

of the United

------

While I held that position

This affidavit

of those conversations

2.

States.

20, 1973 I served as the Attorney

and others relating

Force.

-

in as Attorney

with the President

to his statement

-

General

as to testimony

in the

of May 22, 1973 relating
concerning

Water~,

did not mean that there would be any such
as to documents.

I was not aware until then

had been used advisedly

t did not say anything

in response

in the President's

May 22nd

to what the President

told me.

[10612]

-2On July 3, 1973 General Haig, the Pr;sident's

3.

Chief of Staff,

called me about a Los Angeles Times story that Mr. Cox was investigating.

.

.

expenditures

related to the "Western White House" at San Clemente.

l

Mr. Cox, who said that he was not investigating San Clemente.
explained

I called

Mr. Cox

that he had asked his press officer to assemble press clippings

on San Clemente after Mr. Cox was questioned
conference.

The press officer requested

which had carried most of the articles.
him this.

about San Clemente

at a press

clippings from the Los Angeles Times,
I called General Haig back and told

He said that I ought to get a statement

Mr. Cox was not investigating the matter.

from Mr. Cox saying that

General Haig said that he was

not sure the President was not going-to move on this to discharge Mr. Cox,
and that it could not be a matter of Cox's charter to investigate
of the United States.

the President

I called Mr. Cox, who agreed to make a statement.

Some

time after 1:00 p.m. I called back General Haig, who said the statement was
inadequate.

..

President

Mr.

At this point the President broke in on the conversation.

said that he wanted a statement by Mr. Cox making it clear that

Cox was not investigating
4.

San Clemente,

and he wanted it by two o'clock.

On July 23, 1973 General Haig called and told me that the "boss"

very "uptight" about Cox and complained
including

The

about various of his activities,

letters to the IRS and the Secret Service from the Special

Prosecutor's
surveillance.

office seeking information

on guidelines

for electronic

General Haig told me that "if we have to have a confrontation

we will have it."

General Haig said that the President wanted

"a tight line

[10613]

"-3-

drawn with no further mistakes,"
get rid of Cox."

I

information

~epartment

and that "if Cox does not agree, we will

In this instance Mr. Cox agreed that the requests

for

contained in the letters sent by his office to Treas~ry
agencies had been over-bro,adly stated.

5.

In late September or early October 1973 I met with the President

in regard to the Agnew matter.

After we had finished our discussion

about

Mr. Agnew, and as we were walking toward the door, the President said in
substance,

"Now that we have disposed of that matter, we can go ahead and

get rid of Cox."

There was nothing more said.

...... _
Elliot Richar~son

~ATED: <r::~: d:-'

......__

'

,_17-...
1-_11_;_'1_
1

June 17, 1974
Subscribed

.

and sworn to before me this

'liP

;fJ---

day of June, 1974.

I

17th

My commission expires Nov.14, 1975

'.
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7.

On

May 30, 1973 Special Prosecutor

Cox requested Special Counsel

to the President J. Fred Buzhardt to be sure that steps had been taken
to ensure that nothing was put into or taken out of any of the t{hite
House files affecting the Watergate
within the Special Prosecutor's

investigation

jurisdiction.

and other matters

Cox stated that he would

also like to know what security me.asures were in force and when they were
put into effect with respect to such files.

On

June 1, 1973 Buzhardt

wrote Cox describing security measures in effect with respect to the
files and stating that the protection

and disposition

of Presidential

papers was a matter for decision of the President.

7.1

Letter from Archibald Cox to J. Fred Buzhardt,
May 30, 1973 (received from Watergate Special
Prosecution Force).

7.2

Letter from J. Fred Buzhardt to Archibald Cox,
June 1, 1973 (received from Watergate Special
Prosecution Force).

[10616]
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7.1 Archibald Cox letter

}.!ay 30)

1973

Mr. J. Fred B~2hardt
~oun821 to t~3 ?~esident

..

The ~·;~:.lt e Hou se
D~ C •

•;...
r:u st:...1'"' ., t on
.J:J
1.~;-.1

Buzh~l'dt :
'~

..

I run urlting to confirm the request ju.st n::ade
to you en the telephone concerning all fLles in the

ana--

wnitc House ~d!e(!t,ing t!~T1'18t.ergr.:te investip;ati.cn
Other!n·~£ters·l;!~ttlin
my jurlsGict.l.on
3S SetroreD in
tbe so-call
"gu i.de Lknes " (I as sune you have a copy) •
.'

z-:

t,

.

I requeGt~d

you to be sure that steps had been
tcken to en3ur~ th~t nothl!lg was put into or t2~en out
of any-of those files.
I~would also like to know, as
I told -you, exactly what security measures are in force.

- !

for Be to be ~ore specl£ic
cbbut
the files because I do not know exec tly \'ihGti'iles
exist. - I do have in mind:\'all the files of' MeESl's.
. Ehrlich=.an,
Ha Ldeman, De an , Hun t , Krogh and Young ; all
the files pe r t a in Lng to E1Isberg or the PentRGO;J Pap er s
Leak; other flIes
per-toin ing to the "P'Iumber-s Op er-at Lon l! ,
and tapes r eraove d l~rom the FBI to. trie };hi t e House. JI
It is dif?lcult

..

I

-

I

I apprecinte your undertaking to se~ that all such
~p.E:rs
are secu re and to inforz me exac tly whab secur1.ty
measur~s ci~ Inforce.
Incidentally,
it would be helpful
to know when these security measures were put into ef£ect.
'.

Sincerely,

/.v

..

ARCHILALD COX
Speci~l Prosecutor

•

000827

File
Daybook

..
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Re Presidential papers. Taken fr[om] 1 file & put in another, Pres" file.
Is evid[ent] this done just before called for by court or committee.
All 3 categories at W.H.
1. Personal pres papers,notes, tapes. Dictabelt
2. Large category - Pres papers. All H. Ehr etc papers placed here.
3. White h. files travel, memo etc. and staff.
Jenner - This [paragraph] first assertion by ... prior to secure all
documents. Security

[10620]

,.
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7.2

THE WHITE

J. Fred Buzhardt

letter

HOUSE

WASHINGTON

June 1, 1973

Dear Mr. Cox:

J

• t

This is in response to your telephonic and subsequent written
inquiry of May 30 regarding security measures in effect with
respect to certain 'White House files.
'.
.

,

"
I

I am informed that on the evening of April 30. the files in the
offices of Me s s r s , Haldeman, Ehz-Ii chrrian and D e an were placed
under the protection of the FBI. On:May I, the se file~. still
under the protection of the FBI, were rnoved fron l the several
offices and placed in secure areas, where they r-e.rria.irie d under
the FBI security.
Responsibility for pr ote cfi on of these files
was transferred
to the Secret Service on May 7. Subsequently.
variQus additional files from the offices of other persons have
been moved to the secure areas and placed under protection of
the Secret Service.
Prior to May 23, copy-irig of materials from.
these files was permitted.
The FBI logs of wiretaps stored wi th :.I=. Ehrlichrnan's files.
which, upon discovery, were invento:-:ed., receipted and returned
to the FBI on May 12. These files c cz.taizied no tapes of intercepted conversations.
Since May 23, access to the files und er pr._q_tectionof the Secret
Service has been limited to the indivi:iucJ.s irom whose offices
the Wh.it e House files were moved to storage.
Access by such
individuals is Hrrii te d to the files f'r orn his o'W"U
office, and must be' .
in the presence of a Secret Service agent. No copying or note
taking is permitted.

l
I
1

I

.-r
I

,

J

000928
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\.

z

The foregoing is submitted for your information.
.protection and di§..position of Presidential
Papers
a znatter for decision of the President.

The handling,
is, of course,

~

- t

Sincerely,

0-.JJ£. L~~

I

#J.

Fred B~t
'
,
,Special Counsel to the President

,

I

I
I

Honorable Archibald Cox
Special Prosecutor
Department of J'u sti.ce
'Washington, P. C.

c

00092J
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8.

On June 4, 1973 Cox wrote Buzhardt requesting

assurance
files

more precise

on security measures with respect to certain White House

that Cox had specified.

supplementing

On

June 5, 1973 Cox wrote Buzhardt

the list of files and ~tating that his references

to "files" included all diaries and logs of

t el.ephone

calls.

8.1

Letter from Archibald Cox to J. Fred Buzhardt,
June 4, 1973 (received from Watergate Special
Prosecution Force).

8.2

Letter from Archibald Cox to J. Fred Buzhardt,
June 5, 1973 (received from Watergate Special
Prosecution Force).

[10624]
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8.1

Roseann

Archibald Cox letter

June 4, 1973

J. Fr:d Bu:ia.ardt
C;::;t.;
..'"lsel to the President
':'he Wait-a Eou3a
~-:a.s~gton, D.C.

I have your let.~
0;[ June 1 concerning
to ce~...ai;l ~.jhiU, HOU3efiles.

sac-urity measur-es 'With respect

You=-a,ns)ler to ;;ry requests
aeeas a li ttl~ too vague, although perhaps
~r,,;S resul t..3 only fro:a a casual, cliff~"__nce in. cno i.ce or WOF.....3. In an:!
e7:!nt, ilO !::llSt.pm the qU~Sti.oIl3 dcxn nmeh :::oro:preciselj'.
gene::-ally of all files rega..-d.i=lg ::l.07.t.t.ers1.ritbin ru;:r j~diction
.::.~.l.so ;.-rot<3 specifically
conceznd715 -

_.!..

":;;-::-O~

•

21J. tha f'ilas
of ~~ssrs.
'Rhrllr-"'''''a'n, Ealde;n.a;l, Dean, Et.:.rlt,
!.--ogh and YOll~g; ::l.ll the files p""..rtai"'; 71g to ELlsbl!rg or
tea Pent.a.gon Pa;:-er3 Le4kj OM~= files
p~rt.a.i.:J..ing to t4~
"?lu;nocrs
Ope:::"3ticrl:.l,
and ta.pes reI:JOved fro::;\ ilia FBI to
the :'{clta Eouse.

7o~ :lent-ion o:::ll:r tb~ f:..les of }'...e3srs. E31dem.an, Ehrlichm.an and Dean and
1:~;a=:..C":.lS addi ticnal f:..les f:-o:;n the offices
of other per-sona ," The response
gi"'ie9 us 1':0 adequat-e as suracce about- the files .....
znoae pro-uctiCIl I speci-

f~call7 re~est~.
I al.so e..~"Ores3edspecii'i;
concern that st:eps be ta.'i(en to ll~s'J.re
that
::u:':-...i_"'lg ':~
:?,u-t into 0:::- ~en
out of:1 ar:.y of these files..
Gi~_.~g a..""l
1::e vi.i::.il. ~CC~.s3 to -!-.,..,~ files .frc~ bi.5 01ffi office
::leI"'"'...ly "in the pre3enc~

DOODan

file

i

! /.'

1/1 ; /1 '7

~~i
r! / .i' /
6/7/73

[10626]
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\

of a 3ec~t
se=-vicd a.g~t:l
cut O~ put. i.!lto the .files,

doas not g"lr3.:l7.ea tha.t ~OT.""::l6
or in a..V
. other '\!s-ay altered.

be

t..,·....en.

L.:1t~r in thd 'WeekI sh:il) be in touch ~rlth ,7OU to a...""T.:mg~ i'or cur
access to "ilia .fUss.
Sincerely,

A.-::R"r·;:U.LD· COX
Spe~ial Prosecutor

..

000931
[10627]
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8.2

WH

Archibald Cox letter

June 5, 1973

Mr. J. Fred Buzhardt
Counsel to the President
The h'hite House
Washington, D. C.
Dear M~. Buzhardt:
I am writing

to supplement my letters of

May 30 and June 4, 1973, concerning the security of
certain White House files.
Hay I add to the files previously specifically
tdentif1.ed -- those of' Joh.!1 N. Nltchell, FredericK C.
LaRue, G. Gordon Liddy, Gordon Strachan, Charles W.
Colson, and fr~ight Chapin.
Of course the word "files) includes all diaries,
logs of telephone calls, etc.
Sincerely,

..
\RCHIBiLD COX
Special Prosecutor

File

000932

t/~~aybook
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This tape vol furnished to Spec.
Pros[ecutor] after decis[ion] of
ct [Court] of Appeals. 6 hr. tape.
Reduced to min.

[10631]

9.

On

June 4, 1973 the President listened to tapes of his conver-

sations with Joh~ Dean in the months of February and March, 1973.

At

various times during the day the President spoke with Haig and Press
Secretary Ron Ziegler about the content of the tapes.
instructed

The President

Bull that he did not wish to hear the March 21 tape because

Haldeman had notes on it.

At another point the President said that he

did not need the March 21 and Apri115

tapes because he had those.

After listening to tapes, the President telephoned Haldeman; his diary
indicates that he spoke to Haldeman
10:21 to 10:22 p.m.

from 10:05 to 10:20 p.m. and from

Between April 30, 1973 and JWle 4, 1973 the

President spoke with Haldeman by telephone twenty-five

times and met

with him seven times.

9.1

President Nixon statement, November
9 Presidential Documents 1329.

12, 1973,

-9.2

Raymond ZutI!Io1alt
tape log, Exhibits 7 and 7a,
In re Grand Jury, Misc. 47-73.

9.3

Tape recording of conversation between the President
and Alexander Haig, June 4, 1973, and House Judiciary
Committee transcript thereof.

9.4

Tape recording of conversation between the President
and Ronald Ziegler, June 4, 1973, and House Judiciary
Committee transcript thereof.

9.S

President Nixon daily d~ary, June 4, 1973 (received
from White House).

9.6

Meetings and conversations between the President
and H. R. Haldeman, April 30 - June 3, 1973 (received
from the White House).

[10632]
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9.1

President

k,l
.
rr
.,.
n.f
rr ee IJ uontpttatt6n 0
TI7:,

,

Nixon statement

005081

PRESIDENTIAL
,
'i E
'. l\.'J' 1-'5.
DO. ::~.C·UM'~
l_~~~~

Monday, November

Volume

9 • Number

11

I9, 1973

46

Pages I329-1343
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Administration of Richard Nixon

PRESIDENTIAL DOCUMENTS
Week Ending Saturday, November 17~1973

r

Preside:tial Tapes and Documents

Statement by the President Outlining Procedures
To Provide Information Related to the Watergate
Investigation to the Chief Judge 0/ the United States
~~,t,ricl Court for the. District of Columbia.
Cember12,1973
.-

I

~ As a consequence of the public disclosure, Zweeks ago,
that two conversations of the President were not recorded
on the White House recording system, doubts have arisen
about just what happened
to these conversations
and
why they were not recorded. The purpose of this statement is
help dispel those doubts and to spell out certain
steps I will take to offer information to the court that will
help determine the substance of all nine conversations
subpoenaed
by the court.
First, there are no missing tapes. There are two conversations requested by the courts which were not recorded. The first is a 4-minute conversation
with the
former Attorney General, John Mitchell, on June 20,
1972. The second is a meeting of 55 minutes with John
Dean, late in the evening of Sunday, April 15, 1973.
There is no question in my mind but that the opencourt hearing, now being conducted,
will demonstrate
to the court's satisfaction the truth of our statements that
these two conversations
were never recorded.
In fact
there is no affirmative evidence to the contrary. I believe
. that when the court concludes its evaluation of the testimony end documentary
evidence, public doubt on this
issue will be completely and satisfactorily removed.

;0

In the
statement
about this
oasic facts

meantime,
I believe it important
to make a
about this proceeding so that misconceptions
matter do not persist, simply because certain
are not presented to the American public.

First, the Senate Select Committee did not subpoena
the sl!h,tance of the two unrecorded conversations. That

material was requested only by the Special Prosecutor,
and the court, who believed the substance of nine presi. dential conversations was necessary for. completion of the
Watergate
investigation.
We are complying fully with the Federal court decision.
In seven of nine instances, the actual recording of the
conversation
is being submitted;
this includes five conversations in which John Dean participated-September 15, 1972, March J 3, 1973, t\VO on March 21, 1973,
one on March 22, 1973. For all nine conversations covered by the subpoena, such contemporaneous
notes and
memoranda
as were made of the conversations are being
provided in accordance
with the court order.
Before discussing these matters, the issue of when and
whv the recorded conversations were listened to bv me
and by others on my behalf, should be placed in chrcnological perspective.
.
~
On June 4, 1973, I listened to the tape recordings of
a number of conversations J had with John Dean in order
to refresh my memory of those discussions. All of the
conversations to which I listened that day had taken I2lace
prior to March 21,_!973. ?>.Iy purpose in reviewinitfie
recordmgs of my conversations with Mr. Dean was to
co~firrn my recollection that he had not reported certain
facts to me prior to ~.h.rch 21, 1973. In late April 1973,
I asked H. R. Haldesnanto listen and report on the conversation of March 2'1, 1973, in which he had been
present for a substantial portion of time. :\'1Y primary
purpose in haying ;\[1I: Haldeman
listen to this tape was
to confirm my recollerrion that March 21, 1973, was;Jhe
date on which John mean had first reported certain facts
to me .
There had been IULI!l!WI'S and reports to the contr arv-sone of them suggesohTg that John Dean and I hac! met
30 or 40 times to dimu;:.s \\'3.tergate-and
I wanted to
refresh my recollection as to what was the precise and
entire truth.
On September 29" D973, I began a review of the tape
recordings subpoenaef by the Special Prosecutor for the
g-rand jury and hy ttlb-:e Seriate Select Committee.
The
rC:1S011was it had bum' my deliberate intention to litigate
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from indistinct original

Raymond Zumwalt logs, Exhibit 7a,
In re Grand Jury

9.2

Raymond Zumwalt logs,
Exhibits 7 and 7a, In re
GJ:a_nsi_
.Jury

GOVERNMENT
EXHIBIT
7 A

I

I

March 20
6- 25 - 73
Buzhart

Ret~ped from indistinct priginal
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Retyped from indistinct original

3 - 6
3 - 7
3 - 8

3 -13
March 6, 7, 8, 13, 14
Oval
14EOB & WH
15, 16, 17, 19, 20
21, 22, ~5

April 17

2 ea
1

2 ea

3 -14

1
1

3 -15
3 -16
3 -17
3 -19
3 -20

2 ea

3 -21

3 -22
4 -17

HOB

2 -27

3-20

3 - 9

3 - 15

June 4, 1973
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9.3

Transcript of recorded
6/4/73 conversation

-

9.3 -: NOTE
See "Transcript
Inquiry

By the Impeachment

Staff for the House Judiciary

Committee
Between

Prepared

of a Recording

the President

on June 4, 1973.

of a Conversation

and Alexander

Haig

II

[10644]

[10645]

-

9.l,

Transcr ipt of recorded
6/4/73 conversation

-

---.

I

9.4 - NOTE
See "Transcript Prepared By the Impeachment
Inquiry Staff for the House Judiciary
Committee of a Recording of a conversation
Between the President and Ronald Ziegler
on June 4, 1973."
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9.5

President

Nixon daily

D'.n, ().(o .• 0'1. Yr.)
. JU:'!E l~ 1973

diary

TI!-IE

IE !·;iHTE HOUSE

DAY

8: 04 a. m , 1·:I)~;D.\Y

D.C.

00 0 16
The President

3ACTIVITY

went to the Oval Office.

8:04

I

I

18:12
'8:29

The President
met ~.;ith:
Gen. Alexander H. Haig, Jr.,
Assistant
Ronald L. Ziegler,
Press Secretary

8:34
8:33

+n th~ F0:8.
8:51

8 :52 .

8:53

9:05

9:11

9:12

R

P

..ri. th Gen. Haig.

The President

talked

The President

met Hi th Gen. Haig.

The President
Bull.

talked

with

his

Special

Assistant,

Stephen

B.
;

'9:38

9:40

10:05

10:16

P

P

11:30

11·:52

P

11:53

The President

talked_vith

Hr.

Bull.

The President

met with

The President

telephoned

Tne President

talked

with

Hr. Bull.

The President

talked

with

Gen. Haig.

Hr. Bull.
Hr. Bull.

The call

was not

completed.

'£'ie President

11:58
12:00

12:35
12:04

12:51

12:52

12:55

1:00

1:23

1:25

1:26

met \-1ith:
Gen. Haig
Hr. Bull

The Presiden

p

t talked

with

Hr.

Bull.

The President

met ..nth

P

The President

talked

with

Mr. Bull.

1:27

P

The President

talked

Hith

Hr.

1:29

1:36

P

The President

talked

wi th Hr.

Ziegler.

1:49

1:55

P

The President

talked

\,i th Nr.

Bull.

1:58

2:00

p

The President

talked

\.Jitil Gen. Haig.

2:27

2:29

.p

The President

talked

wi th Hr.

The President

met

The President

met w i t h Hr. Bull.
L
/

2:50
2:51

2:53
..
i

,

.

/

Hr. Bull.

w i th

Bull.

Bull.

Hr. Bull.

_)(o-u:?.:?_.: ..?/::t/7;
..- Source: White House 3/15/74
~a-U.L:
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PRESIDHJT
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RICHARD
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PLACE D ....Y litG ...N

THE h1fIl'E

DIARY

v<1 .... :I,,·i:y)

DATE (Mo., DlT. Yr.)

H8USE

D.C.

JU~\E 4

1973

TI:·!E

DAY

3:00

.rn.

MO~DAY

000 16 <1~CTIVITY
3:00

3:39

The President

6: Ot,

7:47
3:56
7:47

The President met uith:
Hr. Bull
Henry A. KisSinger,
Hr. Ziegler

5:00

5:06

3:40
3:54

R

The President

met Hi t h Hr. Bull.

Assistant

..,
talked v i.t h Gen. Haig.

8:55

'The President

met with Hr. Ziegler.

9:15

9:50

The President

met with Hr. Bull.

9:39

9:48

The President

talked

Tne President

returned

8 :/;0

R

9:54

11:16

tn. th

~

Cen. Haig.

to the second floor Res~dence~

10:20

P

The President
Haldeman.

talked 1dth his former As sLs t.ant , H. R.

10:22

P

Toe President

talked tlith Hr. Haldeman.

10:53

P

The President

talked \."i
th Mr. Ziegler.

11:22

P

Tne President

talked \-,i th Hr. Kissinger.

./ .

[10649]
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. If. R.

Ha Id c man

30,

April

1973

9.6

-66-

12:45

PNI

May

-

12:47

10: 16

10:20

11 :50

11: 53

President

placed

H.R. Haldeman meetings and
conversations with the Pres~~cnt

long d is t aric a call

to

Haldeman
(From Camp David to Washington)
President
placed local call to Haldeman
from Oval Office
President
p l a c e d local call to Hald.eman

2. 1973

Al\1

10.:02

10:04

President
from

PM

8:44

8:50

President

placed local
Oval Office

call

to Haldeman

call

to Ha Id e rria n

I

!

May 3

b etw e e n the Pre sident

an d Haldeman

1973

7:38
1Q:27

AM

May

local

May 8, 1973
No contact

May 9.

placed.

10,

AlvI

PM

7:56
12 :06PM

President
placed local call to Haldeman
Pre sident met w ith Haldeman

1973
11 :21

'.3 :24

12 :05PM

President

met wi th Haldeman

6:01

3:26
4:20
6:06

President
President
President

received
received
received

local
local
local

12:53

2:02

President

met with

Haldeman

2:56

2:57

Gen.
President

4:18

call
call
call

from
from
from

Haldeman
Ha ld c rnan
Haldeman

}day1l,1973

PM

Ha ig
p l a c e d local
,._.
.

1 :20 - 1:55
to Haldeman

.- ..
.
',\

"

,

"

call

. '.

101'

~

II;_'
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i

H. R.
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Haldeman

"

May 12, 1973
11: 12

Alvl

:May 13,

Preside nt placed long distance
call
to Haldeman
(From Camp David)

10:39

President
placed long distance
call
to Haldeman
(From Camp David)

1973
10:21

AJ\1

11:21

May 1-4 - May 17, 1973
President

had no contact

with

Haldeman

May 18, 1973
PM

May 20,
Plv!

May

1:52
4:34

President
President

12:26 ~

12:54

4: 11

4:21

5:30

• _Ar
5·.d.·

President
r e c e iv e d long distance
call
from. Haldeman
(From
Ca rnp David)
President
placed long distance
call to
Ha Id c mc n
President
r e c e iv e d long distance
call
f r orn Ha l d e rna n

1:49
3:35

1973

21 - i\·fay 25,
President

1\'1a y 26,

met with Ha Id e rna n
met 'with Haldeman

1973
had no contact

with Ha l d e rna n

1973
12: 11

12:49

President
pl a c c d long distance
call
Ha Id c ma n (F'r om Key Bi.scayne)

to

y\~ -=·1
',' I

~~
[10652]

H. R. Ha Id e rna n

.;:_J

~.
",
.;J;' ..

-68-

I..•

"I
, .,

f{, ,,',.

v i«.

May 27, 1973
P}V1

7:30

.7:41

President placed long distance call to
Haldeman (From Key Biscayne)

May 29, 1973
Pl'v1

1 :47

1 :46
2:04

3: 11

President placed local call to Haldeman
President
met with Haldeman
Ziegler
2:00-2:05

..

June 2, 1973
.AM

10:54

11:02

President
placed long c istance call to
Haldeman (From Camp David)

11:38

11:39

Pr,;;~~:::~~aced long distance call to 1..OJ. Ci"l

..... ....

101
. o a>

June 3, 1973
PM

...

1 :11

12:35
2:05
3:29

L·

t>

n

2: 16
3:30

Pres iden t placed long distance call to
Haldeman (Fr'om Camp David)
President placed long distance call to
Haldeman
President
pla c ed long distance call to
He Id e rnn n

4;18

6:02

President

met with Haldeman

)\ ]'~-l
~

~'I

:....J

-",

:

• ~
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10.

On

June 11, 1973,Cox wrote to Buzhardt that he had been informed

that a conversation

between the President

and Dean on April 15, 1973 was

recorded on tape and requested 'access to the tape.
fied that he spoke to the President

Buzhardt has testi-

about Cox's request.

Buzhardt wrote Cox that the tape of a conversation

between the President and

Dean on April 15, 1973 was a tape on which the President
own recollections

of that conversation

and that it would not be appropriate

to produce that tape.

had offered the tape to Assistant

Petersen while Petersen was in charge-of
requested

dictated his

with Dean after it was finished

Cox wrote to Buzhardt stating that according
President

On June 16,1973

the recording of the President's

On June 20

to Cox's information

the

Attorney General Henry

the investigation.

Cox again

April 15 meeting with Dean.

10.1 Letter from Archibald Cox to J. Fred Buzhardt,
June 11, 1973 (received from Hatergate Special
Prosecution Force).
10.2 Letter from J. Fred Buzhardt to Archibald Cox,
June 16, 1973, Exhibit 53, In re Grand Jury, Misc.
47-73 •
.10.3 Letter from Archibald Cox to J. Fred Buzhardt,
June 20, 1973 (received from Hatergate Special
Prosecution Force).
10.4 J. Fred Buzhardt testimony, November 9, 1973,
In re Grand Jury, Misc. 47-73, 1085.
10.5 J. Fred Buzhardt testimony, November 12, 1973,
In re Grand Jurv, Misc. 47-73, 1098-1102.
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10.1

Archibald Cox letter

ACox/ld

i'

. June

11> 1973

Hr. J. Fred Buzhardt
Couns~l
to the Presid~nt
The l-i hit e H0 use
Washington,
D. C.
Dear

Nr.

Tm:zhard t!

On April 15, 1973, Attorney
General Kleindienst
and
Assistant
Attornay
Ganeral Petersen oet with the President
to give him certai~ infornation
which had developed
in the
continuing
inve3ti~ation
of the Watergate
case.
Ass13tant
\
Attarnay
Gener31 Petersen had a ~umber of personal
and telephone
conversations·
with
the Pre3ide~t
on subsequent
dates.
Attorney
General
Petersen has expressed
sone
whether his conversations
~ith the President
nre priviledged
and has therefore been reluctant
to .discuss
the~ fuJ.ly.
I have not raised
the question
with Mr. Kleindienst.
Assistant

coubt

When Messrs. Kleindienst
and Petersen
S3~
the Preside~t
each was a Government
official
acting in his official
capac~ty.
Conge~aently,
there would
seem ~o be no basin wh3tever
for any
sU33cstion
tha.t a lawyer-cl~~nt
privilege
attaches
to any of
their
conversatioDa
with the President.
At t he hoe>.r Ln g s on CO.11.f Lr m a t ion At t o r n e y Gen e r a L R Lc h a r d 30n
testified
that the cisio of exec~tive
privilege
would
be interposed
sparin~ly,
if at all. to prevent pre~ent or forner Gov~rncent officials
fro~ Dakin~
full disclosure
of allinfornstion
r c 1 C'V.:1 n t. tot h e Hat e r g ate in <r e 9 t i gat ion, t 11e a 11 e d G e d l' C 0 v « r - up"
or related catters.
In ~y vie~,
there
is no basis
for such a
clain
with
respect to the conversations
in question_
I would
also
suppose
that the Presid~nt
xzou Ld not ~:ish to int.:!rpone i.t.
Will

you

cLa Ln of legnl

please

in foro

privilege

80

vhcther

the

President

or o t h sr confidentio.l

asserts

r eLa t.Lon sh Lp

.

any
t

na t;

000934
[10657]

-2-

'::louldprevent c Lt h ar }1r. Kleindien3t
or :1-::-.
Petersen
f r on
nnl(iug ful~ and accurate
d~Dclosure
about any and all per30ual
or telephone
conversations
with the President
about a~y catter
irivolviDg or growln~ out of th2 prior or present inv~stigation
of the gater8~te
case.
It ~6uld alDo be hQlpful~
if the President
naks3 no such claio for you to infor~ Mes3ra. Kleindienst
and
Petersen
that the President
has no objection
to their g~ving ne
fran~ and full infor~ation
concerning
all such conversations.
More ::fp?cific.:s.lly,.
I nlso request access to a tleiZlor<l~du:::l
concerning
th~ Watergate
investigntion
vhicn X understand
to
have been aubn Lc t ed to the President
by Hr~ I'etersen shortly
after April 15~ 1973.

r
L

I n~ .~lso infornau that the President had a conversation
with John Dean on the night of April 15 which ~as recorded on
tape.
My understa~ding
is that there vas either a personal
raee t Ln g , or a 'telephon9 conv ers a t Lo n , X request. access to the
tape~ to haar it) and to have a transcript
psda for use i~ our
investigation.

..

Sincerely,.

ARCHIBALD
COx.
Special Prosecutor

. ....

File

--_.C:hr_9_n_~_.__ .-.
Kleindienst

000935
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J. Fred Buzhardt letter

,

,

.

TH E VI Ii IT E H 0 USE

!

'NASHINGTON

!

I

June 16, 1973

Dear Mr , Cox:

vre

h av e your letter of June 11th with r e ga r d to conversations: the
President
.-:-lay h2.ve had about Wa.tcr gat e with 'Attorney General
Kl e ir-di en.st and .Assi s t arrt Attorney Ge,....
e r a.I Petersen.

;~

,.I

~~

1
;

In our vie w all of'Fhe s e discussions
are wi thi.n both executive
privilege
and the attorney-client
p r i vi l e ga, However the President
has instructed
rri e to inform you and M'r, Petersen
that he waives
all applicable privileges
wi th regard to l::is conversations
and
meetings with Mr. Petersen
about "\Vaterg2..te.

!.

The President,also
is willing to permit ~L::-. Petersen
to provide.
you wi th a copy of the rnemorandu.n:l f r o rzi :\f.,... Petersen
to the
president
on or about .Apr i L'l S, 1973. :;\'C)rdo e s the Presidentoojectto -11:-. Kleindienst
giving you his a c courrr 0: the ll1eeting of April 15th
. in which he participated
along with :M:r. ?e:ersen
or any other rnatters
of whi.ch ~1r. Kl e ind i en s t has kno wl edg e cc:=.c:erning the "\\Tatergate
• breakin or efforts to cover it up.

. . ' .',

:~~:~':_::~-__-~~~~_vre'
note'
"

P-..i.e...
_.~,.:l.-,_~L...,~
..
1. ....

.-_._

wlri ch
was 2.
of that
not be

---~-=-- - . -

.... .

also YO\Lr r e qu e s t for ~ t ape
lJ_l.

~~.J

'l __~l"

.t~ o 1-,~
nn

nJP';"lI~.. 0 ~.L1-,
............
? r~l~.

.-cc',--':"

0: 2.

S. _

.-

-..'::

.."

c?;:,,~ers2.tion ~etv,r§_;,._the~:.;:~
.._~~--.=':-.~<-~
'-'~~l 1~"-1-,
Tl'Ie t ac_..._p ...'" t 0
.
.__...~
_-i.:,.:..._
.:J1-.l.......

.-:

the President
referred
in his C.iSC-":S3io:;:1, with M.r, Petersen
tape on wlri ch the President
dict2.i:e2 2S o wn recollectio!ls
conversation
a It e r it W2.S f;....,: s Eed , It wouId , of course,
appropriate
to produce that t.ap e ,
.- ... -~----':-'--

{

... - )
)

....

,/

53

-..__
"- _.-'"
,

[10660]
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Cox

.j

,

I

"\I[c arc

sending

i

!vl-::. Petersen

copies

of this

letter

to Ivlr. Kleinc1ienst

and to

as you h ad requested.
Sincerely,

~.
J
~0(l .0
(rr.
FRED

...._..

Special

Honorable

Archibald.

u~,_0~

~J\.l\'DT

to the Pre sidcnt

Counsel

Cox

Sp8ciz.l Pro secutor
\'{~tergate
Special Prosecution

Force

1~2 5 K Street,
N. vV.
"\Vashington,
D. C.
20005

cc:

I

i

I1.

. _ __ __

.--'

Hon.

Richard

Hon.

Henry

~"'---'-~-."

Kleindienst
Petersen

~-

! .'.,"c,-'_'';c:,-.- •-: ,~,.-:( i~:':iE:~,:'~'c~&I~1>'f:?""
:';:.~iS'-C.,.-ie'::~,;_'
:";.<~_C}.ic=i=:"::~'2::';';'~_'c:{';'C=:";,
·c~ -_..'

--

.. --'

-

._

....,-

~-

_._

.--_-

-_.
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10.3

Jun~

20,

Archibald Cox letter.

WH

197~;

r'!r. J. Fred Buzhardt
Counsel to the President
The ~.Jhite Rouse

Hashington,

D.C ..

Dear }~. Buzhardt:
TnarL~ you for your letter of June 16, 1973, concerning the
conversations betveen the President and Attorney General
Kleindian2t and Assistant Attorney General Petersen. rn~
Presi.rle.nt: ~s willir ..gne s s to wai"tle the privileges

you think

.:2?plicablewill help us push forwaxd the Lnve st Lga tiou into
the Hatergate affair and the alleged cover-up.
I also appreciate your assistance.
I cannot accede to your position,

howave r , ",ith respect to

the t.ape recording
of the President: 1 s contempor az-y recollection of his conversation with .John Dean on the night: of
April 1:5t 1973 for am reasons:

First, accordir,g to our information~ th2 President offered
the tape to As sLs t an t !'I,ttorney
GGneral Petersen ~¥'7hile
Nr.

Pe t.e r s en was

in

hhaxge

of

the

L"'1V2stigation.

Th ez e wou Ld

seaa to be no proper reason for allowing the Special Prosecutor less access.
Second, I vzou.Ldthink that the President y;ould '\..rish
to make
that recording
of a critically
i'C:;portant conversation available to those who are charged 1-lith untangling
the complicated facts concerning tbG alleged atte::lptto cover up respon.,"lity ~or
s:
t'ae w-~e-b~~ e brcak
S~01
~ K-kLn •
fT;::l

....

.,-O:-.1

....

Very serioun charges relating to the obstruction of justice
have been made ar:-ainst
l-fr. Dean and others.
1-lr. Dean's
o
s t a t eraent s on the everri.ng of Apr LL 15, 1973 are hi.Ehly

wateria1

to his own involveoent,

&,j th2Y Day reveal much

000951
[10663]

:-1r. J. Freel Buz ha r dt;

Page 2

about the L~volvencnt or non-involvenent of others. ~~ere a~yone other than the President to have had the conversation
with r~. Dean on April 15 &~d to hav~ dictated a contesDoraneou s memor-andum,-we ~70~.11d
intcr'V'iew h ira about the. conversation and. if necessary or other"T
....
zi.s
a appropriate) we would
suramon b Lra to appear before the. grand jury.
At tl1e same
time, we would insist upon receiving the conte2porary record
of the witness's recollection of the conversation.
case the witness is the. President.
lTnatever ~y be
the power of the Judicial Brru~ch to subpoena bin, it ~s certainly appropriate to obtain information from the President
in ways les3 likely to L~ter£ere with the performance of his
high responsibilities; and it is for this reason that I have
thus far cor~ined mySelf to a request for his recorded recolIn this

lection.

IE the President

113.J.""1tS

the full

out fear or favor - as I Dust ass~~
surely

he must; be \villing

•

~

~

.......;..,

£0'1:

you please
soon. -

let

developed with-

us to have such potentially

~

l.TI!portD.nt
:L.T1:'::0rr~.a,-1.0n !:Jl.L ..OUI.. nrgUG1.ent
he night theoretically assert.
l-llli

facts

to be the case - then
•

about;

me hear from you again

any

••

....f"l

prlV..l..J..

e8e

on t.,··lis s'..loject.

Sincerely,

A?.CHlBAL:>

COX

Special Prosecutor
"

\

Cox
File Chron

\-

I '

000952

\

..

\.

""
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/

J. Fred Buzhardt

testimOl~_

/

ron
m KE:

SrnPOEIi;\S

THE DlS'Tr'.IG"t OF C0LUilllA

LrCr~S TESl,'tJ lSSU;:;')

)

TO r7~:~;:s
ID E:~T r~
I C:·!~\r-~D1r, 1\lJ..1:0;.~ )
I~C)R l?r:.(~tl)UC.rIO:i OF t'::'~:il~ES

~It:=:~
~7"
l:,/- .. 7"..)l~!
.....
~o
()Uc

)

Fr ic!ay ,.

E~ovt~~ber 9:

197:;]

fOT-CO!

R I C~1.~\I-)
I) l:l::r·:..~\:y._:~'?r~rl~
l~
~rlLl.
.. t. l::r: \j;)I_.~~Ll~

:;~i\~llTI:LJ. PC:;E}~g

l"F'::ct't::;U\S U P.'~~-~:<.sR
Lr~()~'~;;~~n
G.l~:i\:T:.:;r
0

S-J

A 1£.10 t~:c~~nt :

86

, ..

.

House Judiciary Committee[10666]
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I

Tl!E

i

COU2'.I':

Yo u rnay ,

•

t

~

BY MR. 3EN-VENIST~:

;

/

conversation

with John Dean en the night of April 15th which

was r-ecor-dcd on tape.
, a.personal

I

~cetinc

II access to the
'I

II

II

usc in

11

[.';y

u:ldersta..'1ding
iz that t~ere

I

conver:;;atio:1. I ~cQuc;;::t

tape to hear it and to have a transcript

I

.. . I.

~ade _...

"..,~

.....

O"~

Do you recall receiving

,

Yes, I do.

I

.
t

eft::.;;::::,
!

or a telephone

,I

II
I

"':2.:;;

I

Tnereafter,

II

SO::1etiri:e
subsec;_ue:nt

did

that letter?

you consult

I
I

with
-.od , ~.•
-.-,,'w
-T a~

'/

/' consulted, I believe -- I believe

I

T
~

f

")
2-50

I

!

I talked

t0

Cox

:~~.

!

0::

I

II telepho:1e about

th2t specific

as I said before~

or

tal%ed to

lVlR. BEN-v"'ENIST2:

I

p2rt

And may

I

I

the reG~est,

I

I

PC"ce:rse:1.
I....
e

have this mar-ke c as

the next exhibit?

I

THE DEPUTY CLERK:

Exhibit

No. 53, n:arked

identification.

for identificatio~.J

BY MR. 3EN-\sXIS':.';:::
Q
identify

Showing you Ex~ibit

can yo~

I

this:

I
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1098

referred

in hiD dir.cus~Jion
dictClted

elePrc~ic1ent

his

i..'ith Hr. P~tcrson

'~l.~lSa

ta?c O~

own recollcctio:1s

of that

"":ac? ...

CO:1'7erSa-

tion after it was fini3hed.
[:0

';1hethcr thero

'_;A

pz'e aumabLy you

was a tape

that

~i!~C~3Sicn

co::rrcct,

with

ns contrasted

refercnco

COAl

s

toa

to a d:i.st~belt

you say," "tilth Hr. ?etf.:!rucn abmit

in

trying

to ro::;pond __

A

I believe I did, I au ~ot sure I did.

Q

~i!lat. do you recti 11 ;{1:.
I don't

in Hr.

a::.o\..:t

recollection.

You had conversatJ.on,

is

son~

conver oat.Lon as indicated

of a conversation

to the President's

tJlis,

had

I don It rC':-:1Gmbcr
<my convcrstltion

tape recording

Q

have

Ii1UGt

recall

vhat

1''2. tcrnel1

X may have.

saying?

~1r. PctE!rs€!n £aid.

Indeed,

t~c:

convez sc cLcn riay havo been with Hr. Cox.
Q

Do you recall

bclic·...
-eu thero

h

to

-

",

-

r

;;0,

~la3

~1r. Cox saying

a tetpe recorded

I do not; spccific3.1ly

in

E.>ub:3tn:1cetha tit

conversation

recoIl

bct'Wcen

and \>That

\;a5

t:1C

!·~r.Cox said

L-:80

infor':.:cd

r.e of a couver s o ticn

ll~ had. ·~.;i
t~ :fr. ?ctc!"!!en ..

[10672]

1099
A

Not: r".ore than

request

O:1CO,

r an

sure ..

1"'«9 Dad€! and D€:h:ecn the tin~

you rcs?Ondcd?

I

,

A

had at

that

o

~·1r.. Bcn-Vc~!1intQ,

ti:-:1c mzraer o un rcquestr;

\;ere: conplied

focus

i3 correct,

''1'Lat

fror.l nr.

I night

and

say

cox , r-,ost of

\!c

\)~ich.

ui th ..

Do you recall

on what we are

--

I \Jon' t get into

he xo about

Do you recall

A

No" I do not.

Q

Do

0:1 what GuY you had this

t~d3 !"'3tt0r

and tr~t to

now,

you have a log .",
r hich

one specifically

that,

cO;lv'~r;,ution

would in.Jic~.t0 or a dii3.ry?

was discussed. on ..

time you responded to it; ho~cver, you arc certain in your
th.:1t tJlfJre

A
den t t recall

:lr.

was cnly

one conversation

No I I h~d be en less tllan
t;:~

Ccx t o the

bcti?!eQ.."'\you and the

ccrt<tin

bat

r c~=tainly

c('".n'Versntion

Prc.:;i<.~c!"~tb~forc

you hue. :3ant it?
[10673]

11")0

did

o

Did

A

I disc:u.seed

Lnd Lca te

you

to tl1·~ Pre~dd(,;i-:t in

I believe
standing
about

"lith h irn hut

t.he inquiries

not go back and go through
on that

EU!');";

t anco

after

t.'''lat

to <Jiv(~you a bettor

unc.~r-

of it, ,,:~
nn::n.:ered a nuribczr of Z!r. ccx '.c inquiries

that

you recall

tir...c:you had this
r ospons e

at

tD::.e"
Do

Q

I

no.

\do th b'1c correspondence,

date,

hOH

i-!r.

tr.>

whether anyone else vas pre.sent at th.;;

convcrs2tticn.
Cox'

S

lc:~r

vith

tho p~·ct.lic1cn.tin uld.ch. th~

'was discussed?
L.

No~ I don e t believe

anyone c150 ..{as presont

...

tho rcs?O!1sa did you have in ~in.d \:hut ~tr.. Cox: had indicated
Hr~ l'cb:;rSC:l

A

had

told th:; Sr>cci~l

PrOS0cutor

f::;

off.icG?

I pro~~bly did but 1 don1t specifically recull,

Hr. Bon-Vcnistc.

vn..."1tto ::>lav
""

hearing

-

a dictobelt

tho ~)resident'

of th8 President

S

I

g

recollection

vo Lcc of l:in osrn recollect.ions

t.o

rZlther

racQrd~d convors~tion7

[10674]

1101
goin'] far

fifield, it is argu;,:,cntativa a s to \1hy t:he Pr~:::;.i!lc~t.

dicln I t do this
~l~
I

01.'

do that,

cou~:

it Ls not g0r.n;me

to the

inquiry.

Objection overruled.

(

:r

TIlEllI'l'HI:SS: no, I don I t recall.

certainly

do not

recall.
BY HR.

DtH-VE!lIS'l'E:

o

In ~Jbstunce?

A

Inquiring of the rresident

quastioning

why he did this

or that?
Q

Did the President ever advise you at or about th~t

time whon he cUctated his recollection?
I run not: sure
this

specific

advised ~
Q

---._
that

'-lhethar ho a(~vic;ed roe. wi t.~ refererlcc

cictah(:!lt

or no t ,

I am sure

at

SO;;1C

to

point !1c

that he frequently did dict~te his rccollectio~5.
l\j:a you saying

you '!::roto t!1is lotter

tr.e President ,'~a!3referrir.<;

tion with :~. Petersen

to

l!r.

to !-;r. Cox sayL"1g

Pot er sen in his

to a 6ictat~lt of recollections L~t ~~~t

you had not had a conver sat.Lon ",,·ith the Prc!>id~t
H~. PO:..:;RS:

conve r se -

If Your J;ollor plei!sc

l:"ait, !lr. Duzhardt,

I

about

this?

I oLj ece ,

th.:lt i!J not a corrEct

stataz"':ent

of tC!3tir::O;y w!1ich we havo been over tin~ and t.i!-:Q again.

HR.

PO~::S::tS:

Yc:!91

sir.
.........
t"
'. 'Ie.

[10675]
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UR. BEIl-\Ti:~,rISTr.:

ponded Ln a nannor

it.

Presi~cnt specifically

I thought ::r.

jU!lt

rCG30

nu~hnrc.t said the

~~n~~onQd a dictabelt'of

tion so tt.at in his conversation
to P.r. nuzhllrdt's

t~:e "iitn'Js::;

inconsistent "7ith hi:I forn~!." testinony,

I ,'ranted "to clarify

(

I thought

h13 recollcc-

\:lith are Uuzhardt preparatory

June 16 responso

to !.1r. Cox.

Lot roe stop the~~ und ask if that is the C~S9?
THE l'lI7!CSS

That

%

corl~:!ct.

is

BY :'iR •. BE1~-VEnISTE:

ONy

occagion L~dicate
of

t.~eJ?. is:

question
to

you when ho had ulctat~l his recollection

~eeting?

the

'1'P..ECOURT:

He may anowez ,

'l1lF. tr.rT~msS:

--_

Did t.he- Prasil1ent on tha.t

I don't

al though at; scree point wi thin

r-cca 11 hi.."')EO indicZlting,
th3.t CC;lv~r3ati()n cr anot~:0.r I

had been inforI:1ed tha.t he (lid frequently
lcctlcng.

dictate "his recol-

It woulu. have been in that CO:lversatio':'l,

!don't

know.

Q

In that

prior

to your responding to

ni.

Cox on the

lGth of Juno?

(

Yes.
Q

So t11a.t it is

f~ir

to

to n dictabelt recording of his

nay t~l~ Pr~sidcnt

recollections

3aid

Dot~r

~~acificnl17

an~

[10676]
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11.

On June 11, 1973 Cox wrote Buzhardt requesting that an inventory

be made of the contents of any and all the files of Mitchell,
Liddy, Strachan,

Colson, Chapin, Ehrlichman,

Haldeman,

LaRue,

Dean, Hunt, Krogh

and Young, and files relating to the Pentagon Papers investigation
the Special Investigations
the President

Unit.

On June 16 Buzhardt informed Cox that

alone, had the authority

to order an inventory

of the files

and that Cox's proposal would be reviewed with the President.

21, 1973 Cox wrote to Buzhardt renewing the request.

On

June

Cox has testified

that after a period of many weeks he was told by Buzhardt
be no agreement

and

that there could

on such an inventory.

11.1

Letter from Archibald Cox to J. Fred Buzhardt,
June 11, 1973 (received from Watergate Special
Prosecution Force).

11.2

Letter from J. Fred Buzhardt to Archibald Cox,
June 16, 1973 (received from Watergate Special
Prosecution Force).

11.3

Letter from Archibald Cox to J. Fred Buzhardt,
June 21, 1973 (received from Watergate Special
Prosecution Force).

'11.4 Archibald
Hearings

Cox testimony,
80.

SJC, 1 Special Prosecutor
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11.1

Archibald Cox letter

WH

JUl~e 11, 1973

!

llonornble J. Fred nuzhardt
Counsel to the President
Th~ Hhlte House
l-laslrlngton, D. C.

Dear Hr. Buzbardt:

i

I

i

I

::'1 am 'tn:iting to request that: an accurate invento~y he made
of the contents of any and all the files of the following
individ~ls now in the H"nite HOU3e or Executive Offices: Hessrs ..
Nitchall, I.a7tue>Liddy, Strachan) Colson, Chapin, Ehrlichman~
F.zlder:!2.iJ.,> Dean) Ihmt, Krogh and Young.
.
,.

. I also request that full inventories be made of any and all
files relating to any actual or potential Pentagon Papers investigation, includ~g the break-in into the office or Ellsberg's
psychiatrist Dr. Fielding; to the planning for and activities of
tihe Intelligence E-valuation Co:noittee created fu 1970; and to the
reatiou and activities the Special Investigations Unit set up
within the Hhite House during the '\oieak folloi:·li
ng publication. of
..

U

he Pentagon. Papers~;

. .

...

.

~

_ ..

The p~oper parfornance of ny duties ~r.L1l require access to
some or all of these files.
You have not agreed that general
access is appropriate.
Th~ dif£er~ce
'remains open. I do urge
upon you not: only that: my present request: for au ~ed:Llt:e..-.
inventory is proper and should be granted, but also that the
making of a cO!:lplete inventory at this tiIua is in cha best interests
of everyone concernedv ' ~
_.
I also request to be furnished copies of the inventories as
they p;:occed.

.,,
t

t

!

!

If you agree to this request 1le should have no diff~culty
agreeing upon the proper perSO~3 to ~ke the inventories and the
instruction" which they should be given.

i

i,

Sincerc;Ly,
File

000933
ARCllIE~\LD

cox

Special Pros~cutor
Chron
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11.2

J. Fred Buzhardt letter

June 16, 1973

De a r Mr , Cox:

r

'We have y_ourletter of June 11th requesting that an accurate
inventory be rri ad e of the contents of any and all files of 12
named individuals that may now b e in the Custody of the
White Hous e , as well as of files relating to any of three
subjects described by you.

'We advised you when we met June 6th that we would consider
your suggestion that an inventory be made of the files.
We
intend to gi vecareful thought to that proposal and to review.
it with the President,
who alone would have authority to order
an inventory of the file s. It has not been pos sible to do that as
yet. We will advise you of ~ur ~ecision as soon as we are able
to do so.·.
.
...

L

.

.

-

~

.

In the meantime, the documents are under security precautions
that have be en described to you in my letters of June 1st and 12th.
Asfho se letters make clear, these Presidential
papers are in
the custody of the President but are constantly guarded by the
Secret Service and access to them is carefully limited under
rules that make certain fh at there can be no additions to,
removal from, or alterations in any of the hundreds of thousands
of documents to which you refer.
These secur'ity arrangements
ensure the integrity of the impolil1ded file s pending the t irrie when
·a decision is made on whether they should be ~ventoried.

I
,.

_.,

Sincerely,

\J~
1.

-

~c_}.,-,c_,,--<-~/

I

FRED BUZHARDT

1

Special Counsel to the Pre sident

Honorable Archibald Cox
Special Prosecutor
De pa r trrrcnb of Justice
Washington, D. C. 20530

000948
._
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11.3

Archibald Cox letter

'I

AC/flc

June 21_ 1973

!-ir" J. Fred Buzhaxd t
Counse l,

tl)

the President

The t-1hj_ t~ Hous e

Hashington. D.C.
Dear Hr. Buzhardt:
Thar~<you for your 19tter of Ju.."1e16 concerning

our requsst for an inventory of certain specified f:tle~.

rI.

I do hope that YO'.1 mll reach a favorable decision
at an early data.
Information 'concerning t..'1eorganization
. of Whit~ H0U32 files and SOm.2 identification
of the cont.:!nt3

of thosa whi~~ may be critical are indispen3able
gent

investigation

of the documents that

disprova ~~n7 of the allegations

I

to intelli-

may prove or

now being made concerning

the LnvoLveeient; of var Lous indbTiduals
in fro effort
to
cover UP re3Ponsiblity
for the ~la.tergate incident.
1:
cannot; believe that there is any abstract policy 130
importa.."1t as to justify
withholding llCCB33 to papers of such
:;itic~l import~~ce in digging out tna truth concerning
vexed problem.
.

L-:~:t9

?laking the

period.
prejudice

~.Hill probab Ly take a consider.o.ble
that t.~are could not be any--fossible

iU'l7mltO'ty

May I suggest

in having

the work otarted

while

you are scudying

our rcqu~st.

Sincerely~

ARCHIBALD

COX'

Special Prosecutor
File

1&grlh
Chron

L..-Cox-

000953
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80
of the room-but
in a particular roomwhere
they had been under
what I was assured by :\II". Buzhardt were secure conditions, and if
he gave me that assurance I am sure that it is true.
there arc a lot of those papers. :\{uny of them arc relevant, I think,
o tho inquiries which I was charged "with making. Of course, many
f them aren't, and the problem arose, well, how do we separate out
the ones that are from the ones-that aren't? My proposal to the White
House counsel was that we have an inventory made. I proposed that
last June. Then at least wo would have had some guidance as to the
ones for which there was at least some indication of their relevauco ;
and I wouldn't be in a position of seeking to pry into things that
were none of my business. I didn't think it would hurt the national
interest to see them, but still it would be none of 111V business.
After a period of many weeks, I was told by Mr. Buzhardt that
there could be no agreement on such an inventory, and I infer from
that-but
it is inference-that
the papers 1..'1 that room are regarded
as privileged. Some of them,' I think some papers, taken from that
room, again, let me be fair, were turned over to my office, for example,
eITT files that Fielding kept, and the other mentioned yesterdaytrachau's political action memoranda-but
I am sure there are u lot
ore as to which privilege was being asserted.
Senator BYRD. The President indicated as follows:
""\Ve will not provide
Presidential
documents
to a Special
Prosecutor."
This would mean, then, that the Special Prosecutor could not avail
himself of the judicial process in the future to obtain Presidential
tapes, memoranda, handwritten notes, papers and other documents'?
Mr. Cox. That certainly is the implication of that statement if I
caught it correctly. Mr. Bork has made statements that said the
Special Prosecutor, as he envisaged it, would have more power.
Senator BYRD. Then how could any Special Prosecutor appointed
<by the President, no matter what guidelines guaranteed him by the
Congress, pursue these matters through judicial process, which may
be necessary, and not be fired by the Attorney General for disobeying
an explicit Presidential order?
Mr. Cox. I had thought that if he were given the power by statute,
and the office were created by statute, that he would be able to exercise
those powers. But you may be right that if he is subject to unrestricted
dismissal for exercising them that the dismissal would prevent him
from doing it and that, therefore, if the President were to make the
appointment there would have to be some restriction on dismissal.
Senator BYRD. The President, in his news conference, spoke of the
proposition us follows: Attorney General Richnrdson approved of this
proposition, alluding to the proposition that had been worked out
whcrebv Senator Stennis would verify the President's summurv of
'what
on the tapes, and I suppose included in the other rueruoranda
included in the subpoena.

U

''iaS

Attorney General Richardson
approved of this proposition. Senator Baker and
Senator Ervin were fully informed of the proposition in its entirety and approved
of the proposition.
Mr. Cox was the only one that rejected it. Under the circumstances, when he rejected it, and indicated
that despite the upprovnl of the
Attorney General and, of course, of the President, when he rejected the proposal,
I had no choice but to dismiss him.

[10687]
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12.

On June 13, 1973 Cox wrote Buzhardt and requested copies or

excerpts from logs showing the dates and times of meetings and
telephone calls between the President

and fifteen named individuals.

Cox has testified that he received documents showing meetings and conversations

between the President and Dean, Haldeman,

Petersen and Mitchell.
President

Ehr1ichman,

Haig has stated that Cox was told that the

had no meetings with Strachan, Chapin, Liddy and Hunt.

12.1

Letter from Archibald Cox to J. Fred Buzhardt,
June 13, 1973 (received from Watergate Special
Prosecution Force).

12.2

Archibald Cox testimony, SJC, 1 Special Prosecutor
Hearings 16.

12.3

Alexander Haig interview,
October 28, 1973, 7.

"Face the Nation,"

[10689]
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12.1

Archibald Cox letter

AC:ams
June

13, 1973

. ,...

....

..
Hr. J. Fred Buzhardt
Counsel to th~ President
The Hhite Rouse
l~ashinston,.:'"
D. C.
Dear

r
I

.

:~'.

:.

Hr. Buzhardt:

I a.m writing to request copies of or excerpts from
all logs, dia~ies or similar records showing the dates
and e~act times of every meeti~3 or telephone call between
the President
and any of the· following,individuals
between
June 15, 1972 ~nd the present date:
~lessrs :

Mitchell
LaRue
Liddy
Strachan
Colson
Chapin

Ehrlich1!lGtl
Haldeman
Dean

Hunt
Krogh
Young
Kleindienst

D

L

_.

Gray

~

.

.

t

~etersen
It would

L

,.
t.

for you to start w~th and supply
the dates and times of any personal
conversations
or telephone calls between
the President
and
Messrs. Dean, Petersen or Mitcbell between March 1, 1973
and the present date.

first

a record

be helpful

showing

000938

File
Chron

\
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2.
You, will understand
that our request for such
records is without prejudice
to our position that we
should be given access to all recordings
and memoranda
showing the substance of any such conversations.
Similarly, your supplying
the bare record of persons, times
and dates would be without prejudice
to any objection
you night make to supplying ~nforoation
ou the subsC&nce
of the conversations.
Sincerely,

. ...

ARCHIBALD

-

.

",

...

'"

Special

."

-

'-

COX-,

'. '.

Prosecutor,
"

.

~ .

=:

'_.J

.,':
.: _ ..

,..

_ ,.

•

•

.:.

.

-

,

'f

.

.

t.
~
!

f

!

...

!

... '.

..,I

_.

:..

_. -.-.

--._ ~.
.:

,:

. _-

..

...

..

'
... c-

.

~
.......

.,.~- ........

..

""".

~....

':~.
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.,..

_.

!.,

"

-}.

,

I..

I
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16
some instunces guilt of wrongdoing,
is in the White HOU5C or Executive Offices. I am not j'('fcl'l'illg to tupes alone, and I urn not ref(·rrili[;
to ""'atergate
alone. I am referring to a wide variety of papers. This
is a subject on which I waut to be just 11;; accurate as I possibly call
because it lias been n matter of inconsistent
assertions between 1I1\":::(,lf
lind General Huig. I tun relying primarily
011 the paper
pu t toget 11('r
for me as of October 17, as to whut informnt ion we had obtained
find
what information
we had not obtained,
find I said on the basis of thur
paper, and I believe it to be true, that OIL the whole our efforts to
obtain ill formation
by the 'White House bore frustration
and delay
lind that it was not forthcoming',.
.,.
General Haig said yesterday ~on a public television show:
Nothing could be further from the truth, ""c have provided him with" a full
array of documentary
evidence. Where the President. has taken issue with Profe~;;or Cox has been on the subject of those limited documents involving personal
discussions .by the President himself and memoranda
covering tile substance
of
those discussions. All of the other data has been provided.

I thought under the circumstances
I should give you the information pu t together at my request, and I believe uccurutcly,
by one of
th young men on my staff going through the files.
ertainly some things were furnished
to us by counsel to the
President.
There were a Humber of logs, diaries, either scheduling
01'
listing meetings, and telephouo calls between various individuals
and
the President.
\Ve did get the logs for ~,Ir. Deun, Mr. Elulichmnn
,
~Ir. Haldeman, ~Jr. Mitchell, and ~Ir. Petersen. I said earlier that
we 111(1 not received the logs showing .visits and telephone conversutions between
the Presideu t and .:,Iessrs. Chapin,
Hun t, Liddy,
Strachun.
General Huig said that I had been informed that there wue
1l0meetillg;;
between
the President
and UIIY of those gentlemen.
I
don't think our \\Tiitcn recorU sllOws that we received that advice_
I am fully prc'p1U'ed to think that whitt lllU,:t have happened
was that
.J. Fred Buzhardt, the President's
coulI~cl in this matter,
tclepholicd
mc nud told me that, !lnd that I forgot to dictate fl. memorHndum
fel'
the file, and then II record was made up from the file; :lnt! I assume tlHl t
I was in ('I"ror in those parti(;ulars.
There remain, however, Cobon, Gray; Kleindienst,
Krogh, Lull lie,
find Young.
I Ilssume that those will be forthcoming.
The chief point thtlt I
m::kc is simply that we asked for them on June 1:3, and here it is
practi_r:ally the end ~f Octo,bey, HlId, that _rcally is. un :r~vf.ni long ti!lJe
to Willt to get thnt kmd of WIOrmatIO;l . .0;0"", nglll!1, tIllS IS sometlllng
that C:i!1 be checked out and should be checkell out ns u fnct. I :1111
simply giving you the best information
I hnye so that you C:ln see the
picture.
A second importnnt
thing which we did obt,lin was the so-cnllcll
"Fielding-ITT"
file. Third,
we were supplied
lI. file kept
by 2\11'.
Strachan
Hne! entitled "political mattei'S memoranda."
Herc lignin, I
think, part of the basis for what I cull frustmti6n
und dciny i" iliustr:1ted. Judge Sirieu. WHS assured on July 26 that we would be supplied
with thl1t :file. \\"e 1irst saw it sometime in September.
Sume of the
plls,:a;e of time was unclonLtedly
due to the Llct tlm~ ,\11'. Buzhartl.t
s:litl to me on'r the phone: Look, I \YHU t to go t hlO'Ug-h I t and see \\'11n t;;
in it before we turn it oyer to you. I think there nrc l1 lot of irrelenmt
and embnrras:;ing
things. And I s:lid: Sure, go through it liS long flS
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RATHER:

General Haig, if Special prosecutor

Cox or any other

~pecial Prosecutor is to get to the bottom of Watergate

and related

crimes, do~sn't he have to have the carte blanche to call for such
things as White House logs and the kind of memoranda
Prosecutor

that Special

Cox said that he -- \<las an absolute necessity

-- doesn't

he have to have that kind of freedom?
GEN ..HAIG:

Dan, I'm glad you asked that question because I think

there were some bad misunderstandings
press conference.

CoX's

First, I want to make it very clear, as the Attorney

General has, and as we have repeatedly
information

coming out of Professor

-- we've made a great deal of

and material available to . PrOfessor Cox and his investi-

gating team from the outset.

Now, secondly, I think the American

people certainly got the impression that we've been intransigent
this issue since Professor Cox started his investigation.
could be further from the truth.
array of documentary

evidence.

on

Nothing

We have provided him with a full
lVhere the President has taken issue

with Professor Cox has been on the subject of those limited documents
involving personal discussions by the President himself and memoranda
covering the substance of those discussions.

All of the other data

has been provided.

~

Now Professor Cox raised the question that he had never been able
to get the logs of meetings between the President and Mr. Chapin and
Mr. Hunt and Mr. Liddy and Mr. Strahan.

Here again, Professor Cox -

knew very well there had been no such meetings,
that repeatedly by the President's

counsel.

and he had been told

And yet the American

people were led to believe on Saturday that for some reason these logs
-~re

not being made available.

There were no logs.
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